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ABSTRACT 
AL-KHALIL IBN AHMAD
AND THE EVOLUTION 01 ARABIC LEXICOGRAPHY 
(A thesis submitted for the degree of Ph*D*)
This work consists of two volumes. The first
deals With the development of Arabic lexicography* The
second consists of extracts from the text of the earliest
Arabic dictionary, i.e., al-fAin by al-Khalil. 
folUMgI
PART I deals with the first stage in the 
development of Arabic lexicography, in which dictionaries 
were arranged in the f,Anagranimaticalrt order* This order 
was founded by al-Khalil, The first chapter gives a 
biographical sketch of al-Khalil and discusses the plan 
of his dictionary* The second deals with lexicographers 
following al-Khalil*s model in the East, and the third
with those in the West*
PART II deals with the second stage in Arabic 
lexicography, which is that of the "Qafiyah” order* These 
three chapters deal with the following topics: (1) Early
Works, (2) Late Works, (3) Shidyaq's rebellion against 
that order.
(ii)
PART III deals with the third stage, in which 
dictionaries are arranged according to a ^strict 
alphabetical^ order* Its four chapters deal with the 
following headings respectively: (1) The vocabulary of
the Q,uran and Hadith, (2) Early Works, (3) Late Works,
(4) The attempt to compile a major Arabic lexicon,
PART IT deals with the text of al-*Ain. It 
has three chapters which deal with the following topics;
(1) The controversy.over the authorship of al-fAin,
(2) The question of the real author of that work, (3) Karmali 
and al«fAin, and (4) The process of editing al-’Ain*
VOLUME II
This volume comprises some sections chosen from 
al-’Ain to serve as a specimen of the text. As every letter 
of the alphabet is dealt with by al-Khalil under seven 
heads, we have selected sections from different parts of 
the book, each representing one such head* The sections 
selected are representative of the beginning, the middle 
and the end of the book to emphasise the structural unity 
of the text. These heads are: (1) Reduplicated biliteral
words, (2) Triliteral words with three raaical consonants,
(3) Triliteral word© with one weak letter, (4) Triliteral
(iii)
words with only one strong consonant, (5) Quadriliteral 
words, (6) Q,uintiliteral words, and (7) Words containing 
no consonants as radicals, but only weak letters*
There is no comprehensive account of the 
development of Arabic lexicography from its beginning to 
the present day, and it is hoped that this thesis will 
make a contribution to our knowledge of this important 
field of Arabic literature.
c iv )
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1INTRODUCTION
At the close of the second century of Hijrah
the main foundations of Islamic learning had been laid.
A few leading scholars had taken the initiative in
establishing different branches in Islamism, religion and
literature. In the field of Sirah, there was ibn Ishaq
*
whose work was revised by ibn Hisham. In Hadith, al- 
Bukhari led the way in collecting his Sahih. Similarly, 
in the philological field, we had Sibawaih, who, inspired
(r
by his tutor al-Khalil, compiled the first complete 
grammatical work, al-Kitab. Meanwhile his master, al- 
Khalil, undertook the task of establishing the science of 
Metre, ub , and of devising a system by which all the 
Arabic vocabulary could be encompassed in a single book.
It is intended here to discuss the method by 
which al-Khalil was able to set up his system for the 
purpose of what was known later as a form of dictionary.
The contemporaries of al-Khalil had written some 
lexicographical works in the form of monographs, each 
dealing with words relating to one subject, e.g. the Palm 
Tree, Rain and Horses. In such works, the authors collected
^ ^ /L<r e>4^ -yi c£c<t£h<sri€(J!-
ssome obsoure words, , and gave explanations of them.
They were concerned only with that class of vocabulary 
because in their opinion it is only that type of words which 
needs comments and explanations. On the other hand, they 
assumed that the class of words which were commonly used 
did not require definition, since the average reader could 
not find difficulties in grasping the idea of a phrase 
consisting of such words. Some of these authors have devoted 
some books to the rare words, but in all of them the number 
of words recorded i n .them were arranged at random. The 
reader may have to read the whole book in order to find the 
word he seeks. It was not until the nineteenth century that 
indices and glossaries were aaded to those works, when 
certain Orientalists undertook the task of editing a number 
of such books. If the whole Arabic vocabulary were to be 
compiled in this manner, i.e., in works dealing with 
special subjects, a great number of books would be needed; 
and yet the whole field would not be covered and there would 
also be many repetitions. It was left to al-Khalil to solve
the problem twelve hundred years ago.
W& should appreciate a systematic dictionary more,
if we bear in mind that in those days no European language
3possessed a dictionary, it is a fact that long before 
Islam the Chinese dictionary was in existence, but there 
is no evidence that al-Khalil had any knowledge of the 
Chinese tongue. As a grammarian and phonetician, al-Khalil 
established some rules concerning the combination of 
Arabic sounds* One of these rules is: lfWhen three letters
of the alphabet are articulated from one place, they do 
not combine together as radicals in one word, e.g. V  j 
as labials can never be found together in an Arabic word*
The same applies with ^  j^> j as dentals and with
as gutturals. If we take three letters of
c  t* c
different places, such as, ^  ( and , we should
have words like . t €
That is to say, six words, every pair of which has th^ 
same initial letter; and in all, out of three consonants 
we could have six forms. Ibn Duraid has illustrated this 
by a drawing of a triangle like this:
In the above triahgle, if you begin With £  and 
go round to J to end with I ^  , you would have -p >
4while going from ^ via f to J you have and
so on, till you have the theoretical six forms. Of these 
combinations, if the combination is not used in Arabic, it 
is termed "muhinal” by al-Khal.il, Al-Khalil found it easy 
to state some circles as f,muhmalTr by his phonetic rules. 
Therefore, he did not find it convenient to adopt the 
ordinary alphabetical order. To serve his purpose he applied 
the phonetic order to his lexicographical theory. In order 
to do so, he divided the Arabic consonants according to 
their places of articulation into groups beginning with 
gutturals and ending with labials. This arrangement happens 
by accident to resemble in general the order of the Sanskrit 
alphabet, Jurji 2aidan suggested that Khalil took his order 
from that language. But if we take into consideration the 
fact that al-Khalil was an authority on all branches of 
philology, phonetics, grammar and lexicography, and that 
there is no evidence that he knew Sanskrit, we should not 
take the resemblance as a sign of borrowing. Besides, the 
order of Sanskrit does not correspond with the phonetic order 
of Arabic.
Though all later scholars admit that such a scheme 
is a thing for which al-Khalil should be honoured, there has
5been a long argument about the actual book in which the 
plan was put into operation, namely the very first ArabiG 
lexicon, al-'Ain.
Some of the early scholars were jealous and 
disputed the theory that al-Khalil wrote the whole book.
The medieval scholars represented by Suyuti tried to 
harmonise the different opinions, relying mostly on external 
evidence, i.e., the chain of transmission. They regarded 
the statements given by their predecessors as correct and 
what appears as a conflict should be interpreted in such a 
way as to harmonise the divergences. If these scholars 
could be excused for not departing from the conception of 
learning at their own time, there is no excuse for some 
scholars in the twentieth century adopting the same attitude.
The disappearance of the manuscript for some time 
is oartly responsible for this. The last news of the book 
al-TAin was reported Suyuti when he said, ^Reviewing the 
book I could not find serious mistakes” . Ibn Manzur (d. *710) 
in his Lisan al-Arab does not mention al-’Ain among his 
sources, nor does 3fairuzabadi (d. 750 A.H.) in his Qarnus, 
nor does Ztftaidi (d. 1270 A.H.) in his Taj. This was 
notices in spite of the fact that they all have referred to
6al-*Ain. The explanation of this is that they all quoted 
al-fAin through the medium of other lexicons. Even in the 
recent work of al-Muhit by Bustani the same thing can be 
found. The compilers of major Arabic lexicons have so 
far kept to the traditional concepts. That is to say 
they have quoted one another in giving their definitions and 
information. The names of the same authorities can be found 
again and again in most of these lexicons, and all of them 
depended directly or indirectly upon al-fAin with regard to 
their information. But with regard to the arrangements of 
the words, they have followed in the footsteps of al-Khalil 
for some centuries. Later on they departed in their 
arrangements from the order of al-’Ain, which is phonetic, 
to the Qafiyah and later to the strict alphabetical order.
It did not hanuen as would expect with sharp divisions 
between these three stages, but they merged into one another.
When the manuscript of al-fAin was discovered 
later, a small portion of it was printed.in Baghdad in 1914 
A.D. The outbreak of the First World War stopped the work 
completely and Karmall, the editor, was detained and his 
library looted. The unfortunate manuscripts and the printed 
part did not have the chance to come to light. The
7Encyclopaedia of Islam and Brookelmann* s g.A.L. . which 
are considered the most reliable references to Arabic 
work, both printed and manuscripts, have failed to mention 
a manuscript of al-'Ain. Anyone reading the article on 
al-Khalil in both references would get the impression that 
the manuscript is considered as lost.
The tracing of Arabic lexicography to its origin 
would not be complete without reference to the earliest 
Arabic dictionary. The controversy over the authorship of 
al-’Ain cannot be settled in the traditional way which 
puts much stress on the chain of transmission, and 
considers some statements made by some distinguished scholars 
as unquestionable. Nor can it be solved by the fantastic 
theory that al-Khalil, as Iiead of the School of Basra, is 
too eminent to make mistakes; and it was deduced from this 
that some errors in al~fAin suggest that the book is not 
"appropriate* to be attributed to al-Khalil, It was our 
task to endeavour to seek both the printed part and the
manuscript itself.
Of the former, Krenkow reported that he had seen
the boys in Baghdad selling dates wrapped in the leaves of 
the book. But after long research I was able to obtain*a
8microfilm of the only surviving copy in Cairo. With regard 
to the manuscript, the task ^as, at first, hopeless. The 
Catalogue of Berlin Arabic manuscripts (i sg&) described 
three fragments of manuscripts which bear neither the 
author’s name nor the title. When microfilms of these 
fragments were examined they proved to be of another 
dictionary made on the model of al-’Ain and not al-’Ain 
itself. The search went on by correspondence with the 
libraries thought to contain Arabic manuscripts. The Arab 
League librarian at Cairo, in a letter to me, said that 
al-’Ain is one of the first valuable manuscripts on the 
list of works to oe collected at the expense of the Horary 
from all over the world, but so far, he declared, **we 
could not find it anywhere” .
Iraq, where al-Khalil had lived, was searched 
in the first place, but unfortunately no catalogue of the 
manuscripts there had been printed. It was only by personal 
contact between the Middle East Department of the School 
of Oriental and African Studies and the Iraqi Embassy in 
London that a clue was found. The Charge d ’Affaires had 
written to the Iraq Museum to see if such a copy was in
9existence* The good news arrived when a letter came 
from Baghdad that the complete work is there and they 
kindly offered to co-operate fully. Hence, a micro­
film of the manuscript arrived in London. Later on, 
during the Twenty-third International Congress of 
Orientalists, Dr. J*. Krearner of the Department of Arabic 
at the University of Tubingen, Germany, kindly informed 
me of a manuscript of al-TAin at the library of the 
University there. Another microfilm of the whole book 
arrived in London. I think the absence of a printed 
catalogue for Baghdad and of a recent edition in Germany 
was responsible for the failure by Brocklemann and the 
Encyclopaedia of Islam to trace the manuscript of al-*Ain.
Now as the manuscript is available, it is 
hoped to obtain first hand information and to rely on 
internal evidence for our investigation. The scope of 
this study is to examine the principles by which al-Knalil 
was able to devise the first Arabic dictionary, al-fAin 
and to review Arabic dictionaries to see how far they 
followed or departed from al-*Ain. Such a review would 
also enable us to discuss the controversy over the author­
ship of the work.
10
The manuscript consists of about 840 pages 
quarto. Every page contains twenty-give lines and each 
line about fifteen words. Karmali has estimated that the 
booh would take about 2,500 printed pages. The printed 
part which consists of one hundred and forty-four pages 
comprises fifty-six pages in the Baghdad manuscript 
and fifty-eight in that of Germany. As the printed 
part was not well edited, without notes or indices, the 
whole book should be accurately edited with indices 
especially for the glossary. Since the order of the 
words is a phonetic one such an index containing the words 
defined in the text in a strict alphabetical order is 
essential, on the lines of that of Krenkow for the 
Jamharah of Ibn Duraid.
0win& to the vast size of the work which 
would take several years to complete, it is beyond the 
scope of our study here to edit the book. But we may 
suggest a method by which the manuscript should be 
edited and to take some parts of the book to serve as a
model for the task of editing.
These parts are chosen from the beginning, the
11
middle and the end to represent different divisions 
and headings of the hook.
FIRST STAGE IN ARABIC LEXICOGRAPHY 
THE AKAG-RAMM&.TIOAL ORDER
12
CHAPTER I
AL-KHALIL AND THE MODEL OF HIS DICTIONARY 
AL-KHALIL
At the great cultural centre, in the town of 
Oman in Iraq, in the year 100 A.H. (718-9 A.D.) was 
horn the eminent Arabic scholar, al-Khalil b. Ahmad
f
al-Basri.
Unlike many Islamic scholars, he was of pure 
Arabic origin, namely of the clan of Farhud, a.branch 
of the tribe %z&9 .
^  - 1
His surname was Farhudi or Farahidi.
Al-Khalil was not a man of wealth. He could 
hare been, if he had wished; but he was content with his 
modest living, partly because he disliked luxuries and 
partly because he did not have the time to occupy himself
with money matters, even though he had the opportunity
2
to teach. He devoted his time to scientific studies and
1. Farahidi, , is the plural of Farhud/ .
There is a long argument about which form is "grammatically 
correct". We may say that proper names do not always keep 
to the rules of grammar. IHOw.ever, al-Khalil is usually
referred to as FarahidI, which is not so grammatical*
2. As when he was asked to teach an Amir.
1 3
1
investigations in the field of Islamic subjects. He 
is said to have been an ascetic. He was of a grave and 
sagacious disposition.
His reputation as a great scholar was so wide­
spread that the governor of Persia, Sulaiman b. A b d u S ^  
Malik, sent a message to him asking him to come to Persia 
to teach his son, Al-Khalil did not accept the offer, 
for he needed, as he declared in a few lines of poetry, 
no one’s money, not even if it came from an Amir.
About his abilities, he was a man of sharp wit, 
always on the alert for new ideas.
He was a great authority on Islamic subjects 
in general, but particularly in the fields of grammar, 
prosody and philology.
He and his pupil, S#bawaih, were the most
2
eminent leaders of the Basra School of Grammar.
Sibawaih, with his master’s inspiration, compiled
-  3
the famous book on grammar, al-Kitab , in which he quoted 
al-Khalil as an authority on the subject.
1. This term includes literature, grammar, philology,  ^ _ 
prosody, history, etc. translating b. Khallikan, 
called it ftIslamismrf.
2. Weil, the Preface of al-Insaf, p.69. "Sibawaih und^ 
Khalil sind die ersten wirlich bedeutenden G-rammatike, in 
des Wortes engern Sinne.”
3. Edited in Paris and in Haiderabad.
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It vi)as al-Khalil who classified and explained
the science of prosody.
It is related that when he was in Mecca, in
the course of performing the ”Hajj!l, he prayed to God to
bestow on him some knowledge which no one had possessed
before and which could be learned from no one but himself*
After his return from pilgrimage, the science of prosody 
1 '
was revealed to him,
It can be assumed that his knowledge of musical
rhythm and his own observation had led him to abstract
from his numerous selections of poetry some general rules
which were the basis of prosody.
It is also related that the idea occurred to him
as he was walking past a coppersmith’s workshop and heard
the regular beating of the hammer on the anvil. This
I
shows us that he had a sensitive musical ear and was able 
to make a scientific analysis of syllable and rhythm in 
Arabic poetry. It must be stressed, however, that such 
science as he had invented had never been taught him by 
anyone, nor was it derived from any other previously existing
1. The word "revealed" should be construed in a wide sense.
2. Ibn Khallilcan, .... vol.#, p.493-4.
15
model. He found out that scansion of Arabic verses was 
made up of sequences of syllables, short and long, in a 
special order. Thus he formulated the well--knov?n system 
of five circles, which came to be used as the basis of 
the fifteen r/seasfI (measures).
He realised the difficulties of his new subject, 
Prosody. Wittily and gently, he rebuked those'who at first 
did not understand his new idea.
It is related that his son went into the father1s 
room one day and finding the father scanning a piece of 
verse by the rules of prosody, the son ran out and said 
that his father had lost his wits. Some went in and told 
al-Khalil what they had heard, whereupon he addressed his 
son with these words;-
"Had you known what I was saying, you would have 
excused me; and had you known what you said, I should have 
blamed you.
"But you did not understand me, so you blamed me;
%
and I knew that you were a fool, so I pardoned you.ff
A. Ibn Khallikan, vol.l, p.496. (The English version of 
the lines is by the editor, de Slane). Also al-Anbari, 
Nuzhat al-fe-libba, p. 56.
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Another time, someone came to learn prosody
and he could not grasp the idea of scanning* Al-Khalil
asked him once to scan this lines-
tfIf you cannot accomplish a thing, leave it
1
and pass on to another 'which you can accomplish.rt
The man took the hint and left al-Khalil*s 
circle (class).
In the sphere of poetry, he is reported to have 
composed, now and then, a few lines on special occasions; 
for instance his lines to his son. Most of his verses 
were on wisdom and asceticism.
In his old age, he was sometimes so deeply lost 
in thought that he had become absent-minded, and that was 
indirectly the cause of his death. Entering the mosque, 
one day, he was thinking of a new method of calculation, 
so simple, that any servant-girl who knew it could go to 
a shop without incurring the least risk of being cheated* 
While walking inside the mosque he was so preoccupied with
his speculation that he struck against a pillar and died.
2
His age at death was 70. (174 A.H., 791 A.D.). According
1. Ibn Khallikan, vol.l, p^467.
2. Ibn Khallikan suggests his age as 74.
17
to some other sources, he was scanning some verses when
1
the accident occurred.
Whatever the truth be it cannot be denied that 
he lost his life through preoccupation with scientific 
investigations.
His work covered a wide area in the field of
Arabic. Although he was not reported to have left any
work on Traditions, he was an authority on Hadith,
2
Ibn al-Anbari states that the four eminent pupils of 
al-Khalil were: sibawaih on grammar, al-Nadrab Shumail
on philology, M u ’arraj; al-Sadusi on poetry and ^ li al- 
Jahdami on Hadith.9 *
We may count among his works the following books:
1. Al-1 Ain, 1 , the first Arabic dictionary.
2. Al-Naqt, , dots and signs on vowels.
9 *
3. Al-Naghet^T, , on musical rhythm.
1. Ibn Khallikan, vol.l, p.4-97.
2. P- 73.
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b. A l - fArud, t 9 on PTosody.
5* Al-Shawahid, ju&IjJJi , Poetical citations,
6. Al-Iqa*,  ^ y 1, Rhythm.
7. Al~Jumal, 1, Sentences.^
A1-Khalil was highly praised hy eminent scholars 
who found in him a great master of Arabic studies:
1) Ibn al-Muqaffa , 9 after long 
discussions with him, said, "I have met a man whose wit 
is greater than his learning.
2) Khalaf b. al-Muthanna said, "Basra had 
possessed at one time the finest ten persons representing 
different aspects of Art: first, al-Khalil b. Ahmad, 
second, Sunni Bashshar b. Burd, the p o e t     "3
3) Al-Hadr b. Shumail, "There was no one who 
knew al-Hadith, philology and poetry better than al-Khalil
h) Hamzah b. Hasan al Isbahani said, "It must 
be observed that Islam never produced a more active spirit 
than that of al-Khalil."^
1. Encyclopaedia of Islam, v.2, part 2. p.888.
2. Wafayat, v.I. p.U95*
3. Ibn Taghribirdi al-Hujun al-Zahirah, v.2. p.29. 
A. Wafayat, vol.I. p.A9U.
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B, AL-KHALILTS MODEL IN TBS AL-»AIN
The hook is planned according to four principles:-
1) Words are arranged according to their 
radical letters, disregarding additional letters. Thus 
all the-words derived from the root, j 4J  ^ , e.g, jj*—* 
jyu* ( g) I t 1 and so on are
put together,
•w
2) The roots that have a weak letter
are treated separately, e.g, ^ ( ^  ( «.
3) words are classed according to the number
of the radicals, i.e. biliterals, triliterals, quadriliterals 
.
and qujntj^literals.
4) The order of the roots in a word does not
count. Thus, all the words that have the same roots in
any order are put together under one paragraph, e.g, under
the roots, w  j ^ , we have vU* t 6 t u s  J t
*0 **
and # The same with JL— t ^  J The
order of the alphabet is a phonetic one.
These four principles which characterise al-Khalil1s 
model have been preserved by some later scholars, such as, 
b. Duraid in al-Jamharah, al-Q,ali in al-batC^  al-£ubaidi in 
the abridgement of al-fAin, Azhari in Tahdhib and b.Sidah
in al-Muhkam.
Some of the authors1 dictionaries have survived 
and in comparing them with one another we shall see how 
much they have kept to or differ from al-Khalilfs model.
Now we will review each principle separately.
1) The majority of Arabic words have three
consonants as radicals. These three consonants*
accompanied by some vowels* can form certain patterns*
1
. On the models < Js- U < J I  etc.
** o
we can have ..< ,, i Letters equivalent to
<J, p and J i.e. J-*—i in a word are radicals* others
are additionals.
Thus when we have a word requiring definition 
by means of a dictionary* either on al-Khalil’s model or 
the ordinary dictionaries* we have to take into consider­
ation its pattern.
The principle of radicals inherent in al-Khalilfs 
model has been preserved in every Arabic dictionary yet 
to be made.
W  |
2) Words with one or more weak letters. ( ■ ).
Some of the Arabic words have a weak letter or
two in their roots. These weak letters are The
1. encyclopaedia Britannica* vol. 2, p. 192.
2. b . Duraid* al-Jamharah, vol. 1, p. 11
SI
long v o w e l s o * J l  I 9 and the hamza are treated as
nalif” I . Some lexicographers mix them together 
and put them under one paragraph. Some others distinguish 
between L5' \ ' 3 on the one hand and ^ on the 
other hand. Ibn Duraid in al-lamharah treats the hamza 
in a separate chapter.
3} The number of radicals in Arabic words:- 
(i) siliteral words can be
(a) words with only two letters, they are 
always particles, e.g. j2S « J* , ^  ^  *
(b) • words with two radical letters of which 
one is repeated by means of gemination, e.g.
«t SU fV
t jj J *“ C J
(c) words with two radicals both of which 
are repeated by means of reduplication. (b) 
and (c) are termedcJb u r n  tana as they have no 
wealc letter, the full term in lexicography is
(Jp; UtJl ^
♦
(ii) Triliteral words;
They are words having a combination of three
1. Al-Zubaidi counts the weak letters as j f *
22
radicals letters, all of which are non-weak letters.
If one of the letters is geminated it is still tri­
literal, e.g. c i and it is termed .
(iii) Quadriliteral words:
They are words that have four non-weak 
radical letters e.g. a noun, and a verb,
(is
(iv) Q,uinqugliteral letters:
They are words that have five radical letters
The quadriliterals and quinqu^literals are 
not frequently used in Arabic. Because they are not so 
easily spoken as the triliterals, they have to have one 
or more “lingual letters”^  * V  ^  f i.e.
labials and liquids.
4) The order of al-Khalil*s phonetic alphabet.
The letters are arranged not in the normal
alphabetical order but according to their places of
utterance. Thus the order starts with the letters which
1
are called the guttural sounds , and ends with the labial 
one s.
It is not intended here to discuss the phonetic 
observations of al-Khalil, but we are concerned to some 
extent with his phonetic alphabetical order upon which 
he has built up his plan in the book of al-’Ain. 
l7 B.7finnl, al-Khaqa'is, p.35 and JBAS cent", supp, 1934 p.S6sT
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The reason why he did not at all take the 
normal order of the alphabet was explained as follows: 
f,He could not take the hamza to start with because it 
was considered from his point of view to be a weak
letter. He turned to the second letter, i.e.  ^ > ,
but he disliked the idea of putting it initially with­
out any good reason. As a result, he left out that 
order altogether and adopted another order. He knew 
that he had dealt with the order of the phonetic alphabet 
in the field of grammar. The idea of such an order 
struck his mind and made him adopt it for his lexicographical 
purpose.
Al-Khalil, having adopted the phonetic order, 
could have chosen either end of the mouth as a starting 
point for his lexicographical alphabet, but we find that 
he began not with the labial sounds but with the guttural 
which are typical of the Semitic family of languages.
He has divided his alphabet into groups as follows:
1. Lisan al-Arab. vol. 9, p. 349. &BAS sup. 1924, p. 258 
ICremkow in the article has left out the letter ** , It
must be a misprint. Al-Muzir, vol. 1, p. 45, Al-Bulghah, 
p. 160, RAAD vol. 16, p. 464*
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:^ (the deepest of them all) ^  ^  ££* *3^ * £ u* ■(> *<u* 0* J *
J f Js»<**. J<j ^  V  ^  * } then the ■weak letters at
1
the end, ^  lj .
There must he some reason for his giving the
letter <* precedence over the other letters of the
w 2
guttural group. The pair ^ ( ^ are n0  ^ s0 ^eeP ^ ie
throat as ^ . As to the hamza^ it cannot always stand
as a radical letter in a word. The letter ^  , on the
other hand, is merely an aspirate. Therefore, neither •£>
nor j* can be regarded as strong consonants and cannot
he given much prominence. Consequently the hamzafi ^
goes with the weak group of letters, and the letterfha*
has to he shifted after the first pair, * C • ^ e
letters t. 6 C  are formed in the same area hut ^  is
clearer LsJl f and that is why it has been put first.
Lane in his lexicon takes the view that the sound
3
if repeated is the bubbling cpf the camel which signifies 
something characteristic of Arabic. It can be added that 
the names of letters of the guttural group other than
1. Could mean I only or with ^  either as a vowel or hamzat).
2. They are © r i f —  -• ■ : —  7-
3. Lane, Arabic Lexicon, prfefsce p. XII.
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cannot express another meaning* They are merely symbols
of sounds, whilst the sould of the letter ^  expresses
something very important i*e. "eye", which in Arabic
literature means metaphorically, among other things, 11 the
heart of the matter", and in the normal meaning means the
1
most important part of the body*
One of the main purposes of al-Khalil*s model is
to find out the impossible combinations of the Arabic
letters so that it leads to the establishment of some rules
by which we can recognise the foreign words. This can be
seen either indirectly throughout the book in the expression
" unused" for a combination of such letters as
j i*. Jp or directly by pointing out that letters so and
so do not exist in one word*
5) The order of the roots in Arabic words:
The chapters in the book of al-fAin form the
already mentioned classes. The chapter dealing with the
pi j
letter ^ for instance is divided into parts Ji *
Tirst the biliteral words commencing with the 
paragraph dealing with the letter £  i.e. the first letter
lf Al-Khalil, however-, chose: the name of the letter fAin 
as a titl^ for his book, because it opens the first chapter*
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in the lexicographic alphabet, plus the second letter,
namely ^  * As it is impossible for such letters to
combine in one word, the root is an unused one <^0- ^  .
The next paragraph is aDout ^  and so on, till the.
part ends with ^  H- p i.e., ^  < s*-*- . Words with a
reduplicated form are treated at t^e same time.. Thus in
paragraph ^  ^ we; find ( ts* ~~ '
a x  . Second, the trilit era! words with the initial
for instance and any of the non-weak letters as medium
and final in the phonetic order.
let us take the combination of the letters <*->
We find that they are put under the paragraph
1
All the words derived from the root are.
treated, next the words from the root . Next-, the.
words from the roots ^  ^  j if such roots
exists if not, they are left out.
Therefore it is noticed that there aro. six 
possible roots wnieh can be formed by combining any three; 
radicals together -
1. At least, most of the words used at the time of making 
a dictionary.^
2.-- Ai-Jamharah, Preface, p. 19; AX-Muzhir, p.. 71; WAAB 1941, 
pp.- 466-7.
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The idea is explained in the preface of 
al-Jamharah by b. Duraid and demonstrated' in the 
Academy Arabe by Yusuf Ushsh by means of a diagram 
of a triangle, like this:
-J v — — 7 ^
In the top angle, there is the letter
If we go more to the L & p &, then at the bottom we shall
have the root,j but if we £.; h-3 . J we
shall have j* . Thus we can have two different
roots with initial ,ua , and can have two roots with
initial j , i.e. j < an(  ^ >
and two roots with initial ^  , i.e. u*ji ail(^
£
These are the theoretical roots formed out of 
the triangle. It may be demonstrated by means of a 
hexagonal figure more clearly. To put it simply, it is as 
follows:
■ ^  j d*
j   • «
)/ ^
*\ )'O S
v  J
^  Regardless of whether every root of the six is used or not
'-t
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The part V  ^ of ends with the
letter ^  as the last consonant of the phonetic alphabet.
Next follows the ^  ^ dealing Ytfith words having 
two consonants and one weak letter; at the end of the 
ends with words having one consonant and two weak letters 
e.g. Jh 4 4 ^  4 *
Next comes the part dealing with the quadri- 
literals. It was tiring or rather difficult to arrange 
the words of this class in the same manner. It was 
sufficient to mention two radicals: the letter that
heads the chapter, say ^ and the second letter in 
descendant phonetic order, e.g., under J £ comes
Lastly comes the class of the quinqufcliterals
1
in the same manner as the quadriliterals.
This is how a chapter on a letter is
classified in al-'Ain and in all the lexicons that follow 
al-Khalil*s model. There exist, ofcourse, some minor 
differences which characterise each author and are subject
1* As it is difficult sometimes to decide which class a 
word should belong to, some lexicographers commit the 
error of putting it in the wrong class.
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to mucli argument and cause anxiety among the Arabic 
1
scholars.
The conception in al-?Ain of ”Muhmal,f and
uMustafanial11 in the SGience of lexicography conforms
with that of tTMuhmal!f and f,Musta,maltt in the science
of metre. The latter was established by al-Khalil by
means of circles, each circle containing some used
as well as some unused metres. The five circles out
of which al-Khalil derived the fifteen metres of
o0 ~
Arabic poetry are drawn in al-Iqd al-Farid. We may give 
one here for illustration.
Tta- 5 Qa .
..T"
T ( v c -vU
.0 .
0 ^
! 0 0
1. B. Duraid, for instance, separated the reduplicated 
forms such as which are separated from
2. *Iqd al-Farid, vol. 5, p. 138.
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Every number represents a syllable, each stroke a consonant 
and each small circle, a vowel. In saanning a metre, if we 
begin from the syllable No.l, we have the metre of
but if we begin from sellable No. 3 or 5, we have 
a metre in theory. In actual fact such a metre is "muhmal” 
and the Arabs did not use it. It is evident from this 
that there is a close relationship between the basis of 
al-fAin and that of the Metres, which fact suggests that 
both inventions are the work of the same mind. i.e. al-Khalilfs
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CHAPTER II
LEXICOGRAPHERS FOLLOWING AL-KHALIL'S MODEL IN THE EAST
Al-Khalil*s idea of encompassing the whole of
the Arabic language by an alphabetical arrangement aroused
interest among later scholars who followed in the foot-
$
steps of al-Khalil both in the East and the West*
Only some of these dictionaries have survived 
and come down to us. They are:-
A. Al-Jamharah of b, Duraid (d. 321 A.H.) Ed. Krenkow 
in India, Maiderabad.
B. ” Al-Bari4 of al-Q,ali (d. 356 A.H.) Only a portion of
it edited in a Facsimile, fuller B.M* 1933.
0. Tahdhib of Azhari (d. 370 A.H.) Edited V. Zettersteen.
A
Only first part in Monde Oriental, 1920.
D. Mukhtasar al-fAin of Zubaidi in Andalusia (d. 370 A.H.) 
Manuscripts in Escurial
E. Muhlcam of b. Sidah in Andalus (d. 4-50 A.H.) Portions 
in manuscript in B.M., uairo and Istanbul.
Besides these dictionaries we are informed of 
some others which follow the model of al-’Ain, but unfor-
1. By West is meant Spain (Andalus)
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tunately have been lost. Their names are only mentioned 
in other works. These dictionaries, as far as we know, 
are: -
(a) Al-Madkhal (The Key) to al~fAin, i ny
al-Khalil*s pupil, al-Nadr b. Shumail (d. 203 A.H.)
(b) Al-Takmilah (The Supplement) by al-Khazranji ,
(d. 348 A.H.)
_  -1
(c) Al-Hawasil (The Gists) by Abu al-Azhar al-bukhari# •
(d. about 350 A.H.)
(a) Al-Ivlu’ab, I (The Comprehensive Book) by al-Ta^ani
(d. 433 A.H.)
It is intended here to review briefly the two 
dictionaries, Eastern, which follow al-Khalil*s model, 
namely, al-Jamharah and Tahdhib*
1. These two books were mentioned in the Tahdhib of Azhari 
who considered them as not fully trusted authority. But 
Azhari has used them amontb his sources.
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A. JAMBARAH BY IBN DUKAID (d. 321 A.H.)
This is the second hook to come down to us after 
the hook of al-tAin which b. Duraid used in his work.
Like al-IChalil, he was of South Arabian descent. 
His father was a well-to-do merchant settled in Basra. His 
son was given the best possible education of his time. Ibn
Duraid was gifted in having a receptive and comprehensive
1
memory . "He tells us that he was set to the task of 
learning the Mu*allaqah of al-Harith, XsLu > by
heart while his tutor had a meal, but when examined had
2
actually learnt the whole Diwan of the poet." He made
use of his knowledge of ancient Arabic poetry by analysing
many words and dealing with them in two of his works.
(i) ICitab al-^shtiqaq, The Book of Etymology,
in which he investigates the etymology of numerous proper
names of Arab tribes in order to establish their relation-
3
ship to other words coming from the same root.
1. BughyUKof Suyuti, p . J L >  AbJt,
,♦ t-* j j J I
2. JRAS, supp. 1924. pp. 261-262
3. TCitSb al-Ishtiaaa. n. 148.
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(ii) Kitab al-Malahin (The Boole of Perjury). The
\
idea w-fcs when one takes an oath on the truth of a thing
which one knows to "be false, one can devise a method to
clear oneself from perjury by thinking of the same and in
a different sense*
This tremendous knowledge of etymology made him
endeavour sometimes to- interpret the meaning of a word in
1
an indirect way, which made others accuse him of inventing 
new words.
This is the main reason why Azhari, as we .
sUotCC see.;, accuses him of inventing new forms of words,
\ 1 9 and tries to represent his character as
altogether untrustworthy* This charge levelled against
b. Duraid is based on a report by his rival Niftawaiah, to
which Azhari adds, ,fI found him (b* Duraid) drunk, he did
3
not leave off that habit (of drinking) even in old age.!t
Ibn Duraid lived a life of luxury, enjoying every
minute of it, which was regarded as incompatible with the
4
dignity of a scholar at his time.
1* BughJ*Jlj> p. 31. _ _
2. Perhaps he refers to Kitab al-Ishtic^aci*
3. Bugh^Hlj, p. 51, and Tahdhib of Azhari, preface.
4. BughyfiflJ, p. 31.
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Here we are only concerned with his dictionary, 
al-Jamharah, which is said to have been written after 
the model of al-fAin, although it does not conform to one 
of the principles of al-Khalil, i.e., the phonetic 
arrangement, instead of which he chooses a strict alphabet­
ical order. Otherwise he follows the plan of al-fAin in 
general, for instance with the triliteral words, by 
dividing the word into three roots and re-arranging them 
in all the six possible combinations. To illustrate this 
we may give this example: the roots ^ J J e
j J js come under one heading both in
al-Jamharah and in al-’Ain, but in the latter they come
1
under the letter ^ , the first letter in the phonetic
alphabet, while in the former they come under the letter 
j , namely the paragraph on j because J precedes
^which precedes j in the strict order.
In the headings of al-Jamharah, we find many more 
details than in al-fAin. He separates a number of rare 
words from the others and puts them at the end of his book 
not with regard to their forms or to any grammatical rule,
1. That means that they occur under one rubric.
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but merely because they were rarely used in his opinion* 
Thus he classes them under the chapter *al- 
Nawadir1. Most of these words were mentioned in the 
previous alphabetical chapters, for example the verb 
occurs twice, once in the chapter al-l\fawadir, vol. 3, 
p. 471, in these terms:-
Jrt* L ' S-U y  \ (J  I j  I I  J \ j  Vh j
and another time under the root j  (vol. XI, p. 349)
* Ijl j : JbL,j
Furthermore, he gives many chapters at the end of his 
booh for the sake of details.
That makes him repeat what he says in another 
place, i.e., he gives definitions of words which are 
arranged in alphabetical order, then again deals with them 
in the numerous chapters and sub-chapters towards the end 
of his work.
These chapters deal with many tnings such as 
forms of words Uwall , e.g. words in the form . \JU( e^c •
_  ji y
In the chapter on the form iJL*—i , he gives the word
£•
I while he has already given the definition in
2
the rubric J under the root •
1. Jamharah, vol. Ill, p. 424.
2. Jamharah, vol. I, p. 316.
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Again he deals with words expressing similar meanings,
such as descriptions of arrows, shoes, trees and women*
this type of classification is not the task of a
lexicographer hut of a grammarian*
*
He agreed in classification with al-Khalil in
1
the chapter 011 the perfect triliteral roots i.e. words 
having three radicals with the lack of gemination, re­
duplication or with a weak letter or hamzaU
If the word is not triliteral, it goes to another 
chapter. That is to say that if it has four or five 
radicals and in this he agrees with the order of al-*Ain.
But the most notable thing is the place of the 
biliterals and the words having semi-vowel.letters or hamzakiV 
*»
He separates the biliteral geminates such as O ^  from 
the ungeminate like and both from the reduplicates like
($S> 3 • o  3 „
It was expected that he would do so since his 
dictionary was arranged according to an anagrammatical 
arrangement (“ juggling” ) of the letters in a given root 
in order to form its six possible combinations.
1)   ______
1. , the word ' excludes biliterals and
words having more than three radicals. The word 
excludes the weak letters and hamzaln.
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With regard to the weak letters, he neither
separated them completely in special chapters, nor left
them to he treated with strong letters. Instead he
separates a special class or classes of that type, i.e.
the words with a weak middle letter and the first and
third letters are alike, e.g. c
The hamzali is a tiresome letter for him. He
neither considers it a weak letter like all other hooks
1
on al-Khalil*s model nor takes it as a full strong
2
letter like the later lexicographers.
In the very first chapter on the hiliteral
reduplicate^p^Jl ^bdJlhe counts hamzali as a strong letter
and gives these rubrics: I < c* I < 1 an^ so on*
till the end of the alphabet, while in dealing with the
other chapters he leaves the hamzafraltogether to be
separated in a special chapter -;al-MahmuzH.
Under the letter ^  he treats some words which
do not have the ^  as a radical but as a sign for
feminine nouns fri.-e, c which are
• •  *
treated twice, once here and another time under the rubric,
1. Such as xahdhib of Azhari, bari* of Q,ali and Mukhtasar 
of &ubaidi. _ _ _
2. such as Lisan a 1-Arab of b. Manzur and Q,amus of 
Fairuzabadi.
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Jfti.e. root and the rubricC^i.e. the root .
<- 1
Krenkow defends him in these terms: uMy opinion is
that he intentionally classifies these words in their 
wrong places on account of the ignorance of the people 
for whom the hook was intended as the words are also 
registered under the correct paragraph. Another
speciality is the numeration of proper names and the
continual striving to find the etymology of words and 
names dealt with. ,n But the ignorance of the people
does not justify that especially when the task of an ety­
mologist is to find out the roots as he does in his hook 
Ishtiqaq.
In another place he makes the same error, i.e.
the mistake concerning the radical root is in putting the 
*« 2
words 1 J*; t under the rubric ci* ^  -V <J>’ * j
£
together with their roots t u-
This may not be due to his ignorance, in fact 
b. Duraid in his preface promises that he is going in his 
work to ease the arrangement of al-fAin a little in order
1. ejKAS supp. 1924, D. 264.
2. is like the letter ^  is prefix
so the form (measure) is and the root is
t J  o .
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to make al-jamharah the hook for the public (not for
the specialist^like al-fAin). nis own words are: "The
hook of al-Khalil (al-fAin) was very difficult to use,
due to the keenness of its author*s intellect, which was
in harmony with those days, hut that for these days a hook
was needed which even the dullest could handle and find
1
all he wantedy
These errors of etymology and grammar make 
h. dinni accuse him strongly in these terms: "Ibn Duraid
has made some errors in derivation and etymology. He is 
not authoritative on these matters, when 1 wanted to 
comment on his dictionary, i found a great number of 
mistakes of which I was very ashamed. In my opinion, he 
was not good enough on morphology, « ^ut these
mistakes are far from the charge made by Azhari that 
b. Duraid (due to an easy life) invents new words.
In the course of the work b. Duraid quotes many 
grammarians and philologists before him and cites many 
ancient poets as well as the ^uran &ud Traditions.
1. The preface^ P--3.
It is clear from this that he meant to ease the arrange 
ment by making the book in a strict alphabetical order, not 
to break the rules of grammar and etymology.
2. Al-Khasa* is, p. 170 and al-Muzliir, p. 93.
» » *
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The value of the work is still unharmed and
1
the mistakes as Suyuti states are not serious. All 
this was not taken as evidence against the authenticity
CU>
of the book in the case of al-fAin.
B. TAHDHIB AL-IUGHAH BY AZHARI (282-370 A.H., 896-981 A.D.)
This is the second major dictionary in the Hast
to be compiled according to al-Khalil*s model. The
author is Abu Mansur al-Azhari (d. 370 A.H., 981 A.D.).
As a philologist, Azhari was a man of high rank who
enjoyed celebrity. His talent and his exactitude as a
transmitter of philological information were universally
acknowledged. He received his lessons from the great
. - %
philologists of his time, especially al-Mundhn, 
who received his knowledge from the famous scholar, Tha^lab. 
Having proceeded to Baghdad, Azhari met b.
3
Duraid from whom he declined to receive information. Others
1. Suyuti, Muzhir, p. 93.
2. Ibn Khallikan counts among his teachers flif’kawaih who 
was a strong opponent of b. Duraid. Perhaps Azhari held 
that view by his influence.
3. Bee foot-note 2. Ibid.
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1
he met there: were; Niftawaih and iun Sarraj.
The opportunity of aqquiring great knowledge of 
Arabic vocabulary came to him when he was. captured, 
as a prisoner. Ibn Khallikan stated tnat a person of 
merit nad related that he saw in AzhariTs hand-writing 
which runs as follows:-
”1 had the misfortune to be made a prisoner the
2
year ix* which tne Qarmites intercepted the pilgrim
caravan at af-Habir. The people to wiiose share I. fell
were pure Arabs bred in the desert^ they pass the
g*azing-time in visiting with tneir flocks the region
in which rain falls, and in the hot season hiey return
to a number of v.atering-places, situated at tne s&ot
where they usually started. The, kept camels and lived
on the milk of these animals. As they were Bedouins.,
they spoke pure Arabic and very rarely did they mispronounce su
1.. Irshad, vol. 6. , p. 2*1 8 . Yaqut relates that Azhari
does not quote ibn Sarraj, but in the printed part of his^ 
dictionary he refers to him.
2. Ibn’Khallikan, vol. 1, pp. 48-49,
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word or commit a gross fault of language. From discoursing
with them, and from their conversations with one another, I
learned a great quantity of words and idiomatic expressions
1
and most of these, I inserted in my book , where you will 
find them placed under the proper heads.!f
Azhari had a passion for collecting loose scraps 
of philologyjAAJJleu bu L*.  ^ an^ possessed a perfect
acquaintance with all the inner meanings and niceties of the 
language*
As to his doctrines, he was a strong member of the 
Shi'lte sect, who could not hide his prejudice against non- 
Shilite Muslims even in his dictionary. In explaining £'k&
2
word, • , under the combination £ £ , Azhari says,
"Abdctllah b. Ziyad, the accursed, I > iias written to
eAmr b. Sa£f/d ( ).
Besides his reputation as a lexicographer, Azhari 
was reported to have written a treatise on Juridical terms^
# His knowledge of jurisprudence was enhanced 
by an equally great knowledge of philology. It was intended 
as a reference book for the Fuqaha* to help them in finding 
the development of Arabic words used in a special way to 
express the terms of law.
1. He means the Tahdhib, but, as we shall see, he seldom does.
2. • Tahdhib p. -■ * , - ' -
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In his dictionary, Tahdhib al-Lughah, Azhari
attacks violently certain philologists like b. Duraid
whom he had met in Baghdad and afterwards blamed for having
been drunk. He said of him, as we mentioned, tfBin Duraid
committed the error of inventing new words in Arabic.» Be-
2
cause of this accusation, some biographers thought that 
Azhari never quoted b. Duraid, but we find him referring 
to b. Duraid’s authority for certain words in Tahdhib, e.g.
P. 79.
His dictionary consists of sixteen volumes, two
in the B.M., four in Cairo, three in Istanbul. A portion
of it, about eighty pages, has been edited by iT.V.Zetterstein
in the periodical, Le Monde Oriental Vol. XIV in the year
1920. The editor has utilised the Istanbul manuscript out
of which he edited the first part. This part consists of
(a) Azhari’s preface in which he gives a short accouht of
3
the philologists whom he attacked or praised, and (b) 
the beginning of the chapter on the letter ^  to the 
combination, 9^  • Very much impressed by the vast
1. We will see later that Azhari attacked Laith and said 
ffLaith composed al- ’Ain and ascribed it to al-Khalil.”
2. Ibn IQiallikan and Yaqut.
3. In dealing with his predecessors, Azhari divided them 
into two categories* 1. Those who are reliable for infor­
mation and 2. those who are not*
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amount of information given in the dictionary, the
editor places Azhari in the first rank of Arab philologists*
The fact that Tahdhib was quoted by the celebrated Llsan
al^Arab gives to betterstein the impression that the latter
was so dependent on the former that the phrasing of both
is sometimes identical* If, however* the resemblance in
wording is to be considered valid proof of dependence of
the 1,1 san &X«Arab on the Tahdhib, then the Tahdhib is in
its turn certainly dependent on the al«fAln*
We expected Azhari in his dictionary to give first
hand information as he had lived so many years in captivity
among the Beduins, who, as he assumed, spoke the pure
classical Arabic tongue, but throughout his dictionary he
quotes -numerous authorities, an attitude similar to that
of other lexicographers of the same period, who did not
claim to have benefited by living among the Bedouins* In
•*
one instance, he writes under the combination O  £_ (the 
Arabs say # yet, this phrase is to bo found in
most other lexicons*
'I tAATthp.- 70.'
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In quoting previous authorities, Azhari wants
to exhibit his knowledge of relating  ^ and like
most early philologists declines responsibility for the
inf01mation; they put much stress on the Riwayah, a.g.
a word means this because the scholar so and so says that 
1
and so on.
Despite all this the Tahdhib is regarded as a
main source of many late lexicons. It has merit enough
for it to be among the lexicons quoted by celebrated
 2
dictionaries, such as Lisan and Qamus.
In comparing two similar passages from al-fAin and 
Tahdhib, we may notice the following: a) The number of
words under a given combination, root, is comparatively 
larger in al-fAin. b) Tahdhib, sometimes, quotes al-’Ain 
under the phrase !,Laith said1*. c) It seems that Azhari 
relies, first and foremost, on the authority of others, 
but when they do not help him for a given explanation, he 
finds no other way but to return to al~*Ain for support.
1. For example, under thp root ,^p. _73, we^have^a ^
typical example• 5 ji \jo-^y \ < b ? ( y J \  *.o°CAI y I
2. Lisan, preface, p. 2.
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d) Although he promises in the preface to his dictionary 
the following:- f,We shall avoid quoting al-fAin (the 
hook of Laith, as he calls it) unless to discuss its 
arguments and show up Laith*s wrongful e r r o r s . A z h a r i  
quotes al-fAin mostly without discussion like others 
quoted in his hook.
This attitude towards al-'Ain was carried out
against others as well* To quote one example, we find
Azhari in his preface denouncing Khazranji who compiled
I (The Completion of al-’Ain). The name of
Khazranji mostly appears in Tahdhib at the beginning of
the paragraphs on the roots. When such roots were regarded
as unused by Khalil, Khazranji claims that it
exists and gives an example of it. Azhari quoted Khazranji
without commenting. Therefore, it is possible that
1
Khazranji in his Takmilah is dealing mostly with combinations 
or roots said to have been regarded by Khalil as unused.
The arrangement of Tahdhib is made in the same 
way as that of al-Khalil except with small differences of 
detail.
1. As the title Takmilah suggests, the book is to complete 
what al-Khalil left out. Perhaps Khazranji was attacked 
by Azhari also because he took the view that al-fAin was 
the work of al-Khalil.
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CHAPTER III
LEXICOGRAPHERS FOLLOWING AL-KHALILf8 MODEL IN THE WEST (SPAIN)
The method of al-Khalil in his book al-fAin
spread from the East to the West in Andalusia after a
copy of the book had been brought there by Thabit,
1
and his son, Q,asim*
The main lexicographers in the West to folio?; 
al-Khalil v;ere; Q,ali, Zubaidi and b. Sidah.
A. AL-QALI
One of the first scholars to compile a dictionary 
after that model in the West was Q,ali, who had emigrated 
from Baghdad to Andalusia.
Abu fAli IsmaSl Ibn al-ftasim al-ftali al-Ba^'hdadi 
was born in Manazjard, a town in Armenia, to the north of
1. Bugh$W), Suyuti, p. 210; and Inbah, Qifji, p^ 262; and 
b. Paris p.. 295. ‘ The biographers stated that Thabit and 
his son, Qasim, had undertaken the task of tradition and 
philology in the West.
They had travelied through Eastern cities and were 
the first scholars to bring a copy of al-'Ain into 
Andalus. The son died before his father in 202 A.H.
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1
Lake Van in 288 A.H. (901 A.D.)
He left his home "in pursuit of knowledge” and 
arrived at Baghdad in 503 A.H. at the age of fifteen, 
having travelled thither with a company of people "belonging 
to the Qaliqila. On his own admission he adopted his 
fellow-travellers* traditional surname, al-Qali. He is 
said also to have spent some time in lviausil to study 
Traditions and Quranic science, hut his natural bent was 
towards philology and the belle-lettres, and this he 
pursued under the guidance of the best teachers of the 
time, including b. Duraid,
This twenty-five years sojourn in Baghdad (303- 
388 A.H.) we know nothing beyond the fact that his ability 
met with scant recognition and at one point, according to 
Suyuti, this brought him to such straits that he was 
obliged to sell his most treasured possession, an autograph 
copy of the lexicon al-Jamharah. He had previously refused 
an offer of 3000 Dinars for this valuable work and now had
1. Many authors say in 280, but Faradi took information 
from Qali's son, , that his father was born in 288.
Again, the year 288 is given by al-Qali* s' friend and pupil 
al-Zubaidi in Tabaqat. The month of his birth is mentioned 
as Jumada II (May-June 901) ? ft
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to part with it for only 40. In the hook he inscribed 
the following verses.
My friend for twenty years and yet I sold it.
Great has been my grief and yearning for it.
Never had I thought to part with it for money,
Even if my debts held me in jail for ever.
But helplessness and poverty compelled me,
And the plight of those little ones for whom
I wept.
Through tears, outstripping all restraint,
I speak from a heart seared with sorrow;
Alas that dire necessity can often wring
The dearest treasure even from a miserfs grasp.
The person who had bought the book was moved with 
compassion when he read these lines and returned it to 
him together with a present of forty Dinars.
Having assured himself that the Oaliph, fAbd al- 
Rahman and his son, al-Hakaru, were the most distinguished 
patrons of learning in the world, he set out for the West, 
and braving the dangers of desert and ocean, "to convey this 
precious jewel to him who could recognise it", he arrived 
at length at the Caliph’s court in Spain. In the Y/est he 
was best known not as al-Qali, but al-Baghdadi, "the man 
from Baghdad".
Qaii’s dictionary, al-Baric, was praised by many
scholars whose opinions can be reviewed as follows:
_1
His eminent pupil, Zubaidi , says, "....It is
1. Muzhir, p. 84 and Inbah, p. 277.
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a tremendous dictionary, not only of the standard forms 
of Arabic, but of all dialects, # (a) jt exceeds
al-*Ain by some 400 leaves. (b)., In it there can be found 
some Arabic words to serve as examples for some roots 
which were considered unused,
(c) Qali gives more explanations and derivations for the
root already recognised by al-Khalil.11 
 1
Suyuti, on the other hand, declares, "Among the
most accurate dictionaries are al-Barifof al~Q,ali and
Tanqih of Tayani; but later scholars had not availed 
*
themselves of the chance of using them very much. Instead,
they inclined to al-Muhkam of b. Siaah and Sihah of Jauhari
» » # *
and others.”
- 2
Siddiq says, "Abu al-Wafa related that Subaidi
in his abridgement had spoilt al-fAin by omitting the
useful poetical citations, Jl& I < » i JLw > while
Q,ali in his dictionary, after he had noticed that, gave
* *
what was in al-*Ain and even more." uij
♦ 2 jtjj 4 ^ * ^  a? t ^  U
Naturally, we cannot accept al-Wafa*s view 
which implies that Qali made his book after 2ubaidi*s,
1. Ivluzhir, p. 84.
2. Bu^hah, p. 109.
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because Q,ali was the teacher of Zubaidi who died thirty-
four years later,
Ibn Khallikan states that Q,ali is the author of
a number of boolcs, among them the Kitab al-Barf, a treatise
on philology arranged in alphabetical order and covering
1
over 5,000 lines.
- - s
Haji Khalifafc mentions among other books, the
work of Q,ali as "al-Bari* fi feharib al-Hadith", ,
3
Ibn Shanab has been misled when he states that
al-Bari* is "fi (gfharib al-Hadith,f and went on, "It is in
Paris at the Bibl, Nat. No. 4235". The manuscript in
Paris under that number is identical with Mal~Bariefi23*£
Lug hah" ( \ ) not "fi (gharib al~Hadithn and
this manuscript together with some fragments of the same
4
book was published in a facsimile by the British Museum 
in 1931.
T
Being a theoretician in literature, Qali has 
included a number of explanations in his book some of 
which are repeated in his philological anthology, al-^miali.
1. Vol. 1, p. 211.
2. Kashf al-Zunun, vol. 2, p. 3.
3. Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 693,
4. The editor is Dr. Pulton.
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As we have seen already, Q,ali represents the 
competitive trend between West and East of the Arab 
world at that time.
Al-Hakam, the Galiph of Andalusia, who placed
Q,ali in a high position, was also anxious to make the
West more cultured than its rival the East. His private
library is said to have housed 400,000 volumes and its 
agents scoured the great cities of the Islamic world 
to find still more treasures to fill it. It is he who 
sent the author of the celebrated "Book of Songs"
1,000 Dinars for an advance copy of that work so that 
he might peruse it in Oordova before it was published in 
the East.
Returning to the book, al-Bari, we find that 
Q,ali in his arrangement has followed in the footsteps of 
al-Khalil in the principals laid down in al-fAin, except 
in the phonetic valuation of certain letters, as will be 
seen by comparing their respective systems of arrangement.
K---- o cb } i A r £ ; tE
1 ' i \
_ i i
3 • • ' v. ‘ \
c 3  J  ■' l u O  C , o A > !  o
! 1
43lt££C'a
1. These groups are called by al-Khalil, according to Lisan 
al-Arab p. 8, Zamakhshari, Mufassal p. 230, b. Duraid in the
introduction; as follows. 1.Guttural S.Uvular 3.Sbajaryah
4.Palatal 5.front palatal 6,Dental 7.Liquids 8.Labials 
9. Semi-vowels. S&e. «t'(UuV Vtl.x. ‘j-tf'-M -
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If we take Khalil’s order as a "base we will find
that (a) the phonetic alphabet is divided into groups as 
numbered above; (b) the order in each group is mentioned 
except in 1 where ^is replaced by ^  , and in 3 where
the order is nearly reversed and in 4 where J is re-
the same as can be seen from the above diagram.
The plan in al-Bari' apart, from the slightly 
different order mentioned above, is mainly like that of 
al-1Ain, that is to say, the divisions in the book are 
made according to the forms of words, i.e. the number of 
radicals in the words as follows: -
This section comprises words in which any two of the three 
radicals are identical (not merely the second and the 
third radicals), but also the quadriliteral words formed 
by gemination, e.g. ‘v 3’*" * J J or by reduplication, e.g.
section contains not only words weak in one radical but
in two as well. The latter is grouped by Khalil, Azhari
and b, Sidah in a special section of doubly weak roots
entitled cJuaIJI .
*» » *
placed by ; (c) the accession of the groups is not
1. Biliteral Radical Words
JLS JlS C J3JL$
2. Triliteral^ )#
3. Triliterals, weak ( This
jiil and
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4. Miscellaneous Expressions ( V u_, l j
including onomatopoeic words, cries used for checking or 
urging beasts, fragmentary words. The arrangement of 
this section follows the general scheme (i) Biliterals,
(ii) Triliterals, (iii) Q,uadriliterals.
5. Quadriliterals and Quinqufiliterals. These 
are given in two separate sections by al-Khalil, Azhari 
and b. Sidah.
In each sub-division, the above-mentioned 
alphabetical order is observed. Thus, to find, for emample, 
the word under , sub-division
two, combination j f ^ , when it is registered with
five other roots, each containing these three radicals in 
a different order, according to al-Khalil*s theory of 
the letters.
Similarly, will be found under ,
subdivision 5, combination ^  , and registered
with some other roots (which happen to be only two) each 
containing these four radicals in a different order, together 
with over a dozen other quadriliteral roots, which happen 
to contain the consonants and ij* in any position.
Occasionally a word is found entered in the wrong
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section, e.g. the word which is found under the
quadriliteral section should he included in the biliteral 
section under the reduplicated forms. Such inter-replacement 
has occurred in all dictionaries made on al-Khalilfs model.
Being a man of literature, Qali was anxious to 
add more information in his dictionary by means of digression,
4 I L« Nj 1 i f
. £or ins^ance uncLer the word, ** « 1 ^ , which
means the concern of t h e 9 ft©
deals with all the different names of such concern and he
went so far as to enumerate seven names which he fully
1
explains in a whole page.
As to accuracy, he extends his explanations 
unnecessarily. He defines the word > meaning
patriarch, as a proud person and quotes al-Khalil as saying,
i
The first definition is
i-
not necessary since the word(<^ i w  , meaning implies
pride by way of metaphor.
However, the information in al-Bari as a lexicon 
is still valuable, but some of it is redundant due to 
details out of place in a dictionary.
1. Al-Bari*, pp,
Z . Sir 1 cZ } Jp. f q
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B. ABU BAKH AL-ZUBA1DI
One of the most prominent pupils of Qali in 
Andalusia is Abu Bakr Muhammad b. al-HafS&an al-Zubaidi.4 #
Unlike his predecessors Zubaidi led a pleasant
life. The Caliph, al-Hakam, had chosen him to be a tutor
to his son and heir, Hisham. When the latter became
Caliph, he appointed his teacher to the post of a judge
in Cordova. He died in the year 379 A.H.
Zubaidi1s contribution to Arabic studies covers
many branches. In the scope of poetry he has also taken
part. His verses reflect his attitude towards life and
people. For instance, he opposes the conception of
astrology which used to be taken for granted in his days.
In one verse he declared:-
The astrologer tells me not to travel, otherwise
disaster will befall me;
If he knows, for certain that I will travel, it is
no use trying to stop me.
If he does not, how can he foretell at all.
Zubaidi was so faithful to his master Qali, that
he praised his work (al-Amali) very highly, when he said,
,fWe know of no one who has compiled a work like it.fi
( \ X? \ A^_*j ytj when Qali died, Zubaidi
wrote a long poem devoted to the memory of his Master. 
Zubaidi*s admiration of Qali was expressed in the preface
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of the latter’s dictionary, al-Barie, in these terms; 
"Zubaidi, who surpassed all his Spanish comtemporaries in 
philology and rhetoric, was so impressed hy Qali’a massive 
erudition that he willingly became his disciple.11
If there were neither hell nor heaven, and nothing
for you but to be buried,
It Bould be a great morning and a good lesson (for 1
him who sees and hears.)
As a critic he wrote the book "Popular Errors
in Speech", \ . Another work which was very
closely related to his dictionary was "The Amendment of
Sibawaih", . It was a comment on one
first complete work, the celebrated book of Sibawaih, 
al-Kitab. In the said chapter Sibawaih collected some 
words to represent the different forms occurring in Arabic. 
ZubaidiTs plan in his Istidrak was:-
(1) Briefly quoting Sibawaih1s statement.
(2) Commenting on it by adding what he supposed that the 
author has missed, or by pointing o$t what Sibawaih 
thought to have existed.
(3) Explaining the meanings of obscure words.
Although he was well-off, Zubaidi composed some 
lines on ascetism, , which run as follows:
chapter called the Eorms of Words from the
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Such a plan can be illustrated by the following abstract
1
from the book Istidrak.
"Sib awaih maintains that the letter q  can be 
added in a word to a root of three radical letters; and 
this happens to occur in eleven forms.
(i) The form oan be used as a noun, like
and this form does not exist as an adjective.
(ii) The form can be used as a noun. Zubaidi
says: "This form occurs also as an adjective, e.g.
a thick beard." Zubaidi enumerates them as with cornu ents 
up to the eleventh form. Under the word Sj L j JI he begins 
a paragraph dealing with more forms which he thought to 
have existed, e.g. he added that there occurs the form
tv  ^ 0 tv / b t»/ * ^
SLjJUi like and * * ,  a woman who sees or
2
hears too much.
To support his argument, he sometimes discusses 
a form s\l* in detail. We may quote a further paragraph 
as illustration.
1. p. 437.
21 Ibid, p. 34.
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’’There is a form of e.g. the word
^  W  ♦  ?-
, olive. Some related the phrase, 2Lu?j I,
meaning soil that has olive plants; if this is correct
the form ofn Qy*ti would be But Zubaidi added,
"it is most probable that the radicals of the word Qy**J >
and , oil, should be the same ^  J •”
other words, the letters o J ih O f k J  are additional
letters and the form thus Under the ph32a.se
Zubaidi begins a paragraph in which he explains the obscure
words, since most of these forms occur only in a very
limited number of evidential examples.
Departing from his style in his dictionary, the
Abridgement, , as we shall see later, Zubaidi
proceeds to give s^me explanatory details by quoting some
of his scholar predecessors, such as Kisa*i (d. 183 A.H.)
and Abu Zaid (d. 215 A.H.)
His interest of Arabic led Zubaidi to compile a
biographical treatise on the grammarians and philologists
> 1
"beginning from Abu al-Aswad up to his teachers, Riyahi and
1. In most biographical dictionaries on Arab scholars, even 
the alphabetical ones, there is a chapter on how the science 
of grammar was first ^ founded. Most of them attribute It to 
Abu al-Aswad al-Du&li who was contemporary with'Ali, the 
fourth Galiph on whose advice it was made to maintain a 
correct reading of the Quran. Also, Diwan Abu al-Aswad, 
Preface^ ti)£ edition of Dujaili, Baghdad, 1954.
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Qalin . This work is known as
or s i m p l y c m -  khh
The plan in this was to divide the scholars1
subjects of study chronologically into diffextent categories
of generations. &>.' <R..i6U, ’Wither Tabaqat, took the.
view that the copy me was ic^ S'c&tkArig was presumabxy the
1
summary of a larger manuscript.
In dealing with al-Khalilfs biography, Zubaidi,
although he oraised him highly by calling him the greatest
%
grammarian of all times, omits in the printed copy any 
mention of KhalilTs dictionary, al-?Ain, The theory of 
-J ’ ' would support the assumption that some phrases 
of the original copy were missing, and some opinio.* about 
al~fAin might have been omitted in the summarised copy.
A full treatise of al-TA'in is stated very clearly in trie 
introduction to Zubaidifs Mukhtasar al-TAin, the Abridgement. 
He takes the view that al-Khalil has laid down the foundation 
and the different headings of al~TAin, and the book v/as
3
filled by later scholars.
5L. Tabaqat p.. ^
See p. 199.
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The Mukhtasar, being the most concise and 
accurate abridgement of al-fAin, received good testimony 
from the later scholars*
1* Ibn KhalijUlfUji stated in the chapter of philology of 
his Prologomena that al-Khalil was the first Arab 
lexicographer who compiled the al-’Ain in a comprehensive 
way, and later he was followed by Zubaidi who dedicated to 
Hisham the book in which he abridged al-fAin in such a 
manner that the main principles were maintained; but all 
the unused forms, 1 , and many of the evidential
quotations were omitted, and he made it concise and com-
1
prehensive so that it should be more suitable for memorising.
2 3
2* According to b. Shanab , and to the opinion of Brocklemann
the book of al-*Ain was compiled by al-Khalil and abridged
by Zubaidi, and it was the latter»s manuscript that has
survived in several copies in different places. Both b.
Shanab and Brocklemann deal with the abridgement of Zubaidi,
under the article on al-Khalil.
4
3. Yaqut states in his biographical dictionary , !,I have
1. Muqaddimat of b. Khaldum, p. 549.
2. Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 2, Part 2, p. 888.
3. G.A.L., vol. 1, p. 100.
4. Irshad, vol. 6, p. 125.
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heard that people of the West compete in studying the 
books of Zubaidi especially the one he has abridged from 
the al-’Ain because he has made it perfect by summarising 
it, 4-*^ , and elucidating its ambiguities and
adding whatever was necessary.” Yaqut quotes Humaidi,
”Akhbar al-Andalus” to support his praise.
In dealing with the book of al-’Ain, Haji 
Khalifali said that it was abridged by Zubaidi who maintains 
its essence leaving out irrelevancies and miswritten words 
and corrects distortions putting roots in their proper places^
4. Lastly Suyuti quotes Abu Dharr al-*Khushni as saying that 
among the abridgements which outweighed their originals were:
(a) The Mukhtasar of al-’Ain by Zubaidi.
(b) The Mukhtasar of b. Ishaq’s Sirah by b. Hisham. 
Suyuti continues that people were constantly speaking of 
Zubaidi’s abridgement and preferring it to al-’Ain for 
these reasons: (i) Because Zubaidi omitted mistaken words 
ana false forms 4 ^ '  >_? an^ •
(ii) "because be left out the evidential examples, | .
Furthermore, it was preferred to other dictionaries, such
as Jamharah of b. Duraid, for its comparatively small size.
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Here, as usual, Suyuti withheld his own opinion,
if any, on the matter* To our surprise, he related again
that he was told that Abu Dharr said that Zubaidi had
spoiled al-fAin by leaving out Quranic and Iiadith citations
and useful evidential quotations. It has not been stated
1
how such omission can spoil a book.
The purpose of Zubaidi*s dictionary, as outlined 
in his preface, is as follows:
(a) As its title Mukhtasar shows, it is an abridges 
ment of another book, al-’Ain. Far from vanity, he does 
not claim for himself that he surpasses al-Khalil in any
art
way. His predecessors, Qali and b. Duraid, have shown by 
choosing their titles for their dictionaries that they have 
done what others cannot do.
Zubaidi just considers it simply to be an abridge­
ment. The task of proper summarising as he does is not so 
simple. He takes a positive method by which he revises and 
rectifies it.
1. In comparing al-’Ain with the abridgement it is noticed 
that with regard to definition of meanings of words, the 
difference is slight. _ , .
2. Qali* called his book al-Bari*, &  * M the Pre-eminent(Book 
of Lexicography) as we have seen in dealing with Qali that he 
followed the arrangement of al-’Ain, he assumed that his book 
had surpassed what came before his time. Jlfcti Duraid, though he 
recognised al-’Ain as a masterpiece, assumed that it was too 
difficult for ordinary people, , to make use of; so that 
he rearranged it. Unfortunately lim. Duraid was unsuccessful 
in his attempt to simplify the order of al-’Ain in his 
Jamharah, as we have already seen in dealing with b, Duraid.
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(b) As a lexicographer, he feels responsible for 
every single statement and in giving the meaning of the words. 
Thus he need not quote any other scholar as an authority
in defining his meanings, unlilce most lexicographers. But
his ability in talcing over such responsibility does not
justify his attitude towards the evidential examples which
he has omitted. It cannot, however, be taken that he does
1
not believe in the genuineness ©f the old Arabic poetry.
His book as a. dictionary would, be more valuable if he had 
quoted such useful literature, because his t&sk as a lexi­
cographer is to see how a certain word is used at a given 
period.
(c) As a reviser, Zubaidi has shown a splendid 
capacity by arranging some of the roots which were in al-’Ain 
put in the wrong order in their proper place. One instance 
of this is: In the chapter of the letter ^  under the sub­
division o  only two roots are used - and
In the copy of al-’Ain the root appears first; this does
not completely agree with the oruer stated by al-Khalil 
himself which was preserved in most of the book. When
1. In his book, Istidrak, he quotes a line of poetry when 
required.
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Zubaidi deals with the subdivision O  puts
before . (Mukhtasar mss. p. 16).
It should be pointed out that all lexicographers 
who followed al-Khalil, namely, Ibn Duraid, Q,ali, Azhari 
and ibn Sidah, were dependent on al-Khalil. The editor <Uf 
Tahdhib and Lisan so close that he stated that the author 
of Lisan depended on Azhari. The same thing can be said of 
Azhari'and Khalil.
0. AL-mpCAM OF IBN SIDAH (d. 458 A.H.)
In the fifth century Hijrah, the great works 
of ibn Sidah came to light in Andalusia. Ibn Sidah was 
highly distinguished by his learning in philology and 
grammar and by his acquirements in such portions of these 
sciences as were preserved by oral transmission.
Ibn Sidah was a blind man as was his father. He 
studied under many scholars including his father who 
received much of his knowledge from Zubaidi the coinuoser
i
of the abridgement of al-fAin. One of his masters , relating 
how he first met ibn Sidah, tells us of his story in these 
terms: nWhen I went to Mursia the inhabitants requested
2. Ibn Khallikan, vol. 1, p. 451.
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me most earnestly to explain the Gharib al-Musannaf of
Abu ^ Jbaid, on which I told them to look for a person
to read the book to them and that I would follow him in
myJ own copy of it* On this they brought me a blind man
called ibn Sidah who repeated its contents from the
beginning to the end and I was much struck at his excellent
memory.” In the field of poetry, ibn Sidah is reported
1
to.have written a few lines now and then.
Of his work there survived only two dictionaries, 
one arranged according to subjects called al-Mukhassas, the 
other is planned on the model of al-’Ain and is called 
al-Muhkam. The first book was printed in Bulaq, Cairo,
1316 A.H. (1900 A.D.)
In the preface ibn Sidah explains the plan for 
the purpose of his dictionary in the following words:- 
”When I compiled my book, al-Muhkaru, alphabetically 
so that the reader can easily find the place of the word 
whose meaning is required, I also proposed to make its 
equivalent, another book arranged according to subjects, 
that is, semantically, so that it would be a help in writing
1. Yaqut, in the biography of ibn Sidah related some lines 
which were written to the Caliph.
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Arabic.w In otiier places ibn Sidah explains his purpose
in al-Mukhassas by saying that it would help to inculcate
eloquence in orators and serve as a guide to poets. Since
in Arabic there are many synonymous nouns and adjectives
as he described them, he would in his book collect them
together under special headings so that the choice would
be wider for those who require it, In particular those
who are interested in rhymed prose and rhyme .
The dictionary, as he put it, would be like a flower
garden and if you want to make a boquet, you could choose
the kind of flowers you desire. Of the plan, he said,
that he had arranged according to subjects beginning with
1
general things and dividing them up into sub-divisions.
With regard to grammar, he sometimes deals in
his book with some rules concerning the form of the word 
oh i , and if a word has for Instance two forms,
9 he points out which is more correct. If the
meaning of a word can be changed according to the preposition
2
that follows it, he explains such meanings.
1. The first chapter is on the creation of human beings. 
Perhaps he was influenced by the Quran, the Old Testament, if 
he knew it, and followed the attitude of the early Muslim 
historians. ' .
2. is to feel pity for him, while 4-^ is
to fear him.
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As to his sources, ibn Sidah does not attack 
his predecessors but states that he has re-arranged 
■what was scattered in small treatises dealing with one 
thing, like books on f?alms, Horses, Irees etc., vJhich 
were written to exnlain obscure words relating to these 
subjects. In particular, he mentions Abu Hatimfs work 
on Insects, j Times, 9 and Birds,
I 9 an^ Asmafi*s on Weapons, I , and Bamels,
cW’V I , as well as Abu Saidfs Character and Crimes,
• C -
Other sources he quotes were the 
examples given in grammatical books like that of Sibawaih 
and Abu *Ali al-Farisi as well as commentaries on famous 
poets like al-Mutanabbi.
Ibn Sidah was so humble as to say, "Great 
scholars who were brought up in a pure Arab environment 
and who had the benefit of having lived at a time when 
the Arab tongue was still pure and Tcorrectf, have not 
escaped criticism by later scholars who attacked them.
If this was the case, what will be my lot, as I am living 
in a late period after the pure tongue has died out, and 
among non-Arab speakers.71
Throughout the Mukhassas ibn Sidah quotes
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numerous philologists including al-Khalil, ibn Duraid 
„ - 1 
and al-Qali.
The other great work of ibn Sidah is the
alphabetical dictionary, al-Muhkam which follows the plan
of al-»Ain. This excellent work has been quoted by
Lisan al-^Arab and Qamus whose authors have used al-Muhkam
*
as a medium through which they obtained information from 
al-fAin. The number of words given under a combination 
is more numerous even than Tahdhib.
The information given in al-Muhkam is greater 
than that of al-’Ain. Ofcourse, ibn Sidah has the 
advantage of being later, and so benefits from al-Khalil 
and others.
The arrangement of the weak letters in al-Muhkam 
is different from that of al-'Ain, In the former it is 
j 3  j without a mention of the long vowel f .
In the latter all four letters are counted. The idea of 
ibn Sidah suggests that when there is f in an Arabic
word it must have originated out of J  like dlfS which
1. The dictionaries made after the model of al-*Ain. Besides 
these, he quotes al-Musannaf of AbufUbaid, the works of al- 
Sikkit, Isla£ aljMantiq and others; the Kasih of Tha^lab, 
Nabat of Abu Hanifal) al-Di&awari etc. See al-Mukhassas, vol.l 
p, 12.
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should be under the rubric <Jji3 , or like £_L> which
should be under the rubric • Such a scheme has been
adopted by later lexicons like Lisan and Qamus.
As to the value of the al-Muhkam, it is considered 
1
one of the best. Lane in his lexicon says: "Al-Muhkam
is the greatest of the lexicographical works composed since
the age of the Sihah...... It (al-Muhkam) is held in very
high estimation for its accuracy, its critical remarks
and its numerous examples from classical poets. It is one
of the chief sources of the Q,amus.t! Lane further declares,
"I have drawn from it very largely for my own lexicon."
2
Al-Muhkam has been re-arranged and summarised 
in a work entitled  ^ , the Essence of al-Muhkam,* » j
by al%Wsi in the 7th century Hijralp In comparing two 
similar passages from both we notice that (a) most of the 
words in the original are recorded in the summary, (b) all 
the grammatical points are omitted there, (c) in the
1. Lane, the Preface, p. XV*.
2. The idea of re-arranging and simplifying the order of 
celebrated dictionaries is followed to our time. The 
Ministry of Education^in Egypt has recently edited the 
Mukhiar al-Sihah^of Razi, and simplified, the order by 
putting it in a strict alphabetical order.
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summary the arrangement has been changed from the
phonetic order to the ordinary alphabetical order, but
not in its strict order: it is like that of the Sihah,
• * •
that is to say, the words are arranged to the last radical 
Of the word. This summary has been reserved in a manuscript 
in the British Museum. Some volumes of the original 
al-Muhkam have survived in the B.A. and Cairo, but they do 
not between them contain the whole work.
— o-
THE SECOND STAGE 
THE QAFIYAH ORDER
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CHAPTER IT
THE EARLY WORKS
THE SIHAH OP JAUBARI » # »
Now we come to another stage of the arrangement 
of Arahio dictionaries where we find, instead of the 
phonetic order, a completely new order. The new system 
adopted by al-J'auhari is strictly alphabetical, and, as 
he says in his Preface, he composed it in an order which 
no one had observed before* He arranged each word accord­
ing to the place of the last letter of the root.
Jauhari was born in the early fourth Hijrali 
century and died in the year 398 A.H. The place of his 
birth was Farab, a city beyond the River, i.e. Sayhun, 
where he received his Knowledge from famous scholars of
his time, such as Sirafi and his uncle, Ibrahim ibn Ishaq.
-  - -1
al-Farabi (d. 350 A.H.) who compiled a dictionary in 
which he classified words according to grammatical rules* 
In malcing his dictionary, lauhari had the 
opportunity to get first hand information from the Beduin 
Arabs when he was wandering among the desert and urban
1. He should not be confused with Abu Nasr al-Farabi, 
the great Muslim philosopher who died in 339 A.H.
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1
population (Beduins and Hadars) , but not as a prisonert *
of war like Azhari. He went about at his own will for 
the sake of study,
2
Jauhari was a skilful scriber which made a
3
copy of his Sihah very expensive as everybody was eager
to obtain a copy in his neat handwriting,
Reading all the previous treatises on lexicography
dauhari found that some of them contained rarely used words
and some even invented words.
The conception of genuineness of words in
lexicography took shape for the first time when lauhari
undertook the task of composing his dictionary. Such a
conception was largely influenced by the method of compiling
Hadith, which occupied most of the time of the traditionalists
and caused them much worry when dealing with the chain of
transmission. Jauhari confined himself to recording only
the genuine words, I , and called his dictionary c u m
which can be read Sihah, the plural of , or Sahah,
* ' *4  '
synonymous with 9 genuine. This title suggests, as
^ ^ ^ i n  the tribes of .
2* Yaqut, Irshad, vol. 2, pp. 267.
3. About 100 Dinars were offered for one copy. Ibid.
4. Mushir, p. 39.
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assumed by all biographers and philologists, that its 
rank among dictionaries is like that of C I  
among the books of Hadith.
This conception of Jauhari has led the author of 
the Q,amus to say that Jauhari left out nearly one half of 
the language. Discussing this statement in his criticism 
( ) on the Qamus, Shidyaq says that it is
impossible to check that; for if he meant half of the 
vocabulary it is impossible to count how many words there 
are in any language, especially Arabic which has many 
derivations which open the door to invented words; on the 
other hand if he meant that Jauhari had left out a great 
number of roots (like ^  ^  ), it is a different
interpretation, since these roots can be calculated very 
accurately in the triliterals. It is true that Jauhari has 
left out some roots as he confines himself to the genuine 
words only.
In comparing the number of roots in Q,amus and 
Sihah, Shidyaq. found out that the latter contained more 
roots than the former, inspite of the fact that the Q,amus is 
full of proper names of people of all walks of life who 
mostly lived after Jauhari1s time.
1. The preface to jasus  ^ 1 0 5 . *
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*
The plan of the Sihah can he summed up as follows!
(1) It was the first hook to he arranged according to
the last radical* The purpose was interpreted hy the later 
1
scholars as being a help to the writers of that time who
had adopted rhyme and to help also the poets with their
qafiyahs which have rhymed words, sometimes amounting to
more than a hundred lines ending in the same rhyme. It may
he added that since alphabetical dictionaries consider
only the radicals, it was easier for the authors to distingui£h
the last radical than the first one, because Arabic has so
many prefixes that they cannot be identified sometimes* The
suffixes in Arabic can be counted as (a) the dual sign,
(b) the plural sign, and (c) the feminine sign.
The early philologists place in the order of the
alphabet , the letter 3 before the letter ^  , so that
they can count1 “ - J *  ^ ( o 6 3 6 ^ c «*£ , while
3
the later scholars place ^  before 3 ,
Jauhari adopted both the orders, for example, he 
divided his book into twenty-eight sections, J * , a
1. Jur ji,Zaidan, Tarikh-’/Jc^ \r al-Lughah al-<Arabiyyah, 
vol. 2, p. 310*
2. Ibn Duraid adopts this order too.
3* This latter order is the one which is adopted today.
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section for every letter of the alphabet, i.e. the last
radical letter of the word. In this division he placed
-a before j , so that words ending in ^  came before
the section of words ending in j . I n  the sub-division
he divided the *babf into twenty-eight chapters, a chapter
for every letter of the alphabet, but arranged according
to the first radical this time. In this he placed j
before , so that words beginning with j as*radical,
like , came before words with ^  , like #
(2) Jauhari was faced with the difficult problem of
1
the vowel signs, . Lexicographers before him,
like Azhari, relied on putting these signs on the words 
concerned, but this system was subject to mis-writing,
. When copyists re-wrote texts, they sometimes 
got confused by the similarity of ,fathaht and •dammah*; 
sometimes they left out a sign assuming that the reader 
could easily guess it.
Jauhari was the first to state what kind of vowel 
should be noticed when reading a word. For example, when 
he gives a word like V  , he follows it immediately
with the expression, ftwith tdammah,u; he means with 1dammah*
1. p> 1$
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of the first radical, i.e., since the second is only ■with
fathah, because it is followed hy alif, I , and the last
1
is left out because of the syntax. This system being 
the earliest attempt of its kind, it was not expected to 
be perfect till later, when the author of the Q,amus made 
it so.
Jauhari also made use of grammatical rules when 
dealing with the past tenses of the word, e.g. he states 
the sign of the middle letter only since the first and 
the last are always with fathah, for instance, with
dammah of the j and with kasraj^i.e. kasra/?of the
]
f , and so on. Sometimes the mention of the infinitive 
form of the word ^  jusJban show whether the letter is 
doubled, e.g. when he says .gJs*2, this indicates that
the sign of the letter ^  in the verb i& shaddah,
K>
•* , t,a JUw
•
Although Jauhari states in his preface that he is 
recording all genuine words, he has left out some of them 
due, as Shidyaq puts it, to the lack of attention,
It is interesting to note that most of these words are 
recorded in the earliest Arabic dictionary, namely al-’Ain 
of al-Khalil.
1. Ouse ending*.
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Abridgements, Comments and Translations,
Since the Sihah came to light, it aroused great 
interest among philologists* Among the comments are the 
followingj-
(1) Takmilah, siShJl 9 by Saghani (d. 650 A.H.), in
which the author has added some more roots and correcting 
1
authors.
(2) Hashiyah, V** U- 9 by jbn Birri, the pupil of
Jauhari, in which he placed some words in their proper 
places and added some more shawahid.
(3) Suyuti segregated all the Hadithes in the Sihah and
* t  * ** *
put them in a separate book.
Among those who abridged the Sihah are;-
(a) Razi (d. 780 A.H.) confined himself in his book
. ti |„* * B
(The Selected Words of the Sihah) C  ^ t0
the number of words used at his own time. He found that 
some words were not recorded in the Sihah, so that he 
completed ffaSm from Azharisand other lexicons. The order 
was like that of the original. Recently, in the beginning 
of this century, the Egyptian Ministry of Education chose 
the Mukhtar as a dictionary for schools, but re-arranged 
in the European order, i.e. a strict alphabetical order.
1. Introduction to Sihah by Hurini, /h 7.
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(b) Mahmud ibn Ahmad al-Zanjani (d. 656 A.H*) who wrote 
a summary of the Sihah which was very concise. In the 
year 1952 A.D., a dictionary was edited in Cairo and 
the editors claimed that the work is the abridgement of 
Sihah,by zanjani. In examining the book we find that 
the manuscript has no title, nor the name of the author. 
We disagree with the editors on two points.
(i) ®hey chose the title which
indicates that some corrections were being made, which
is not the case. The editor himself says in another 
place in his introduction to the book of Zanjani that he 
prefers Zanjani’s abridgement to that of Razi’s, because 
it gives a true picture of the original (Sihah), as it 
contains no additions, while Razi added many corrections, 
revisions and quoted Azhari and others. How can the
IT*
editor claim the title of TAhdhib to this dictionary which 
he edited*
(ii)llt*is true that Zanjani has made an attempt
1. Tahdhib al-Sihah, preface, p. 67.• * 4
which is called'CrVj* <pfte word Tahdhib
1
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to abridge the Sihah, but there is no evidence that it is
the edited Manuscript. The only source which the editor
has relied on is al-Bujgtiah by Siddiq, which quotes Haji
Khalifa^ as follows; !* Among the abridgements of Sihah,
is that of Zanjani who stated in his preface fWhen I finished
my book and it was about one-fifth, I again omitted the
shawahid, grammatical points and many words.*1*
These particular sources alone cannot give us a
definite judgement. In fact, they contain some serious
errors. Haji Khalifa/has misled ibn Shanab to state in the
Encyclopaedia of Islam that the book, al-Barif by Q,ali, is
1
on obscure words of Hadith , while it is a dictionary of
the Arabic language . Again, Siddiq has stated wrongly that
the date of Azhari is 202-270 A.H., while all the other
biographers put it at 282-370 A.H.
The Sihah has been translated into Persian and » * *
Turkish. In the year 1000 A.D. came to light the Turkish 
copy of the Sihah with an introduction in which the trans­
lator dealt with the forms of verbs in Arabic.
1. She p. 52.
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Finally Jauhari*s Sihah led the way to other
celebrated lexicons, such as, the Lisan al~fArab and the
Qarrius. The Lisan is very large due to some repetitions
and some unnecessary details. Qamus has omitted the 
1
shawahid and many words.
B * LISAN al-* ARAB
Since the Sihah of Jauhari came to light towards
the end of the fourth century Hijrah, it has attracted
lexicographers so that its order is commonly adopted.
Among the celebrated dictionaries which folio?;
the same lines are:- 1) Lisan of ibn Manzur (d. 711 A.H.),
2) Misbah of Fayyumi (d. 780 A.H.), 3) Q,amus of Fairuzabadi
(d. 816 A.H.), and 4) Taj al-*Arus of Zabidi (d. 1205 A.H.).
A few lexicographers have broken this order, i.e.
the order of the qafiyah,and adopted the strictly alphabetical
order with a slight modification. They are:- 1) Ibn Faris
1
(395 A.H.}, who wrote two dictionaries: al-Mujmal , and 
al-Maqayis, 2) Zamakhshari (d. 538 A.H.) who wrote 'Asas 
al-Balagh^and al-Fa’iq fi G-harib al-Hadith, 3) Ibn al-Athir 
(d. 613 A.H.) who wrote al-Nifca yah . Although philologists
I.. Ibn Far is was contemporary with Jauhari, but there is 
no evidence that they met or copied each other.
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who came later have made use of the works of ibn Far is, 
Zamakhshari and ibn al-Athir, and have quoted them among 
others as authorities, they have declined to follow 
their arrangements, but tend to that of Jauhari.
Lisan al-fArab is the largest Arabic dictionary. 
The copy consists of twenty volumes. The author of Qamus 
stated in his preface that he possessed a copy of twenty- 
eight volumes. The explanation of this is that his copy 
might have been a different version with regard to the 
division in the number of volumes.
The author of Lisan, being comparatively a 
late scholar, had the opportunity to benefit from many 
previous dictionaries. He lived the early period of his 
life in Tunisia, where he was born in the year 680 A.H.
Among the posts he had held was the post of Judge. The 
most important of his pupils were Subki, the famous scholar, 
and Dhahaoi, the historian. He was known by the name of 
ibn Mukarram or that of ibn Manzur. Lane uses the latter 
name.
In his preface to the Lisan, ibn Manzur states 
that there are two most eminent dictionaries as regards 
information: one is Tahdhib of Azhari and the other is
Muhkam of ibn Sildah. But with regard to arrangement, he
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prefers the order of the Sihah because "it does not
require a high skill in grammatical knowledge and it is 
1
easier."
In the text of the Lisan, the author mentions
a great number of philologists, ranging from earlier ones
like al-Khalil and ibn Duraid to later ones like Zamakhshari
and ibn al-Athir*
K.V* Zetterstein, who had edited about eighty
pages of Tahdhib, said, "As ibn Manzur depended very much
on Azhari, he (Zetterstein) would point out all the places
2
in which Lisan quoted Tahdhib." In turn most of these
quotations can be traced back to al-Khalil. We may, here,
give an example as illustration. In the combination of
under the root comes the following quotation;- "On
the day of Uhud, Abu Sufyan ibn Harb said to Harnzah, the
great martyr: Ll cusJbk has c (jpL-c- e j
which Implies:You deserve what you have received because you
3
have disobeyed your ancestors. This quotation occurring in 
the Tahdhib occurs as well in al-*Ain of al-Khalil and again 
in Lisan al-fArab.
1. Preface to the Lisan, p. 3*
2m Le Monde Oriental, vol. XIV", pp. 1-85.
3. This interpretation is the figurative meaning. Literally it 
means; Taste the end of my spear. (See Sirah, p. 582 w h e r e ’ 
the whole story
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The enormous size of* Lisan is due to two tilings?
(^a) .It contains unnecessary details which are no concern
of lexicographers, dealing with poetry, grammar, Hadith,
Quran and Jurisprudence. Shidyaq says?- <
* O l ®  J U-sJJ o i j y*Jj dlij 3JJ 4jU
(b) Ibn Mansur repeats himself very often. The root which
takes only fifty lines in Qamus can take up to two hundred
_  1
and fifty lines in Lisan. Sometimes he gives a form of 
derivation, Ia **? 9 then again gives another form as the 
only correct one; e.g. he states that the word i as
well as the word i!— *, means wedding. After a few 
lines he states that the word is the only correct form.
The first statement is a quotation taken from al-Muhkam of
9
ibn Sidah, the second is taken from the Sihah of Jauhari.
It is interesting to notice that al-Khalil in 
al-fAin gives the following definition under the root 
in the combination t J • - . ’* ^  means to possess;
and mean to wed, because wedding is possessing
a bride and a bride can be called a possession. The poet 
said,  ^J^  O* tr.
1. Al-Jasus, p. 79.
2. The conception of marriage for some Arabs means, in a way, 
that the husband possess his wife.
5. In his analysis al-Khalil*s statement agrees with the 
grammatical rule that triliteral verbs can have an initial 
hamzakor can be reduplicated at the middle, , and
such additionals make the verb transitive like and
•...86
8 6
As Jauhari has confined, himself to the genuine 
words which caused his book to he ranked by some as equal 
to that of Bukhari, while others like ibn Sidah in al- 
Muhkam and ibn Manzur in Lisan have enlarged their books 
by putting in many details or recording every word that 
they have heard of. The example of-^^J, proves that al- 
IChalil, like Jauhari, had confined himself to some extant 
to the although he did not state this clearly in
the preface of al-fAin.
It seems that the influence of Muhaddithin, 
in their terms did not affect the philologists until later, 
after the time of al-Bukhari and it took shape when Jauhari 
compiled his Sihah. Ofcourse there were some doubts 
concerning the poetry of the ure-Islamic period.
Evidence of this can be found in ibn Hisham’s 
Sir ah, where he states after many a poem, !,There is 
doubt that such a poem can be attributed to this poelC.fr He 
means the poet in question.
*
(.. .contd. from p. 85) and it can indicate
emphasis, if the verb was a transitive one like and
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Returning to ibn Manzur, we find that he has
filled his hook with so many words relating to those given
by the philologists before his time. It seems that he
holds the view that it is the task of the lexicographer
not to confine himself, as Jauhari did, to a certain class
of words, but to record all the Arabic words he knows of.
-  _  1
Thus Lisan, as Zabidi says, contains more than eighty
thousand roots, V i U  . Under each root are recorded many
derivative forms,o . These words are so numerous in
Arabic that they are difficult to count.
ibn Manzur were in the form of abridgement^ .
He summarized many books on philology, literature, history
and jurisprudence. Suy uii states that ibn Manzur has 
abridged about five hundred books of Mutawwalat,
It is strange to notice that the other works of
Among them are: al-Aghani of Is^iahani, I , ^ Iqd of
ibn fAbd Rabbih, l'hr) I , and the History of
Damascus by ibn tAsakiJr, ^ - Unlike these
abridgements the dictionary of Lisan al-Arab was compiled
i.e. . .
in a different manner, of
1. Taj, the preface, p. 9,
2. Bughyah,p. 106.
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CHAPTER V.
LATER WORKS
A . THE QAMUS OF FAIRTTZABADT
The dictionary of Qamus is arranged according
to the model of the Sihah. Its wide use is due to the» i i
fact that (a) it is very 00x10ise and the shawahid have
heen omitted, and (h) it solves the problem of the vowel
signs by adopting a new technique to prevent mis-writing.
The word Qamus, up to the time of Fairuzabadi
meant a great ocean. Since then it has been used in a
sense synonymous with that of the word 9 which
means dictionary.
The author of Qamus, al-Fairuzabadi, was born in
Persia in the town of Kazrin in the year 729 A.H. He had
an excellent memory which helped him to learn the whole of
1
the Q,uran by heart at the age of seven. Concerning other
text-books, he is said to have made the remark to some of
his friends that he would not go to bed before learning
2
two hundred lines.
1. The preface of Qamus and Taj.
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At the age of eight he went to Shiraz where he
received his education. Later on he sought further
knowledge in Iraq in the towns of Baghdad and Wasit. As
a traveller he toured many countries including Turkey, 
Syria, Egypt and India, where he made the acquaintance of 
famous scholars of his time. He was fortunate enough to 
he a tutor to the Prince Ahu Yazid, the son of the Sultan
mm im#
Murad. He settled in the Yemen in the town of 2abid. His
daughter was married to the Sultan of Yemen, 'ii \ ,
who was his great friend. When Fairuzabadi finished
writing one of his hooks he dedicated it to the Sultan and
presented the copy on plates which, in return, were filled
with silver coins. His knowledge covered a wide field of
Islamic subjects, including Hadith, Tafsir, Praise of the
Prophet, biography and philology.
In his preface to the Q,amus, Fairuzabadi informs
us that he intends first to compile a very large dictionary
1
under the title of al-Lami*, the Sparkling, which if 
completed should contain the information in al-Muhkam of
1. The full title is;
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ibn Sidah and al-fUba!br of Sagh&ni. The LamiTwas meant
to consist of sixty volumes, hut the idea was given up
  2
and the Qamus came in two volumes to replace it.
Of the Lamif, Fairuzabadi is said to have written
only five volumes, but he was asked to make a shorter
dictionary which would be easier for students to learn.
He undertook the task of making the Q,amus in which he put
the Essence of the book to be, Lamie, and of the Muhkam of
ibn Sidah.
One quotation from Lami* occurred in the Qamus
under the root . It reads as follows: TII have
- «
explained in detail all this in the Lami11. Since words
recorded in dictionaries made after the model of the Sihah
* m «
are arranged according to the last radical, this root of
comes near to the end; and this implies that most
1.4L Saghani, ciUvdl, was a philologist who was born in India, 
Lahore. He then went to settle in Baghdad. Among the number 
of his books was his large dictionary which was not completed. 
It ends with the root, , which means dumbness. Some
poelfe refer* to these in terms $>
(A \ l 1 \^2J> o   ^  ^t3>bv2-^ l u ).
2. It is stated so in t. e preface of the Qamus, while the 
printed copy is in three volumes.
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of the Lamicwas finished,, while it is stated that ohly five
out of sixty volumes were finished. Shidyaq was puzzled
with what seemed to he contradictory statements. The only
explanation is to assume that Lami* was made, like Ivluhkam
and TUbair, which were to he its main sources, in the model 
1
of al-TAin.
We have already seen in dealing with al-TAin that 
its order is a phonetic one, i.e. ^ t ^  t j* etc. and
• i
ending with labial letters ^  J V  * f . I n  this case it
is possible that the word , since it has the letter
which is the third one in al-Khalil* s model, appears in one
of the five volumes of Lami\ Unfortunately no manuscript
of it is known to have survived.
-  J3 -
Zabidi states that the number of words in Qamus
amount to sixty thousand as compared with Sihah which
numbers forty thousand, and with Lisan al-'Arab which is
eighty thousand.
_ 3
Shidyaq denies that Qamus contains more words 
than Sihah and s'ays that he has examined the first half of 
Q,amus and found that it has only 5,450 roots unuer which 
many derivative forms are recorded. In fact, Shidyaq is a
1. Lane, preface, p. XVIII.
2. In his preface to Taj al-fArus, p. 23.
3. Al-Jasus, p. 107.
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very severe critic of the Cjamus and this can he deduced 
from the title of his hook, al-Iasus, which means the Spy. 
Among the many accusations that he has made against 
Fairuzabadi is that he has filled his hook with many proper 
names of people from all walks of life including scholars, 
judges and rulers. There is no harm in this since it gives 
us some information of such people. But Shidyaq. makes a 
sound remark when he critices the order in which these names 
are placed. He says: 5tQ,amus has treated the proper names
including foreign words as if they all had roots and 
additional letters, while this is not the case in some of 
them like the word for Gabriel.
It is interesting to notice that long before the 
author of al-Jasus, al-Khalil had said in al-fAin that 
words like ^ere °£ Hebrew forms made up originally
of two parts - the second means God - and that such a 
combination is like the Arabic forms of *Abd Allah and 
eUbaid Allah.
— <■*
The Characteristics of Q,amus.
1. In the manuscript Fairuzabadi wrote out in red
letters all the roots that Fauhari had left out. When the 
Q,amus was printed these red letters were underlines. , In 
return, Zabidi has pointed out all the roots occurring in
1. In his Taj which is a commentary on Qamus.
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Jauhari's Sihah which the Q,amus had left out.* * «
B* Roots that end in long vowels like and
are Glassed either under bab of j like the 
first or the bab of ^ like the second one, according
to grammatical rules, while they are recorded under one bab, 
i.e. chapter, in previous dictionaries.
3. With regard to the gender of nouns where the
masculine and feminine forms can be distinguished by means 
of tsJl *p l& , he does not repeat the word in the
two forms but says the first one and follows it with this
term: ^  UJ Lj e.g. ftj* means generous and
means generous (F). Sometimes he departs from this and
states the two forms e.g. lj c t-JUo ♦
4* He had used some abbreviations to indicate certain
t «things. These are: (a) f stands for the word ^jLh*** i. e.
*
well-known, (b) t for'fc*-** i.e. place, (c) 2, for
i.e. plural, (d) for ^-^i.e. village (e) ^ for
i.e. town.
5. Like many other concise dictionaries he omits the
evidential examples. Neither does he mention the authorities
ffom whom he draws information, except in the preface where
he has referred to Muhkam of ibn Sidah and ^batr of Saghani.» *
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He states, however, that he has consulted about a thousand 
books ranging from books on philology and lexicons to 
biographies and scientific works which enable him to deal 
with many proper names in his Qamus.
Comparing Fairuzabadi with Jauhari, Shidyaq takes
the latter1s side. It was not necessary for the Qamus to
choose for the purpose of reference and criticism only the
Sihah among all other dictionaries, for no dictionary has
1
recorded the whole vocabulary of Arabic.
This fact has been recognised by many philologists. 
In his preface to his dictionary Azhari says, ffThe Arab 
tongue i.e. language is 60 vast that it is beyond anybody*s 
ability to count the whole of its vocabulary, and possible 
to no one except a prophet.11 Again ibn Far is in his Mujmal 
quotes the same passage and adds, ffThis statement has 
confused some scholars who take the view that there is a 
contrast between such a statement and what al-Khalil has 
said in al-*Ain - ”1 have recorded all the Arabic language 
in my book”. The fact is that al-Khalil means that he is 
the first to record all the possible combinations of Arabic
1. Al-Jasus, p. 5, 105.
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1
letters which make up the whole vocabulary of the language* 
Although Qamus does not mention any source in the 
text, some of his information c*ui be traced back to al-Khalil 
Zabidi in the Taj has pointed out many passages which were 
taken directly from al-?Ain*.
B.- TAJ AL-* ARUS
The completion of the Qamus has been followed by 
many commentaries on it, and by two translations, one in 
Turkish and one in Persian*
The most prominent commentaries are (i) Taj al-TArus 
by Zabidi and (ii) al-Jasus by Ahmad Paris Shidyaq. Some 
scholars have confined themselves to the explanation of 
the preface only. Among those who undertook the task of 
commentary on the text is the Amir of Yemen, al-Ashraf*
There are also some treatises in the form of a comparison 
between Sihah and Qamu^, More than a dowen commentaries 
have been recorded, in the prefaces to Taj and to al-Jasus.
A full account of them can also be found in the introduction 
to the printed copy of the Qamus by the editor Shaikh Huraini.
1, Al-Mujmal., p. 2$o
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Here we will confine ourselves to Zabidi and Shidyaq..
Zabidi is the last lexicographer to follow the
old school in recording the authority for every piece
of information in his book Taj al-fArus and in mentioning
the names of the scholars quoted.
Zabidi was born in the town of Zabid in the
country of Yemen* Later he left for Egypt to live there
till he died in the year 1205 A.H. (1884 A.D.)
In his preface to Taj, Zabidi has made reference
to more than fifty Arabic lexicons. Among his early sources
are Jamharah by ibn Duraid, Sihah by Jauhari and Muhkam by* * * « v
ibn Sidah. Zabidi does not seem to have possessed a copy 
of al-fAin, but he draws much information from al-Khalil 
through the medium of ibn Duraid, ibn Faris, Azhari and 
others*
Zabidi does not commit himself with regard to the 
authenticity of al-fAin and its real author. He does not 
give a decisive view on the matter, but contents himself 
with quoting Suyuti's opinion. The latter quotes many views
1. He should not he confused with Zubaidi (d. 389 A.H.) who 
made the abridgement of al^Ain, since in Arabic writing they 
look alike.
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on the question and tends to follow those who ascribe the
book to al-Khalil.
In dealing with ibn Duraid we have already seen
that he uses in referring to al-fAin the phrase, al-Khalil
said; Azhari on the other hand refers to it in the words,
Laith said, Zabxdi uses both forms, that is to say, he
uses the style of A^harf whenever he quotes al-’Ain through
him, but when he quotes it through ibn Duraid or ibn Faris,
he follows in their footsteps by resorting to the phrase,
1
Khalil said.
Zabidi begins his commentary with a long intro­
duction in which he deals with the following ten items:
The first three items deal with the following philological 
questions:
(a) Is the origin of language heavenly or earthly?
(b) How many combinations of roots can theoretically as 
well as practically exist in Arabic?
(c) Is it possible to count the whole vocabulary of
the Arabic language?
*** —*
Zabidi, like most scholars with conservative 
views, has laid much stress on linking question (a) with
1. Though Zabidi in the preface said it was likely that 
al-’Ain was the work of al-Khalil, in the text he did not 
make it clear.
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the idea that as the Quran is holy, the language 
representing it must he holy too. As to the second point, 
it is possible to calculate the roots as has been stated 
by ibn Faris in his philological treatise, al-Sahibi, 
and Suyuti in al-Muzhir. With regard to the third point, 
he holds the view that it is beyond human effort to count 
every single word in Arabic.
The next four points deal with technical terms 
taken from the science of Eadith which have been applied 
to philology. They mostly discuss the chain of transmission 
and the question how should we accept or reject a piece of 
information on the authority of such a chain, without 
paying much attention to the texts themselves.
The next two items deal with purely philological
an
questions. Zabidi here reviews the whole variety of
grammarians following the line of those who classify them
into two main groups: The Schools of Basra and Kufa, ending
%
with ibn Duraid and Tha^lab.
1. It is admitted by Arabic (Muslim) scholars that the Old 
Testament is holy, but Henrew is not.
;.. «
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In this item Zabidi devotes a large space to lexicographers.
Again his main source is Suyutifs Muzhir which begins the
1
chapter with this phrases "The first philologist to 
write a lexicon is al-Khalil ibn Ahmad who composed the book 
of al-*Ain. Some say 1 he did not complete it,.,t
Such a statement implies that Zabidi, as we have 
already mentioned above, holds the view that al-*Ain, in 
principal, is the work of al-Khalil. The only comment 
Zabidi makes on lexicons as a whole is that if it is true 
that Sihah was the most in circulation at the time of Suyuti, 
it has been surpassed by Qamus, since the latter was more 
concise.
In another place of his preface Zabidi states that 
Qamus sacrifices clearness to brevity so that it is often 
difficult to grasp information at a glance; instead the 
reader has to look carefully and to think hard in order to 
understand the text.
The last two items deal with the author of Qamus 
and the chain of transmitting its copy to Zabidi. With 
regard to the first point he gives a short account of the 
author*s life and works, and the praise given to him by
1. 03*11 ^  ^  d  m  j**-1 Oi
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various biographers. The second point is concerned with
the chain of transmission to show how he receives the reading
of the text from his own time bade to Hajar, who took it
orally from Fairuzabadi, the author of the Qamus. Perhaps
this is the last known recorded chain of transmission in
1
philology. Since then the doctrine has died out.
The Plan of the Taj al-fArus
The book of Taj is in siae about five times that 
of Qamus. The relation between the two texts is as followsj
(a) The text of Qamus is included in that of Taj by means
£•
of brackets, for exinaple: ( I )
( I Q* J t
In this extract the words in brackets, which can be read 
alone, are those of the Qamus.
(b) Zabidi adds the shawahid which Qamus has omitted. Most 
of these shawahid cohform with and are taken from those of 
early Arabic dictionaries, including al-fAin.
(c) Taj explains in detail some concise points and in 
doing so he quotes many authorities. Besides the great 
number of philologists who usually appear in most earlier
1. The only form of transmission still practised in Egypt 
is that of Heading of the Quran, . ' 1.
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lexicons, and who are quoted by Zabidi also, there are 
many other authorities 011 geographicaland other medical 
matters to supply explanations for the vast number of 
proper,personal and place names, which fill a considerable 
part of the Qamus.
(d) Sometimes Qamus does not record all the derivative 
forms of a given root. In this case Zabidi mentions the 
forms left out by the Qamus under the heading dJ, jOV
d)j (Supplementary comments.) For example under
In another place where Qamus records > Zabidi adds;
As Qamus has written out in red all the words said to have 
been left by Sihah, Taj has pointed out all the forms 
believed to be left out by Qamus.
Zabidi a
(J* f* c ***** (J? *— *** ^  o' ^
L m J  j\ UxJ**  ^ o P  L ‘l i I j  <
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In the^se two Arabic quotations, Zabidi refers 
once to al-fAin in the form "laith said" and once int 
the form "Khalil said". The first is through Azhari, 
the second is through ibn Faris and ibn Duraid.
It is interesting to notice that in dealing with 
the word ^  , Taj quotes Azhari as saying, "This 'word was
recorded by Laith (i.e. al-Khalil in al-’Ain) as e* \J^  
with the letter £ . "This proves", Azhari concludes,
"that such an error cannot be attributed to al-Khalil, 
therefore the book must be by somebody else, i.e. Laith."
-  — 6U) I *
Taj comments by quoting Abu fUbaidah saying "The word d  
is with ^ and this is al-Khalil1 s opinion as well."
In consulting al-’Ain itself, we finfl that al- 
Khalil has recorded both forms of pronunciation and .
His own words are:
J b  1 o* ^  ^  ^  ^
* Jjl. a*Jl ^  j U I  d *  *** 1 ^ ci' ^
In his Tahdhib, Azhari refers only to one possible 
form of the word without mentioning the other
possibility and adduces the question concerned in evidence
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to prove his argument that al-Khalil has not written
al-fAin because f*it was impossible that al-Khalil can
1
commit such a mistake.11
The theory of denying that al-Khalil was the 
real author for such a reason cannot be aiC^epted or 
justified. Azhari himself has committed similar mistakes 
and he notices that many others have done so, but no one 
denies them the authorship of their books.
Zabidi, like many others, was misled and confused 
by Azhari on the question of the authorship of al-’Ain.
Later scholar’s did not trouble to see the text of al-’Ain 
and draw direct information and state their own views on 
the matter. Instead, they related their predecessors’ 
opinions.
Time will reveal more evidence to convince us that 
al-’Ain was really the work of al-Khalil. The misunderstanding 
is caused by dealing with the question, not by direct 
information from al-’Ain, bgt mainly by adopting other's 
opinions. In this matter we should not follow the traditional 
school of philology in basing our judgements on external 
evidence only, such as, the chain of transmission or the 
implication that a certain scholar cannot make a mistake; 
instead we should judge the book on its own merits.
1. Tahdhlb, p.*$.
10^ :
CHAPTER VT
SHIDYAQ.♦S CRITICISM 0E THE QAFIYAI, ORDER
AHMAD PARIS SHIDYAQ.
*
The nineteenth century marks the turning point
in the study of Arabic philology.
The influence of European scholars was prevalent
in Lebanon. Learned people of that country were eager
to adopt the Western approach to knowledge. The inherited
traditional approach limited itself to acceptance of the
opinion of the previous learned people merely because it
was believed that they could not commit mistakes; it
took everything for granted. Even when scholars contradicted
one another it was the duty of a pupil to interpret their
ideas in such a way that they would appear to agree. As
most of these scholars were Muslims, they were not free to
express a view which might be interpreted as a revolt
1
against orthodox ideas.
This movement was started in Lebanon by an Arabic
1. Throughout the history of Islamic subjects, including 
philology, there appear some elements of opposing traditions. 
The latest is the case of Taha Husain when he doubted the 
genuineness of ancient poetry and when he said that the 
Quran, as a form of Arabic literature, should be put under 
criticism.
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scholar, Shidyaq, who had the opportunity to visit 
England at the invitation of the Bihle Society in 
Cambridge.
Ear is Shidyaq, the descendant of a Maronite
family, received his early education in Beirut where he
met many American missionaries. Afterwards he went to
Cairo in the year 1834, where he edited the first Arabic
newspaper in Egypt, the Egyptian Gazette, ,
for Mtlhammad fAli Pasha.
His American friends ashed him to go to Malta to
organise the Arabic press there* On his return from
England, he went to Paris where he met the Bey of Tunis,
Ahmad Pasha. Shidyaq presented the Bey with a poem,
*
Q,asidah, in his praise written after the model of the
1
famous Q,asidah which has presented to the Prophet,
and in exactly the same rhyme and scansion.
The Bey sent him a special cruiser to talce him 
from Malta to Tunis w>here he was converted to Islam.
Since then he adopted the name of Ahmad after the Beyfs 
own name. There again he founded the Arabic Tunisian
1. The Q,asidah of Shidyaq was translated into German in 
1851, ^x)M(3/ p. ISO • The Q,asidah of kept*
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Gazette., RAID* In the year 1857 he was called to Istanbul
where he edited the Arabic periodical, al-Jawalb, in
which he presented his readers with new philological and
literary criticism. This was his last occupation till
he died in 1878 A*D* His body was later brought to
Beirut. His investigations have been followed by many
_ 1 - s 
scholars including Zaidan and Karmali.
His experience in journalism gave Shidyaq the 
ability of devoting critical activities to every field 
of Arabic. His sharp cirticism of conservative views on 
philology and literature created for him many enemies.
His special field was lexicography where he applied a new 
method of analysis to Arabic philology. He started by 
denouncing the traditional idea of accepting anything that 
was laid down by certain scholars for the only reason that 
they were beyond criticism.
In doing so, he chose the celebrated dictionary, 
Q,amus of Fairuzabadi, to subject it to the analytic method. 
He called his treatise on the subject, al-Jasus, The Spy.
1. In his book, the Philosophy of Language.
2. In his book; the Development of Arabic.
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His sharp attacks could equally well refer to many lexicons 
written before Qamus. Al-Jasus was followed by another 
work c a l l e d J ' ^ b  er'fc,, is? J M *  * J*" , The Secret Nights oft 
Shifting and Interchanges (of letters within a word).
A* AL-JASUS
Shidyaq divided this book into twenty-six 
chapters, but they all deal with the following problems:
(a) The order of the roots.
(b) The arrangement of the derived forms under a given 
root.
(c) Information and definitions.
(d) Comments of Qamus on Sihah.i » *
(e) Miswriting (tashif) and genuine words.
(f) The v6 forms.
(a) The order of the roots.
Jasus remarks that the main purpose of Qamus, 
as the author says, is to help the reader with a concise 
text in order to obtain sufficient knowledge of Arabic 
vocabulary in the form of a small book which can be learned 
by heart, if possible. If this is the case, Fairuzabadi 
has chosen the order of Sihah, which is a Qafiyah order, 
instead of adopting the ordinary alphabetical order which
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was adopted by al-Mujmal of ibn Faris (d. 387 A.H.).
It would have been more practical if he had done so.
The need for a qafiyah order to help writers and poets
of that time does not justify sacrificing the ordinary
alphabetical order. shidyaq proposes that there should
be a special booh to meet such a need. In tnis respect,
he calls upon lexicographers to adopt the strict alpha-
1
betical order, which is easier and more practical.
(^) Arrangements
A given root in Arabic, like a ^ £ , can 
have mote than one meaning, i.e. can be homonymous, and 
the derivative forms of each meaning can be numerous.
These words can be formed according to certain grammatical 
rules by modification of vowels and by adding certain 
additional letters as affixes. As Shidyaq states, these 
forms are recorded in Qamus at random and the reader has, 
in consequence, to read through the whole passage concerning 
the root in question in order to find the meaning required 
for a given word. This criticism can be applied also to
1. He did not fulfil the conditions himself and founded 
his own lexicon, Sirr al-Layal, on a very complicated order.
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other lexicons especially voluminous ones such as the 
Lisan al-'Arab and Tahdhib.
(c) Information and definition.
In his opinion, Qamus is filled with a vast 
number of proper names of learned people in order to give 
short accounts of their lives. Shidyaq argues that this 
should be the task of a biographer, not a lexicographer. 
Again he remarks that this is not necessary for Qamus to 
explain in detail certain medical terms or the usefulness 
of some plants as cures, as if the book were a medical 
dictionary.. As to proper names, Shidyaq states that Qamus 
has not recorded them in their proper places, since most 
of them are loan words and it is not accurate to treat them 
in the same way as Arabic words, i.e.to apply the theory 
of radical and additional letters to them.
(d) Comments on Sihah.
" i
In the same way as the author of Qamus used to 
malce direct attacks on the Sihah of Jauhari every time he 
referred to it, especially when recording words that §ihah 
had left out, so has Shidyaq. in his turn recorded all the 
words occurring in Sjihah and left out in Qamus. It is not 
fair of Qamus, Shidyaq points out, to criticise only Sihah
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and to chose it as a target for his attack, since there 
are many words that have heen left out by other lexicons 
as well.
(e) Genuine words and Tashif.
. — — ,—  —  _  . r  ^
In dealing with suoh a question, Shidyaq has 
touched upon the major philological problem of the 
genuineness of words and, in consequence, the question 
of the period out of which we can quote our evidential 
examples, the shawahid, and what are the poets who we can 
regard as (source, of proof) and who are the
certain class of philologists who can inform us about 
the miswritten words, I , and what is
the pure Arabic vocabulary, etc.
Shidyaq disagrees with the tradition that the 
period of Fasih should be confined to pre-Islamic, i.e. 
Jahiliyyttfe, and to the UmayyacL periods only, that is to say, 
that the period is only about 300 years. Commenting on this, 
he asks: Why should we not accept verses from poetry composed 
after that period as Fasih?
Although critics admit that some later poets were 
as good as their predecessors, why are they unwilling to take 
their poetry as proof.
Ill
Philologists, Shidyaq demands, should have gone 
to Arabic trib«s and recorded their dialects, instead of 
confining tnemselves to what had been related to them by 
e-.rly scholars, who hav„' either left out words from the 
vocabulary of the language, or have added some words ;.hich 
w„re not Arabic, A typical example 0- the first type is 
Jauh-,rifs Sihah, and of the second, Saghanifs TUbab, Qamus,
r  * • *
B:\jB Shidyaq, ia a typic , j l  example of both.
(f) The Reflexive FormS
When Shidyaq finds that Qamus has made many mistakes,
he intends to make a supplement to Qamus, and he adds; -**T
have already written five parts. Later on, when I hau the
opportunity to see Lisan and Taj, I noticed that they
contained more than II nave collected. I determined to
summarise one of them, if conditions permitted. Anyhow,
I found inos, philologists were misled by the general
1
grammatical rule that the reflexive form is mostly 
intransitive. My own view is the opposite. I may take this 
opportunity to record all the forms of transitive and 
intransitive here.11
Shidyaq has devoted a large portion of his Jasus 
t^ a record of a l . these forms. The or^er in which all
1. By this it is meant the Arabic term,
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these forms (words) are listed is not the ordinary 
alphabetical order, which he calls upon us to adopt; 
but it is the qafiyah order like Qamus. Concluding, we 
find that the sharp criticism of Qamus to which Shidyaq 
committed himself was difficult to abandon when he under­
took the task of compiling a lexicon. The fact that it is 
a kind of supplement to Qamus does not justify adopting the 
same order in dealing with words in the perfect form.
B. SIRR AL-IAYAL
The treatise is based on the assumption that
words are onomatopoeic by origin and we must look for
their source in the cries of animals and the noises
occurring in nature. To illustrate this he adduces the 
**
as an example. He claimed that it is the 
imitation of the sound of the axe cutting wood. He even 
goes further to say that the English wordwcut*resembles 
the Arabic word with the same meaning and nearly
the same sound. From JUS he aerives the words
Again, he says, that the reduplicated forms like i t JaiUS
Another example he gives is ! f-i-
from which derive words like
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* r
are derived from : * and ia— 3 „ In many cases
he finds that quite a number of sounds replace one
another, for example ui Jj* and ^  or exchange
p o s i t i o n s  e.g., J  ,  ^  ,  ^ 1  .  J j ,  ,  v A f
In adopting this tneory Shidyaq finds that the
guttural letters, < -ij , have special characteristics
and it would be appropriate to deal with them in one
place at the beginning of the book* In other words, he
picked them up and placed them at the beginning of the
alphabet, like in a way, the order of the al-'Ain. Thus
his order is _  ^^
J 1 0“ J  J ** - j  X  X  £  ^  °  V  [ / * ■ *  t  t  c  z)  * -■
J O f *J. ^  (3 ^
Another aspect of his order is the reverse of
•tf ' t* Hi w
the roots, e.g. C ~  J J f J J *
Each pair cotne in the same place. Furthermore, he places
the roots (non-guttural, which have been put first)
according to their last (second letter) i.e. qafiyah.
If we want to look up a word, like tr-CL-5* ,
1 s
we take only the first two letters cl. * and as
1. Also the root td o  is recorded in the same place.
2^  'f lu  C J c^<3 jsyy njl 'fffoajLdb J I"
clij J ^  X  <j' Jo. ItJZ&rS U~
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cl* comes first, we ^should look under the chapter on 
^  ; then follow it from the beginning, in this case
from '*.(«, ^ j- I . Under cl* e) are recorded all the
words which begin with d  , like +
This order is very complicated.
Shidyaq could easily adopt al-Khalil*s order which 
is more suitable for his purpose, or could as well adopt 
the ordinary order to make his treatise practical to use 
especially becuase he wished the Qamus to adopt. Instead 
he adopts an order of his own which is a combination of 
all previous orders.
However, the criticism of Qamus by Shidyaq, and
his attempt to deal with the problem of the origin of words
in a different manner from that of the traditionals, have
opened our eyes to a new method of investigation and freed
us from blindly following ancient philologists. He inspires
modern scholars like Jurji 2aidan who wrote a tneatise on
the philosophy of language and Taha Husain who suspects the
* »
genuineness of Arabic Jahiliyyte^poetry.
Such learned men have given an impetus to Arab 
bodies to set up academies in many Arab capitals like Cairo 
and Damascus to undertake the task of scientific philological 
inve stigations.
'V
P A R T  M I
tvh ijfrcmijM
THIRD STAGE
TH8 STRICT A LPHABETI GAL
nui'* r t f f .  t ~iw  i  ^ ‘r ‘, j fii.i^i i  tti^ -r ~ - r  m r * iir ^ r - ih -  i * .  ir~~ t~ , 'iJ~— ‘ h ii t i  ' i  *
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CHAPTER VII
VOCABULARY OF THE QURAN AWH HAnTTH
A
As early as the fourth century* Hi j rah, Arab philo­
logists adopted the ordinary alphabetical order in arranging 
words in the texts of their dictionaries. Traditionalists, 
however, have, in one sense, a lead in this system, Al-Bukhari 
(d, 256 A.H,) has arranged the names of al-Muhaddithin, o?3 i d  I, 
in the ordinary alphabetical order, with regard to the first 
letter only. Again Ibn Qutaibah (d. 270 A.H.) has arranged 
his dictionary of obscure words in Q,uran and Hadith with 
regard to the first letter of the words given.
The relation between Hadith and lexicography is 
so close that traditionalists have to study philology as 
a background subject and, in particular, the meanings of 
obscure words. On the other hand, philologists have to know 
(and to learn by heart) the Q,uran and sufficient numbers 
of Hadith. All these conceptions of science are considered 
to-gether with others in the generic term - Islamic subjects.
1. fiA-A-V- I«w, p. 510
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In the early days of Islam, Arah scholars 
formed the conception that the Arabic language, being 
the language of the Holy Quran, was a sacred language.
The early Arab grammarians and philologists paid consi­
derable attention to the study of the vocabulary of the 
Quran and Hadith. It is taken for granted by the Arabs 
that the vocabulary of the Quran is genuine and it can 
be taken, like classical poetry, as evidential example.
But for the Hadith, there is a dispute about its vocabu- 
lary. The question has, however, been settled by the 
Arab Academy when they took a decision concerning the 
genuineness of the vocabulary of the Hadith. They took
t i
the view that a great number of the Hadith are not genuine;
and some of the genuine have not been related to us in the
actual wording of the Prophet, but by the general meaning,
♦ Therefore, many restrictive terms are laid
down with regard to the genuineness of the vocabulary of 
1
the Hadith.
1. Mfljallat al-Majma’i., vol. 4, p. 7.
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The chronological development of the lexico­
graphy of the Quran and Hadith can be divided into
»
three stages:-
A. Short treatises composed by scholars who 
were famous in philology, such as, Abu Vbaidah, Nadr,
'Asma’i and Qutrub.
B. Voluminous books compiled by scholars, whose
interest in collecting Hadithes was motivated by the wish
*
to explain obscure words in them,
C. Specialised works in which the authors selected
the difficult words of Hadith and Quran and arranged them
in a manner like that of a dictionary, i.e. in ordinary
1
alphabetical order. „
Let us now discuss the three stages in the 
development of lexicography of the Quran and Hadith.
•v
A.
The first philologists to write on the vocabulary
*
of Hadith as such were Abu ’Ubaidah, f , and
Asma'i, <J^ ) , who were contemporaries of al-Khalil 
and his pupil, Nadr ibn Shumail.
1. Therefore, when the vocabulary of Hadith was given the 
shape of a lexicon, it was in the stage of the ordinary 
alphabetical order.
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Abu TUbaidah MaVamar ibn al-Muthanna was a 
freedman, . He is usually associated with Asmafi.
Biographers mostly class them together and draw comparisons
1
between them. It is related that Abu ♦Ubaidah was untidy 
in his personal appearance and not eloquent, but had a splen-
while Asmafi was smart and eloquent, but inferior in his 
knowledge to Abu *Ubaid&h. Of them, Abu Nuwas, the poet, 
says: "Asma*i is like a nightingale in a cage, while Abu
’Ubaidah is a goatskin stuffed with knowledge.<f Students 
of that time, attending the lessons of AsmaTi, found a 
clear-minded man who was able to express his thoughts with 
ease, but lacked depth. Abu TUbaidah, on the other hand, 
possessed deep knowledge, while he found difficulty in 
conveying it to others. Some learned men, comparing them, 
said, uWhen people go to Asma’i, they are like those who 
buy dung in the jew el-market1/ ( I
f*but those who go to Abu fUbaidah buy gems in the dung- 
market1/  ^ )•
It is also related that both scholars once 
attended the court of the Wazir al-Fadl ibn al-Rabi.? 
who asked them about their treatises on Horses, i.e. on
dia knowledge of philology and g e n e a l o g yU«; VI, I*U I ,
2
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obscure words related to horses, Asmafi said* "Mine is 
only one volume", and Abu fUbaidah said, "Mine is fifty11. 
Al-Fadl challenge** ti*em saying, "This is my horse; curae, 
both of you, and describe it, naming every part in its 
body as you have written in your books”. Abu TUbaidah said 
that he was not a veterinary surgeon, , a^d the
vocabu3„ary was something merely taKen from the Arabs. When 
AsmaTi Ts turn came, he began naming the members of the 
horse from head to tail, pointing to each and mentioning 
poems connected with it, when there were any, and was re­
warded with the horse as a gift, ^srna1! once said, "Whenever ' 
I felt the desire to annoy rtbu fUbaidah, I mounted the horse' 
and went to him.»
Their method in lexicography was to write separate.
treatises for different subjects such as palm trees, camels
etc; these subjects included treatises on the obscure words-.
of an and Hadith. This line was followed by the
philologists of the time such as Nadr ibn hhumail and Qutrub.
* *
host of them died in the second century of the Hijrah,
S-
In the third century of Hijrah came Abu rubaid al-Qasim
1. He is referred to in Arabic books as Abu *Ubaid,
x.e snould not be confused with ^bu fUbaidan,
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ibn Sail am, who spent forty years collecting Hadith:.
with their chain of transmission ( VI ) to explain
the meanings of their obscure words. 'Abu Vbaid received
his knowledge from famous philologists of his time such as
£ b u ' Ubaidah, Asma*!, Kisai. He used the numerous books
of his teachers in compiling his own, for instance in his
* 1
book ^ , (The Obscure Words of Selected Subjects),
He relied on the works of Asma'i, especially for his great
• M  . 2 
tiook (iharib al-Hadith. The work US- 1 j S l , was
very large due to the fact that he supplied in it the
for every Hadith, Subaidi in his rabaqat related that some
of Abu^Ubaidts friends had informed him that a certain
critic had found in Gharib about two hundred mistakes. Abu
fUbaid, commenting on this said, ,fWhat do two hundred
mistakes matter in seventeen thousand words? And even so,
if this critic had discussed them with me we might have
3
found many a way out.”
1. It is stated that Abu*Ubaid has relied in compiling that 
book on Hashimid and on A^mati’s work. Also on some Kufi 
scholars. See G.A.L., Supp. I, p. 166, and Bughyat, p. 377,
2. This book has been mentioned among Abu ubaid’s works by 
all biographers as the author*s best work. G-.A.L. Suppl I, 
p. 107 and preface to ibn al-Athir.
3. Bughyat, pp. 376, 37,7*
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The next to follow Abu Ubaid wasjlMuslim ibn
Qutaibahal-Dinawari. He was leading in literature and
philology and prominent as a chronicler of events.
jSMj 3JJJ I ^  L» )• He was reliable in his
authorities and pious in his behaviour and was appointed
_  - 1
a judge in the town of Dinawar*
Besides his works on the vocabulary of Hadith 
he wrote Tabaqat al-Shuifra? 1  ^ rQie Glasses
of Poets, in which he recorded all those poets whose 
poems can be used as evidential examples.
He also wrote some treatises on grammar and literature.
His works on Quran and Hadith include the following:
1* jxJl \j& I\ Parsing of the Quran.
s. o  'J*' (J k** Meanings of (the words of the) Quran.
S. o & Obscure words in the Quran.
'PvolDlem of (the syntax of the) Quran, 
r. ,..j Obscure words of the Hadith.
The last two works are edited in the form of 
one single book.by a late scholar; the two separate original
1. . Prom this name came the nisbah TDinawari* ^  jXi. ^  ^y 
which ibn Qutaibah was surnamed, but he was born in Baghdad 
in the year 213 A.H., and died in 267 A.H.
2.
1SS
tooks are thought to be lost.
The third scholar to follow Abu »Ubaidah was
“* _
Ibrahim ibn Ishaq, al-Harbi, who was distinguished in
the fields of jurisprudence, Tradition and philology,
. I * .  < e - a ^ L I  U i i U  < J  I  H  ' A s  t0 h i s
character, lie was asoetic and so pious that after
reading a line of poetry he used to recite some verses
1
from the Quran, His hook on Hadith was so long (due 
to Isnad) that people were unwilling to make use of it. 
These voluminous hooks of Abu eUbaid,ibn 
Qutaibah and Harbi were the main sources among the
t
numerous works quoted by ibn al-kthir.
G.
This is the last highly developed stage in 
dealing with obscene words of Hadith and Quran, Among the 
works which have survived to the present day are:-
1) The G-haribain by al-Harawi.
2) Gharib al-Quran by al-Sijistani.
3) Al-Haiq by Zamakhshari.
4) Nihaj^ah by ibn al-Athir,
1. Bughyah, p. 178.
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1) Al-Harawi (d. 401 A*H.) leads the way in 
segregating the vocabulary of Hadith and Quran and in 
arranging it in alphabetical order. He was a friend of 
Azhari, the author of Tahdhib. Though influenced by 
Azhari in putting the vocabulary of Hadith and Quran in 
a manner like that of a dictionary, Harawi did not adopt 
the phonetic order, because it did not serve his purpose; 
instead, he chose the ordinary alphabetical order. He 
considers only the first and second radical letter of a 
word, but not the third one. At the end of each chapter, 
he deals with the quadriliterals; as the triliterals were 
commonly understood there was no need to state that the 
root was of three radicals*
His method can be reviewed as follows: Placing 
a word under the appropriate heading, he states its meaning 
in both Quran and Hadith, quoting w[ith Quranic words the 
verses in which they occur, but linking those from Hadith 
with the name of the Sahabi, i.e. the one
A ^
who relates directly from the Prophet, e.g.
_1
3) Sijistani (d. 330 A.H.) composed a handbook
1. His full...name is Muhammad b.rAzij£. He should not be 
confused with Abu Hatim’al-Sijistani, the philologist (d. 
255 A.H*}.
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of the obscure words of the Qurah in alphabetical order
supplying them with short explanations, neither mentioning
1
his sources, nor quoting evidential examples. He 
arranged his dictionary considering only the first radical 
letter, but he added one more thing, that is, he counted 
the vowels following the first radical, beginning with 
the vowel a, , then ti, , and ending with
y £  • Thus he made the chapter headings under
each letter appear in the manner shown below: 
l. t . *  L
3. v  L
3) How we come to Zamakhshari (d. 538 A.H.) 
who wrote the celebrated commentary on the Quran, al-
glashaf, and the well-known dictionary, Asas al-Bulaghah,
 ^ —
" ^\[J 1 „ L* I • work on obscure words of Hadith
is entitled al~Fa;iq fi u-harib al-Hadith^ jj>Jl ^  ^ UJI ,
(The Superior Book on the Obscure words of Hadith). His 
method is to explain these words pointing out their 
original and transitive meanings, if there are any, and
1. His book can be compared with by l
Zubaidi.
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toy quoting some examples from anoient poetry to support
his arguments* As he was a great grammarian and
philologist, he was able to arrange the words in a restricted
alphabetical order, i.e., considering the whole three
*
radical letters of the triliteral words, e.g.  ^is before
JC*
J— A  , which is before all of them
before p and so on.
- 1As ibn al-Athir pointed out, Ha'iq is a difficult 
book to use, since in it, Zamakhshari has arranged the 
words in the order of the alphabet, if the Hadith concerned 
contains only one obscure word. If the Hadith in question 
contains more than one such word, he proceeds to the 
explanation of others as well, regardless of their alphabeti­
cal order, without repeating them again in their proper 
places. So that certain words cannot be found without a
thorough knowledge of Hadith.
#
4) The last and most eminent book compiled on 
^G-harib” is the Kihayah by ibn al-Athir, born at al-Jazirah, 
in 544 A.H. and later moved to al-Mausil, where he attended 
lessons in grammar held by his teacher, ibn Dahan, and in
1.
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Hadith from Abu al-Wahab ibn Sukainah. He died in 606 A.H.
Besides his celebrated book, Nihayah, ^  I # composed
some treatises on grammar and Hadith,
In the preface of his Nihayah, ibn al-Athir
reviews the development of the subject, Gharib al-Hadith,
saying t^ hat when the work was begun by Abu !Ubaidah, its
scope was limited, because, as he puts it, it is only
natural for a new subject to begin in a small way and to
gain importance; and, he adds, people at that time were
1
still in the habit of speaking the pure Arabic tongue.
It may be added that the number of Hadithea known at 
that time was comparatively small. Out of thousands of
t* —
Hadithes, Abu Hanifah, the first of the four great Muslim
jurists, is reported to have acknowledged only about 
2
twenty,
Ibn al-Athir has also stated that he has made use 
of works written before his time. He declares that his main 
early sources are the three books of Abu fUbaidah, ibn 
Qutaibah, and Biarbi, but he says that they have filled their
*
! •  jwcssiJl ^  . f j l  ^ L - U l  o p  ]}i u
It shouia be noted that the corruption of the language has
started^earlier, which suggests that exists at this time.
2, Tarikh Baghdad, vol. 13, p. 418.
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book 'With the Isnad. When he comes to mention Harawi, 
he praises him in these terms: f,We have come now to a
fine group of scholars, who segregated the vocabulary 
of Hadith and Quran and of course left out the Isnad 
because it represents another science altogether, in­
cluding the question of the genuineness of ]jadith.H In his 
opinion, it is not the task of writers on G-harib to 
concern themselves with either Isnad or criticism of 
Hadith* References to Hadith in the book on G-harib
f t
cannot, therefore, be regarded as proof of their genuineness, 
since they are quoted with an altogether different purpose 
in view.
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CHAPTER Yin
EARLY WORKS.
There are two dictionaries which are considered 
1
the earliest with regard to the strict alphabetical
order: They are Mujmal by ibn Paris and Asas by Zamakhsharx.
A. IBN PARIS
The first philologist to adopt the alphabetical
order in a dictionary is ibn Paris (d. 395 A.H.). The
exact date and place of his death are not known, but it
is supposed that he was born in a Tillage called Kirsuf in
the district of Sahra. He studied in Kazwin, Hamadan and
Baghdad, and on the occasion of his pilgrimage, in Mecca.
Among his teachers we may specially mention his
father who was a philologist and Shafic jurist, al-Khatib,
2
al-Q,attan and ibn Tahir al-Munajjim.
After teaching for some time in Hamadan, where 
the celebrated LS. was his pupil, he was
summoned to al-Raiy by the Buyid, Pakh al-Dawlah, 
as tutor to his son, Majd al-Dawlah. Of his attitude to life,
1. Tarikh al-Sakhawi, p. 110.
2. Qattan was the scholar from whom ibn Paris received the 
Isnad of al-TAin.
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ibn Faris was so generous that he frequently gave the 
olothes he was wearing to the poor.
The Sahib ibn *Aabbad, Y<?ho out of modesty called 
himself his pupil, declared that the works of ibn Far is 
were free from error. Although he himself was of Persian
fotris
origin, ibn defended the Arab grammarians in their
controversies with the Shufubii£s * *
Among the many works,he left, we may mention 
1
(1) DlsJ , in which he endeavours to prove that
wiords of three similar consonants in which three combinations
are possible, are synonymous. (2) j
collection of words of similar form which are used in
inseparable pairs. (5) Fiqh al-Lughah, which is considered
to be an introduction to Arabic lexicographical reflections*
$■ *
^UasJt pi , i2i which he proves that he is broad minded 
in handling the problem of the so-called immunity against 
error. In this he opposed any such conception and gives 
many examples to show that the poets of the Jahiliy^tfAperiod 
have committed some errors. Traditional grammarians have 
invented means of excusing these errors V  Jij k which 
is a dangerous method used by jurists and grammarians to
1. Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 2, part 1, p. 377.
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explain a word or to re-arrange a phrase in a different
syntactical order by means of grammatical analysis and
thus to interpret as correct what might otherwise appear
wrong. To illustrate this here is a well-known example
which appears in most books on grammars
^ c s oy^ ^ ^  U; Vlj dkj L ^ I
The word d L j L , being preceded by the particle ,
should be with , i.e. db L , if it is to be
grammatically correct. If the rule of grammar had been
observed it would have affected the meter oJj^ * which
would have been broken in this specific case. Traditional
grammarians have given unsatisfactory explanations for
this particular example and others of a similar kind. But
ibn Faris who does not believe in the immunity of the
ancient poets has the courage to say that such examples
must be considered to be wrong and adds that we are
entitled to reject what is not in conformation with the
1
standard grammatical rules.
I JJ J to j t j  ia k  ftk? dU J Jj j  to j
*u I • It ft ° %
jjk£j w  c Uaisj* oy^ yt c y^**^c.
♦ Jj d J*J> Lj&J t j 1*? I
1* ■2Ui«vvim tjl K|ta.10* P* 3■
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This little pamphlet, » &as
opened to ihn Faris the way to a serious study of oihher 
philological matters v?hich had previously heen only 
occasionally referred to in grammatical treatises*
It is he "Who has collected all these scattered 
pieces of information and planned them so as to form an 
entire hook to which he gives the title, jUJU I  ^ > 
(Jurisprudence of Language). Suyuti, later dealing with 
the same subject in his Muzhir, has copied 1 in
a revised form. He goes even to the length of copying the 
headings of the chapters. Again the title that ibn Faris 
has chosen for his booh has served as a model for the title 
of another booh by a later scholar, Tha*alibi, in which 
he selects a part of the Arabic vocabulary and classes 
it according to subjects,, i.e. semantic dictionary.
The full title of ibn Faris*s booh is 1 ~
(Sahibi on Jurisprudence of Language and the Arabs* 
way in their Speech). The booh is dedicated to the celebrated 
writer, j h   ^ .
Among the lexicographical points discussed in the
booh is the question of synonymous words, on which most 
philologists take the view that they actually exist, while 
ibn Faris is of a different opinion on their origin. He
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says that in explaining this question one thing can he 
indicated hy a certain word in some location (dialect) 
and hy a different word in another location.
in which a pair of non-separable words is combined together 
by being given the same ending, i.e. they rhyme together,
is there merely to rhyme with the first, and it is 
important to Know whether a certain word is Itbafn.
If it is found to be so, it does not require a special 
definition in a dictionary. Some lexicons endeavour to 
give a meaning for such words, but it has been a tedious 
thing to explain. These pairs of Itba**., p L;l , appear 
in all lexicons, mainly al-fAin, and have been collected 
by ibn Faris in the above mentioned work. All these 
treatises have, so to speak, paved the way to the compilation 
of the dictionary of al-Maqayis, fcuJi ♦
order with the slight difference which will be explained 
later. The work is based on the theory that all the 
derivative forms of a given root have one general meaning 
which is defined at the beginning of each paragraph. Some­
times, a root has more than one general meaning, in this case 
he explains them.
He composed another book,2U*^
The second word (
The order of al-Maqayis is the ordinary alphabetical
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The significance of such a theory is to apply the 
general meaning to a new word having the same toot. Then 
he does not find it necessary to have the word authenticised 
hy authorities or confirmed hy evidential examples so long 
as the new word has heen made to fit hy means of analogy,
I , into some recognised patterns and general meaning.
Al-Maqayis was edited for the first time in Cairo 
in 1951. The editor states that there was only one 
manuscript of the book at his disposal. But there are two 
more in London, one at the British Museum and one at the 
India Office Library.
The arrangement of words is alphabetical (ordinary 
order with a slight difference) Bor instance, the word 
appears under the chapter of £_ paragraph J subdivision 
' f . But it differs from the strict order in the follow­
ing way: Instead of beginning Chapter £. with paragraphs
d, ^  begins with the paragraphs S ~ -
*
When the letters of the alphabet are exhausted then the circle 
begins again  ^ V  etc. till ^  which forms the last
paragraph of the Chapter ^  . One should be aware of this
order which is unusual and not rely on the first radical 
but count the second as well; and if it occupies the place 
preceding the first radical in the order of the alphabet then
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it is expected to be at the last paragraph of the chapter, 
e.g. is the last paragraph of chapter ^  and
so on.
The whole dictionary which is arranged in the 
same order as al-Maqayis is al-Mujmal, with which ibn
Faris is identified in most biographies and philological
1
treatises. The reason why his Maqayis was less circulated 
is that it was difficult for his own generation to appreciate 
his theory of Q,iyas. The same case has been noticed with 
al-fAin as it was hard for the third Hi jrak century scholars 
to appreciate its arrangement. It should be noticed that 
no one has disputed the authenticity of Maqayis as ibn Faris 
was not so celebrated as al-Khalil. Hence it was not 
questioned that he was the author of this rather difficult 
and unusual worlc.
He chooses the title al-Mujmal, the Concise, 
because as he says, the vocabulary of Arabic is so enormous 
that it is very difficult to compile it in one boolc only. 
Therefore he proposes to leave out all the rare words and to 
confine himself to those in use at his own time, giving only
1. Lisan, p. 3.
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the absolutely necessary information about them in a 
way which is as concise as possible.
Ibn Faris begins both dictionaries by giving 
references to the main sources of his information. He 
says that he has relied, among other authorities, on 
the celebrated five works of which al-*Ain by al-Khalil 
is the best and greatest. The others are Jamharah of 
ibn Duraid, the two works of Abu*Ubaid, al-Musannaf and 
G-harib and finally Islah al-Mantiq of ibn al-Sikkit.
In the text of both dictionaries we find him 
quoting these authorities and many more. By comparing 
some quotations with al-fAin, we find that he quotes 
al-Khalil almmst word for word.
B. AL- ZAMAKHSHARI
The ordinary alphabetical order which was 
adopted towards the end of the 4th century Hijrah by 
ibn Faris was not being followed for a long time by 
lexicographers. It was not until the first half of the 
6th century that such an order with some improvements 
was brought to light by al-Zamakhshari.
Being a Mu*tezalite, Zamakhshari was a free- 
minded author. In the field of philology he wrote many 
works, including:-
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(a) A treatise on grammar - al-Mufassal - 
which is regarded as the second complete work after that 
of Sibawaih.
(b) The dictionary of 4tsas al-Ba^ghah - The 
Basis of Rhetoric.
The author was concerned in the latter work with 
the distinction between the original meaning of the words 
and the metaphorical (figurative) ones.
As he had mastered Arhbic rhetoric, he composed 
his commentary on the ^uran, al-Kasjshaf, in which he paid 
special attention to pointing out rhetoric beauties in 
its style and thus supporting the doctrine of the 
inimitability of the Quran, 3J I j U *  I . He did not
find it necessary to rely much on traditions in giving 
his explanation of the verses* His concern with philological 
facts in the text of the Quran can be found also in the field 
of Hadith, where he composed his dictionary UJ I 9
(The Superior) on the obscure words in the Traditions.
As the science of Rhetoric was at its peak during 
Zamakhshari,s time, he based his Arabic lexicon on one 
important aspect of MJI , i.e. the original and
1. Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 4, part 2, p. 1205.
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transitive meanings of words.
Under a given root, say ^  S 9 he gives as 
illustration these phrases; Ct^wuibGj ( (J li)l CtMjlT
Then under the division on the metaphorical meaning in 
which he opens with the expression J , he gives
this example as illustration:
Sometimes he fails to give the transitive meanings for 
certain roots, e.g. in the roots jj> t J Li
Some scholars, however, deny the conception of 
^ 1 _
’rnajaz* in Arabic. If we admit some forms of majaz we
must say that there is no sharp division between the two
forms. Thus the adoption of such a system is not justified
from the point of view of lexicography. After all, a word
can mean many different things according to the context in
which it appears, and it is the task of a philologist to
define such different meanings as they occur, regardless of
their or j . But as we have already pointed
out, Zamakhshari is mainly interested in the doctrine of
I*jaz, • , which he adopts in his commentary on the
i^uran. Therefore he finds it necessary to state the
original and figurative meanings of the vocabulary as such,
1. Taj, p. 8.
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in order to apply to the Quran as well.
In the preface to his dictionary, Asas, the 
author has emphasised the fact that the Quran is superior 
to other Heavenly Books with regard to rhetorics
w * m
dJlvarf j j  U J I   ^ ^  L ,, S  ili  ^ <J J*  ^ J
He considers it, therefore, to be the task of the scientists 
or learned men to'explain why it is that the Arabs, who 
have the most remarkable gift of eloquence, have failed 
when challenged by the style of the Quran to produce its 
equal. T1 Along these lines,u adds Zamakhshari, "jMahmud ibn 
’Umar al-Zamakhshari is going to compose his book, Asas al- 
Balaghah.v
Among the main purposes of the dictionary, the 
author proclaims his intention to make selections from 
the best style of the eminent writers and poets, which 
come up to a certain standard, and whose words are not 
hard to pronounce because they are easy on the tongue. 
Another purpose, he points out, is to arrange the words 
in order (he means a strict alphabetical order) and not 
to record th§m at random.
1. A^as, preface,
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Furthermore, Zamakhshari declares that he has
separated the original meanings from the figurative ones
in order that the reader may obtain a good model, on which
he can rely when composing, so that he may finally succeed
in achieving the standard of the previous v^riters and
poets, provided that he has the gift and skill to do so.
From this we see that Zamakhshari has confined himself in
his dictionary to a certain class of words, namely, the
vocabulary necessary for the conception of rhetoric.
With regard to the text of Asas, Zamakhshari
has confined himself besides the limited words to certain
expressions collected directly from Arabic literature.
Sometimes he gives examples of his own style extracted
from his book ( , lj— ill ), The Eloquent Words, e.g.
1
the following quotation in Asas is taken from the former 
book: o  LvasJl <J> d j I j * (^Sj J
i.e. He rode the horse and mounted Dehind him the virgin 
girl.
Like ibn Faris, Zamakhshari does not limit the
term Fasih to the ancient literature only, but finds a way
in extending this term to the literature of his own time 
by means of the metaphorical style, J  , Therefore,
1. Asas, vol. 1, p. 179.
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he hardly quotes previous authorities, & \ ,
who have been quoted many a time in other dictionaries,
apart from a few instances in which the names of al-Khalil,
Sibawaih and Asma*i appear.
The dictionary of &sas was printed in Cairo
(1932) in a very legible form and with a full system of
punctuation. Unfortunately, this edition can hardly be
regarded as edited; there is neither an introduction nor
an index. Furthermore, there are no comments on some state-
1
ments which badly require explanations.
From the headings and arrangement of the articles
in ®Lsas, the following facts can be drawn. Unlike the
present time, the order of the alphabet is slightly different,
2
vis., the letter comes before the letter
Besides the dictionary, (Asas, Zamakhshari has 
compiled another treatise on the proper names of places, 
mountains and waters under the title,
1. There are many lines of poetry given without any mention 
of their authors, and some quotations from Zamakhshari*s 
other works, and some meanings have been given as original
while they are figurative ' and vice versa.
2. This order can be found also in al-Jamharah of ibn 
Duraid.
$
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He arranges in this treatise the names according 
to their ititial letters only, regardless of the fact 
whether it is a radical letter or an additional one. It 
is true that once the word has become a proper name, it 
becomes still more admissible to disregard the condition 
of the initial letter. Therefore the name *£*.>*which ik 
etymologically derived from the root ^  V  J rightly 
classed under the chapter dealing with names beginning with 
the letter
2amalchshari divides this book into twenty-eight 
chapters, each representing a letter of the alphabet under 
the heading 'J t ^  U and ^ IJI ©to*
However, he does not supply satisfactory 
definitions of these proper names* Sometimes he only 
says of a word, it is a place , but does not commit 
himself any further as to where and what it is. The last 
pages of the book contain short paragraphs ons
(1) The Big Mountains situated between Yanbu&and Mecca ,
(2) The Small Mountains between them.
(3) The Valleys between them.
(4) The Waters between them.
It is probable that he missed some words which occurred to
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him after he had finished compiling the main body of the 
boolc and so he inserted them in a separate paragraph*
The works of Zamakhshari on lexicography are 
concise and therefore can be regarded as books for 
practical use for students. As he declares in the preface 
to Asas, he wants to help the reader (the student) to 
acquire a standard of the eloquent style.
Unlike Major dictionaries, Asas does not record 
the entire vocabulary of Arabic. However, it paves the 
way for arranging words according to a strict alphabetical 
order as is done at the present day, thus saving muc|i 
time and troutie.
RHYISEJD ORDER OF EARLY WORKS 
The eighth century of Hijrah witnessed a lively 
and active movement in the field of lexicography, and those 
lexicographers seem to have been willing to undertake a 
form of revision, rather than creation, to fit their own 
purpose.
We have already dealt with a large and voluminous 
lexicon which surpassed in size all other dictionaries, 
namely, the Lisan al-’Arab. We find, besides, that different 
sorts of lexicons were made in the form of concise diction­
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aries. The two main lexicons of this character are
-  1  _  2
al-Mukhtar and al-Misbah.
« *
A. AL-MdCETAR
It has already been stated in dealing with the 
Sihah that there are many abridgements and translations 
of that dictionary. The best and most circulated summary 
is the Mukhtar by ?Abd al-Qadir al-Razi. (d. 780 A.H.)
Giving the purpose of his abridgement of the 
Sihah, Razi declares in his preface to the Mukhtar:# * m *
’’Since the Sihah is the best Arabic lexicon with regard
to the arrangement of words, being easy to use, and also
the most ’Sahih1 (i.e. it records only the genuine
vocabulary) book of its kind with a wide circulation, I
have abridged it in a treatise called Mukhtar al-Sihah* * ■*
(The Essence of the Sihah).
* ■ rt
About the general lay-out of the Mukhtar, Razi 
announces that he intends to confine himself to what every 
learned scholar or jurist or traditionalist must know, 
especially the vocabulary of the Quran and Hadith.
1. Al-Mukhijar is the snort title for an abridgement of 
Jauharl’s Sihah. The full title is Mukhtar al-§ihah.
3* This is a short title also. The full title is
fThe Light Giving Lamp on the Obscure Words in Rafi<*$ 9$ 
Commentary’.
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In this summary, the author has mmitted all the
difficult and obscure words, in order to make the book
1
easy to memorise*
As he points out, he adds some useful information 
which is also introduced in the text by the phrase cu-JU 
fI have said1. In the preface he explains in detail the 
use of the key-words in his dictionary. These keys are re­
ferred to by the word v  W * the model of which he 
intends to noint out the forms of infinitives, 0f
a particular verb-pattern. To illustrate this, he counts 
the most used patterns as twenty. The form has
one of two patterns for the masdar: a) and
. The key for a) is and the
key for b) is J-** J • When he says of
a verb that it is in the pattern ^ V  ^ O* )»
it implies that the form of the present is like that of 
and the form of the masdar is like that of ^ J , and so
on.
The twenty are:
Two for keys are c
Five for keys areo&J ^ 3
1. Jo£?JLj q j L*lh> J-S*^ <> -aJJ I
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J) # ^  #
Seven for J—
F<bur for
keys are j***
i w I. w
loww Jp J b  J J
Two for keys are ^  tJ-4*
Sometime®, Razi supplies information in addition
to that provided by Jauhari. Thus he traces back a certain
citation to its ownoorigin, e.g. under the root £-aL
(the barren soil), immediately after the citation * —
,£5>U * (the false oath
leaves the inhabited places barren), he adds the statement
that it is a Haaith.*
Occasionally, he quotes a shahid, i.e. a line of
poetry only to disagree with Jauhari, as in the following
example ‘Uhder the root ^  .oM *“£ : ,. . „ ... ,
I JJJT c cLJLp- feu (uJ lh> * j)
The line, as it stands, namely with a comma between tdJ^ahd 
: is meant to be submitted to a grammatical analysis
on the assumption that f>^*is the direct object of the word 
b* . Jauhari has quoted this line in another place 
also, without the comma. In that second case, the word f 
is regarded as the direct object of the word .
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On the whole, Mukhtar represents its original,
the Sihah, very well and it has heen chosen as a text­
book for schools in Egypt*
B* AL-MISBAH 
• *
Another dictionary, al-Misbah, which is nearly
the same size as al-Mukhtar is by al-Fayyumi (d. 766 A.H.),
a Shafiite jurist who showed special interest-in
which is a commentary on the judicial treatise,  ^ ,
h - -1
by the celebrated Shafiite, al-G-azali, and that commentary 
is the work of al-Rafi'V ,
Such a work, like many other judicial books, 
contains a large number of citations from the Quran and 
Hadith, whose purpose is to support its statements. Besides, 
it is full of judicial terms and phrases whose differnet 
definitions may greatly affect legal opinions concerning 
certain cases.
As al-fayyumi informs ms in the preface to his 
Misbah, he has selected his vocabulary from Rafi^j }s 
commentary. Every meaning is explained with full grammatical 
analysis and all the shawahid needed, in detail.
1. Under the article J j  k  Fayyumi states that the form
not correct, because j  J^&eame from the town Sjlji .
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As it happens that a given root is dealt with in 
many scattered places according to their occurrance in the 
order of the paragraphs and chapters of the text, i.e.
Raf if s c ommen tary.
'therefore, Fayyumi decided after having collected 
his material, to arrange it in lexicographical order. To 
render it as useful as possible he chooses the strict 
alphabetical order in arranging its words. He does not 
record the rare words, as they do not come within the scope 
of the commentary, but otherwise adopts the same process 
as the older lexicographers, that is to say that he makes 
full use of quotations from previous philologists with 
complete shawahid.
At the end of the booh, Fayyumi appends a 
grammatical supplement in which he deals with some patterns 
of verbs, masdars (infinitives) and plurals.
Being a jurist, Fayyumi explains in detail some 
arguments which, though necessary from the juridical point 
of view, are not necessary for lexicography. Thus for 
instance, he explains under the root o  ^  C  til0 ^ or^ 
as a virtuous woman. It would suffice for him, like any 
other lexicographer, to give this explanation, but being a 
Shaffite he goes to the length of quoting Shafi*lhimself on 
the matter.
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One may find an exouse for the incidental 
insertion of the conventional juridical terms especially 
those words which have been given an Islamic meaning, 
but on another occasion he becomes involved in an argument 
between two opposing jurists on the order of the ablutions, 
*9-4^ I # Under the root £  o*! f he explains the meaning 
of the Quranic verse 'j and
ultimately supports the Shafiite opinion.
Though it may be justified to a certain extent 
to explain juridical terms (for they form part of the 
Arabic vocabulary and are therefore entitled to an 
explanation), it is by no means necessary to give detailed 
juridical arguments.
Apart from this, the lexicon Misbah has facilitated 
the task of those requiring information as to a given word 
by adopting the strict alphabetical order rather than the 
qafiyah, which was preferred by contemporary philologists.
Credit must be given to Fayyumi for adducing all 
the necessary shawahid and quoting most of the philological 
authorities.
lie closes his dictionary by informing us that he 
has used about seventy works of which he mentions only thirty. 
Besides, he has made use of all works on the Quran and Hadith
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and all the Diwans available to him.
Among those philologists, he counts ibn Far is, 
Azhari, Qali, Jauhari, ibn al-Athir and Zamakhshari, but 
he doies not mention al-Khalil. In the text Mself, he 
has often quoted al-Khalil either through Azhari and Qali 
or without any medium at all. The latter quotations 
cannot be regarded as first hand ones, since it cannot 
be' established that he was in possession of a copy of 
al-*Ain. It seems that he has quoted al-Khalil through 
other sources without mentioning them, as ibn Manzur 
was to do later in his Lisan al-Arab, when he quotes al- 
Khalil indirectly through the medium of others.
As we have already seen, the book of Misbah has* o
been, ©wing to its comparitively moderate size and its 
strict alphabetical order, in use as a reference book 
and a text-book for schools in Egypt, so that the Egyptian 
Ministry of Education even undertook the task of printing 
it under the supervision of the Chief Inspector of Arabic, 
oJJl fys in 1912. Although' he was a man of high
reputation with regard to philology, he only confined him­
self to correcting the text with the necessary Tashkil 
(vowel signs), but unfortunately, like ;Asas arid Mukhtar, 
wiithout introduction or index.
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Generally speaking, the three above-mentioned 
works, though excellent for the use of students, must 
not he rated very highly from the standpoint of philological 
research*
The most useful of them with regard to information 
is Mukhtar, since it contains, in contrast with the Mi shah, 
no superfluous juridical details and for the other reason 
that it is not based on a rhetoric conception like Asas* 
Mukhtar has been summarised and re-arranged in a strict 
order, but excessive conciseness has proved detrimental to 
the book and provides little information.
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CHAPTER IX
RECENT LEBANON CONTRIBUTION TO LEXICOGRAPHY
Tiie scholars of Lebanon, being Christians, were
1
in close touch with the West and this gave them the 
opportunity to act as a medium of information concerning 
the new disciplines which they took over from,the West,
If we take a close look at the conception of composing 
dictionaries from al-Khalil down to the nineteenth 
century, we should find that it had taken practically one 
line, i.e. relied very much on the Riwayah, paying little 
attention to personal opinions or observations, for 
every successor had taken for granted what his predecessors 
had said.
Lebanese scholars, in contrast with that, were 
the first to question the authorities and to submit the 
whole of Arabic literature including lexicography to 
critical scrutiny. When the well-known dictionary, al-Qamus, 
had been composed, it was so widely circulated that its 
title - a word meaning 11 ocean**, became synonymous with the 
word dictionary. The Lebanese challenge directed against
1. UdabaJr al-»Arfcb, vol. 3, p. 135.
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the traditional credulity began, among other things,
-  -  1 
with criticism of the Q,amus itself.
This new conception of free thought and a
courageous Spirit of criticism led the Lebanese scholars
to undertake the task of composing a new dictionary
intended to liberate scholars from the accepted order of
the celebrated Qamus and permit them to follow the strict
alphabetical order which had been adopted previously by
some dictionaries like Misbah and {Isas.
\
Two major dictionaries have been written in
Lebanon. In both of them definitions are fully given
as well as shawahid, and yet in a strict alphabetical
order. These two dictionaries are al-lVIuhit and Aqrab al-
* «
Mawarid.
The rivalry between the two Christian sects of 
Lebanon in the nineteenth century is believed to be an 
extension of the rivalry between the ancient tribes of 
north and south Arabia. The weapon of the sword had given 
place to that of the cen and side by side with the 
political and social conflicts,.a war was waged in the 
field of literature.
1. But neither of them is as full as the Lisan or Taj.
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The Ortnodox sect claimed for Bustani's 
dictionary, al-Muhit, that it was the ideal lexicon 
from every point of view. On the other hand, the 
Jesuits attacked that work and pointed to faults in its 
composition. Nor did they stop at that. One of them, 
al-Shartuni, undertook the task of writing another 
dictionary in answer to Bustani’s work* This work by 
al-Shartuni is called Aqrab al-Mawarid. Now we may 
review both works, al-Muhit and Aqrab al-Mawarid.
A. AL-MUBIT 
* -
The title of this dictionary which originally means 
Jloceqnn, suggests that the text is a voluminous book, or
tv '
as announced on the title-page in the phrase 
a lengthy lexicon#
The author, Butrus al-Bustani, a philologist # »
who had written a number of treatises on grammar and 
literature, says in his preface that as he had declared 
at the end of one of his grammatical treaties that he 
would meet the need for a lexicon, he was now fulfilling
his promise and undertaking the task of composing a 
dictionary mainly based on the Qamus with some additions
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from other lexicons. His intention plainly is to utilise 
the information provided by Qamus, changing however, the 
word order and maintaining a critical approach throughout.
At the end of the chapter on j he gives 
details of his plan when he says, tfA part of my lexicon 
has now dean completed, I have added a great many 
derivations, many technical terms, and much useful inform­
ation, not all of which is merely lexicography, I have 
recorded some new wjords and certain colloquial phrases 
which 1 have mentioned under the title, .11
Apart from philological sources Bustani has
quoted as authorities in his Muhit many commentaries on the
*  *
Qamus including later a&thors like Baidawi and Suyuti, He 
also extends the period of classical vocabulary to include 
later poets like al-HarirT (d, 516 A*E.)* Again we find
1
some lines quoted as evidential examples, from later poets. 
It seems that he takes the view that contemporary poetry 
can be accorded the same credit and rank as ancient verse. 
But, as he was faced with the conservative and opposing 
view, he does not cite the contemporary poets on the same
1, For example on p. 941.
and on page 740.
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level as the ancients, for wheii he cites them he precedes 
their lines with the word which indicates that those
and such lines could he quoted* His keenness on giving 
full information makes him sometimes add unnecessary
1
details which should he recorded in works on literature.
<3
But the additional material concerning new technical terms 
is very well treated. He has recorded a fair amount of 
them.
Being a late author, he was able to collect 
scattered terms from scientific hooks on theology, Fiqh, 
medicine, geometry, algebra etc. Furthermore, he was able 
to quote authorities who had collected such terms, like 
tfurjani in his Ta*ur‘ifat and Abu al-Baqa* in his Kulliyyat.
Apart from this Bustani followd in the footsteps 
of previous philologists, that is to say, names of well- 
known scholars appear frequently as authorities in his book.
1. Al-Muhit, the preface, p. 1.
u*j* {j? k  L l U  I L * J j
t j
4 LjMtour J j c-1 bs* rll j JS* L j j ju? t I ( ^ 5* L J5* j
2. The end of chapter on ft j n, p. 847. ^  cuapJI 5
eU J j ( ® V 1m tiU U vJj 1 1 Up 1 jjtJ 1 jj »Xj 1 1
♦ I I ^  « u-j Up U p w  C iU 1*01 I Q  ( j f *J
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Thus he refers to al-Khalil, Kisa’i, Sibawaih, Jauhari, 
ibn Faris, Fairuzabadi and Fayyumi. But the same 
confusion arises again with him like many others, since he 
does not receive all the information recorded in his 
dictionary directly from the authorities quoted, but 
through the medium of others without consulting the original 
works. Sometimes the original work is lost, but he still 
quotes it as if it were available. This confusion is 
misleading;for we may think that such a work is still in 
existence.
As regards al-Khalil, Bustani is misled by Azhari 
when he quotes al-fAin under the authority of Laith. But 
we find him in another place quoting al-fAin as the book 
of al-Khalil. For instance on p. 628, when dealing with
« .K) « ■ 1
the root O  £ J > he say ^  ! 1 "
(dujunnah means darkness; the tashdid can be left out; in 
al-Khalil*s book this is permitted only to poets).
By comparing this quotation with the corresponding 
passage in al-TAin, we find it fully confirmed. We must 
not however, infer from this quotation and others of its 
kind that Bustani draws his information from al-*Ain directly;
547 «  iw M r  ^  ^  ,
1# Tto ^  A
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for in giving under the root J J £ a short account of 
al-Khalil* s work, he fails to mention the "book of al-'Ain.
We have, therefore, no immediate evidence as to whether 
Bustani had ever seen al-fAin*
The Muhit aroused considerable interest among 
Arab scholars. His colleague, al-Yaziji, wrote some notes
on the margin of one of its copies, and also inserted some
1
punctuation marks. Here is an example of a marked phrase 
and its relation to the corresponding marginal notes; 
in the text we find the phrase ! j  XdltaJi ; £L*V I accompanied
in the margin by the word 1=*-j L S  and is commented on by 
§ham£un and NahbSs as meaning that the word 1JLI in the text 
should be pronounced like the word in the margin, i.e. ,
Any mark made by Yaziji in his copy of Muhitr which the two 
followers can spot acts thus as an incentive for a comment.
The notes edited in the form of a book in 1933 are very 
accurate and valuable but refer to minute details and must 
not be regarded as a refutation of Muhit which al-Iaziji
rated very highly*
In the periodical al-Bayan edited by Yaziji, the 
editor has in many articles referred to al-Muhit as the
1. Later on these notes were separately edited by his pupils 
$bam&Un and NahbSjin & book to which these notes have been 
explained.
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biggest event of the time and in contrast has belittled
its rival Aqrab al-Mawarid by al-Shartuni in these terms:
« Aqrab al-Mawarid is a copy of al-Muhit under another 
1. ' ’
name *tf
B. AQRAB AL-MAWARID
— * ^  —
Shartuni, like his opponent Butrus al-Bustani,
was a man with a good reputation for Arabic studies,
especially in the branch of lexicography*
We may mention here besides Aqrab al-Mawarid,
two of his well-known works; he edited the book of ^ Abu
Said (d. 214 A.H.) which is called Nawadir {The Rare
Words). Shartuni has made some useful corrections in
?Abu Said’s book. He has added two indices arranged in
alphabetical order, one for the names of the poets and
authorities in the text, and the other giving a list of
words defined in the text* Shartunifs other work is a
commentary on a grammatical treatise written in the
eighteenth century by Jirmanyus.
1* This demonstrates the rivalry of the schools of 
thought which existed in Lebanon in the 19th Century 
between the Orthodox and Catholic sects of that country*
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In the preface to Aqrab al-Mawarid, Shartuni 
informs us of the plan he will follow in arranging the 
work* He says he will observe the following pointsi­
ll) He will adopt the direct alphabetical order observed 
by his rival and contemporary, Bustani, in the Muhit since 
it is easier and more practical*
(S) He will omit all words which indicate sexual inter­
course in a direct way inorder to avoid influencing youth* 
Also he will confine himself to the Fasih, so that his
work will only include words found in early literature 
1
and lexicons*
(3) Like the author of al-Misbah, he will use some 
abbreviations to indicate the six patterns of the triliteral 
roots and they are:-
a) ^ for jjo-J which has the present form of i.e.
if he records a verb followed by the letter q  ^
suggests that the given verb is on the same pattern as
b)
that
a*
Of •
which has the f o rm of for the
c) t 11 Js»3 C fi
it tt it I! ‘ stJaSk# tt it
d) J ?? fi tt it II r n !T
e) J it it t? tt tt tt tt
f) ir ft • it it jf it It fi It
1* This termjwill be dealt with later, see p. It seems
from the Shawahid that he thinks the term can be applied to 
this century.
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i
For the first ifcwo, he gives the initial letter 
of the verb, i.e. ^  tf for and while
in o) he chooses the last letter of g A w  9 and in the 
rest he takes the middle letter* He should, for more 
convenience have taken the initial letters of all six 
patterns as the author of Misbah has done*
In leaving out of the vocabulary words concerning 
sexual intercourse and colloquial words, Shartuni refers to 
Bustani who has recorded them. It seems that Bustani takes 
the view that such words are a part of the lexicographers 
task to record.
This problem can only be solved in the light of 
the answer to the difficult question, ftWhat is meant by the 
term, Fasih?!l If we accept the definition given by ibn 
Sail am in which he confines it to the literary style which 
was standardized by certain Arab tribes, tnen it is 
obvious that the term Fasih excludes slang expressions. 
Consequently the slang vocabulary concerning sexual inter-'
course is excluded.
However, there are certain common words used to 
express new meanings to meet the needs of modern times.
Such words should be accepted as part of the Fasih as long 
as they have a recognised Arabic root and follow the rules 
of Arabic grammar and rhetoric.
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We may mention here as an example the 
following root: -the word means originally ’to look1
mostly with your eyes, hut its figurative meaning is
’to look after’. Thus the word can he used to mean
’minister’. Hence it should he permissible as Fasih,
Let us now discuss how Bustani and Shartuni
have dealt with this particular example. Bustani, in
V  \ ‘
Ivluhit, has recorded the word j-** ^  meaning ’minister’
hut refers to it as colloquial, As mentioned above, this
word can he traced hack to its original root in Fasih,
according to the rules of rhetoric. This is so especially
if we accept the theory that the term Fasih extends beyond
the Jahiliy^/i and early Islamic periods. We have already
seen that Bustani has cited a 6th Century Hijrahpoet,
Hariri, and so has Shartuni.
The editing of Aqrab al-Mawarid is better than
that of al-Muhit. It records the words in a clear and
* *
well-classified order. For instance, the root as such is 
printed between a special sign which makes it easy to 
recognise. The sign used-is that of two asterisks (x,.,x) 
and the derivative forms are given between two brackets.
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Other important things in which Shartuni 
differs from Bustani are as follows:-
1) Shartuni has omitted many unnecessary 
grammatical details and definitions of proper nouns, 
things which do not lie within the province of a lexi­
cographer.
2) He does not rely very much on the usual 
authorities as, for instance, Bustani and all the others 
have done.
3) Only now and again, Shartuni gives the names 
of his sources. It would seem that Shartuni takes the view 
that a lexicographer should bear full responsibility for 
all the vocabulary he records, provided he can support
his definitions with evidential examples.
From all this we may conclude that the Aqrab al- 
Mawarid is a good revision of the al-Muhit. While 
compilers of dictionaries may differ in approach and 
technique, there cannot be much difference in the definitions 
of words in all dictionaries, so we cannot agree with the 
followers of Bustani who have taken the partisan opinion 
that Shartuni has copied from the al-Muhit. They have
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remarked in some periodicals like *  ^ , edited
by Ibrahim al-Yaziji (1889-1905), that the main cause
of the faults in Aqrab al-Mawarid is due to the fact that
it is an exact copy of Bustani*s work and lacking in
originality. They even encouraged the writers to attack
Shartuni and described him as Tlthe stealer of ideas1* and
1
nthe wicked Jesuit1*. It appears they have been influenced
by religious prejudices. Shartuni himself points out in
his preface that "with regard to the order of words, I
shall follow that of M&jmal and the like, which record words
in a strict alphabetical order. It is the same method
adopted by those who wrote Latin-Arabic lexicons, such as
Golin and IFreitag who in turn were followed by the
distinguished author, the blessed Butrus al-Bustani, in
-  „3
his Muhit and the Qutr al-Muhit.
\ ^  . *
In the preface Shartuni has made some criticism 
of well-known lexioons, such as the Asas, Lisan al-fArab, 
Qamus and the Taj, especially mistakes due to Tashif.
1. Diya, vol. 5, p. ^40.
2. Aqrab, p. of
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Unfortunately, Shartuni follows Bustani in 
quoting some authorities without actually seeing their 
works, including Abu »Ubaidah and al-Khalil. He is also 
misled by Azhari in quoting al-’Ain sometimes under the 
phrase, ,fKhalil said** and at other times under the phrase, 
*fLaith saidtf.
He enumerates the following lexicons as his main
sources.
1. Lisan by Ibn Manzur.
2. 'Asas by Zamakhshari.
3. Sihah by Jauhari.
4. Misbah by Fayyumi.
5. Mufradat by Is^Kahani.
6. Mughrib by Mutarrizi*
7. Taj of Zabidi.
8. Q,amus of Fairuzabadi.
9. Mujmal by Ibn Faris.
10. Mukhtar by Razi.
It is strange that he does not mention al-Muhit
among his sources, although he does so in the quotation 
given above. The explanation for this discrepency seems to 
be that Shartuni had begun his dictionary before the Muhit was
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completed.
The following point& in Shartuni1s dictionary 
would seem to further support the influence of al-Muhit.
(a) The Aqrab al-Mawarid does not only adopt the same 
order in recording the vocabulary, but also in the 
derivative forms*
(b) The mistakes of al-Muhit are repeated in the Aqrab
al-Mawarid. An instance in which a derivative was wrongly
— ^  
recorded as Fasih in al-Muhit when it was actually
considered to be coxloquial is referred to in the periodical.
Diya* The word concerned Is j y ^  ' meaning a certain
t^pe of measure. In al-Muhit Bustani forgot to state that
it was colloquial with the result that Shartuni takes it
to be Fasih ana duly x* coords it in his work which does not
record colloquial forms.
Credit must, faowever, be given both to Bustani and
Shartuni? Bustani for being the first to make a major
lexicon in the strict alphabetical orders Shartuni for
revising and refining it. Furthermore, the two works
represent not only the opposition between the two authors
but also the hostility between their respective sects*
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1
Lewis Cheikho says: f*Our Press (Jesuit) called on
Yaziji to compile a lexicon. He began to write it, then 
left it becuase he was busy. Then we called upon the 
distinguished linguist, Sheikh Safeed Shartuni who wrote 
the Aqrab al-Mawarid.tf
1. In his History of the Nineteenth Century, vol. 1, 
P. 36*
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CHAPTER X 
TWENTIETH CENTURY LEXTG OCRAPTTffiRR
A. THE INITIATIVE Off COMPILING MAJOR ARABIC LEXICONS
Now we have come to the twentieth century in our 
review of lexicography through the ages. In this century 
we find that there is serious interest in lexicography 
among the Orientalists and Arab scholars not only as 
individuals but also in groups; sometimes in the form of 
societies like the Royal Asiatic Society in London; 
sometimes in the form of official academies like those 
of Cairo and Damascus.
Such recent researches have made use of previous 
works which serve as background. In this way many things 
have been discussed, criticised and investigated.
I. ORIENTALISTS 
Nor a long time Oriental studies including 
Arabic philology has been of great Interest to Orientalists
all over Europe* In the field of lexicography the first
1
serious work was a Latin-Arabic dictionary by Fre^tag, who 
spent seven years on it. Many AraUc manuscripts in the
1. Fischer, p.^
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form of semantic dictionaries have been edited for the 
first tirae# Many Arab, especially Lebanese, scholars 
have followed in the footsteps of the Orientalists in 
the matter of editing which involves making corrections, 
comments and indices. Such comments have served as a 
basis for many works which have been undertaken afterwards.
The Orientalists, by means of articles in 
periodicals such as JBAS and ZDMG, have discussed many 
lexicographical aspects. Now and again one finds 
excellent articles, very well written, which concern 
philological matters. The Orientalists, being non-Arabs, 
do not blindly accept anything written by previous 
scholars as beyond criticism. Although some of them have 
held certain opinions concerning the religion of Islam 
which the orthodox followers connot accept, they are on 
the whole free from prejudice T&ith regard to literature.
The best Arabic-English lexicon so far is that 
of Lane. In the preface he reviews major Arabic dictionaries 
from which he has drawn his information. He also gives a 
short account of the standard classical language in order to
define the term * ITasih *.
On al-'Ain, Lane has cited Muzhir of Suyuti, a
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fact which suggests that Lane has not seen a copy of al-
’Ain. He concludes, after reviewing previous opinions
collected in Muzhir, that although there are a few mistakes
in the hook, in general however, they are confined to
matters of inflection and derivation, not extending to the
insertion of false or unknown words* such mistakes are of
slight account. But Lane has followed Azhari in quoting
Laith and has followed others in quoting al-Khalil with regard
1
to al-’Ain, when he says*
Mln the present work, whatever is given as on 
the authority of al-Laith is from al-’Ain through the 
medium of Tahdhib of Azhari, except perhaps in a very few 
instances, and from al-’Ain also is generally derived 
(probably in every instance) what is given as on the authority 
of al-Khalil”.
Lane is the only one who recognises the fact that 
the names of Laith and al-Khalil, when quoted, mean that the 
quotation is mostly from al-’Ain.
The best shor Arabic-English lexicon is that of
Hava which is most useful for students of Arabic. Setting
1. Lane’s Lexicon, p. xiii.
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out his plan, Hava says in the preface, "The aim of this
dictionary has been to meet the needs of classical Arabic,.#
This dictionary is an attempt to supply those dificiencies
(he means accuracy, recording new terms and cheap price)
without pretending to being exhaustive, yet it is comprehensive
enough to enable students to read the chief works of
1
literature and poetry."
II. INDIVIDUAL ARAB SCHOLARS
There has been a considerable amount of work on 
lexicography written by Arab scholars. This work includes 
composition of dictionaries mainly for the schools. The 
earliest is Muajam ai-Talib (Student^* dictionary) by J*irjis 
Hammam printed in Beirut in 1907. In the preface he explains 
the purpose of his dictionary. This purpose can be applied 
to all other school dictionaries. Hammam says: "There is
a great need for a dictionary which has the advantage of 
abundant material, chaste vocabulary, free expression and 
cheap price," Jirjis continues, "I have consulted the main 
dictionaries including Bustanifs al-Muhit, which I have taken 
as a model for its practical order, furthermore, I have 
added some technical terms concerning school subjects such as
1. Hava, preface, p.j,
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Nature Study, Mathematics and Logic. Also I have recorded
such terras which have heen agreed uj)on by distinguished
writers in published works and which I myself, as a teacher,
have chosen. At the end of the book I have recorded all these
neo-words ( clUKJ I )**.
As a school-teacher Jirjis is concerned with
educational ideas which do not allow hira to record vocabulary
denoting sexual intercourse. He closed his preface by
emphasising that point when he says, !,I have exempted from
this lexicon obscene words which fill many small and large
1
dictionaries,tf
Many other scholars have undertaken the task of 
abridging or re-arranging existing dictionaries. For instance, 
Hath Allah who has re-edited Mukhtar, and Sawi who has sorted **r * m
re-arrangei Lisan a1-Arab in a strict alphabetical order.
Many others have shown an interest in editing manuscripts
of lexicographical works which had been written by early 
scholars. An example of accurate editing is printing of 
Maqayis of ibn Faris (395 A.H.) by MuhammadeAbd al-Salam 
Harun in 1915. This editor has written a preface giving a 
short account of the author’s life and the conditions under 
which the lexicon was composed. In the text he has made some
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comments as footnotes. At the end he has written some
1
useful indices. But as we have pointed out , when dealing 
with the Ma^SyiS of ibn Faris, Harun has failed to mention 
the other two manuscripts in the British Museum and India 
Office. Again, he has not thoroughly discussed the theory 
on which the book was based. The theory of Qiyas, Analogy, 
which ibn Faris applies to the vocabulary had been tackled 
before him. The theory says that every root has a general 
meaning vfhich can be applied to new derivations having some 
connection with that meaning.
III. G-ROUFS
There have been some unofficial groups at the 
end of the last century, -and the beginning of the present 
century in Lebanon, mainly Jesuits on the one hand and 
Orthodox on the other. Each group had its own periodicals 
and each wrote many critical studies on lexicography. They 
also edited some old APaoic books which were still in 
manuscript form.
The official groups' include the Damascus and Egyptiar 
Academies. The first one is the older. It has a periodical 
RAAD, through which have been brought to light many Arabic
l.H  13K
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works concerning lexicography. These include works by 
early Arabic philologists like al-Kisai (d. 204 A.H.).
In four issues there appeared articles dealing with 
al-’Ain by Yusuf !Ushsh. These articles have been 
discussed previously. Here we may add the Academy seems to 
desire to edit al-fAin, but for some reason it has not 
taken the work seriously. At the end of the article the 
writer has dropped a hint to the Iraqi Government 
appealing for help for the Academy in this matter.
The second Academy in Egypt was founded later. 
Its main task, as the decree said, was to investigate 
thoroughly the Arabic vocabulary and to suggest suitable 
words to meet the need for the translation of scientific 
terms for new inventions. Another main object was to 
undertake the task of composing "An Historical Dictionary". 
Up till now they have been discussing the plan of such 
a work.
B. fflSCHBR1S LEXICON
The comparatively recent interest that 
Orientalists have shown in Arabic lexicography has never­
theless resulted in a number of Arabic dictionaries in
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different European languages. The need for the major 
Arabic dictionary cimpiled on scientific lines has long 
been realised by scholars. Credit is due to the late 
scholar Fischer, whose incomplete work is a good attempt 
towards a major historical lexicon.
Fischer who spent nearly forty years of his 
life collecting the material for his dictionary has left 
the work in the form of a million index cards filed at 
the Arab Academy at Cairo,
How the idea of such a work came to Fischer's 
mind can be gleaned from his introduction to a specimen 
of his work which was published in Cairo in 1950. At the 
49th German Oriental Gongress held in Basel in 1907, it 
was recorded in the minutes as follows:
tfProfessor Fischer of Leipzig has spoken of the 
need of compiling a modern dictionary of the Arabic 
language. He has drawn attention to the fact that ArabiG 
dictionaries written by Westerners cannot meet all the 
needs of Arabic scholars because the lexicographers have 
relied for their data mainly on previous Arabic dictionaries, 
leaving out of consideration the claim of literary works 
as sources.
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f,The proposal was discussed at the International 
Oriental Congresses of Copenhagen (1905) and Athens (1912). 
The following resolution was passed: The Islamic
Committee of the XFth International Congress welcomes the 
proposal of A. Fischer which expresses the need for a 
major Arabic dictionary of the Classical (  ^ ^
language. The Committee hopes that help will be given to 
him in bringing the plan to fruit ion.1t
When Fischer was appointed Head of the Arabic- 
Islamic Department at Sechsische Forschungsingstitute in 
Leipsig in 1914, he received some financial support from 
the Institute and some help in his work from his pupils. 
Unfortunately, the First World War interrupted his work.
In 1924, .however, Fischer’s plan attracted many Orientalists 
like G-. Bergstrasser and F. Krenkow, who lent him some 
valuable manuscripts. Another scholar, A. G-rohmann, supplied 
him with manuscripts written on papyrii which contained some 
examples of early-Arabic vocabulary.
It was not until 1936 that Fischer was first able 
to obtain full support from the Arab Academy in Cairo. They 
placed at his disposal a number of Egyptian scholars
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with a special knowledge of Classical Arabic from the 
Dar al-%lum l -ja the Institute for Arabic and Islamic 
Studies organised on modern lines. The Academy 
provided Fischer with a large selection of printed 
books and Arabic manuscripts. But unfortunately they 
were not able to find the manuscript of al~fAin. Instead 
of working individually, Fischer was now employed by the 
Academy to supervise the work and the Academy agreed to 
finance the work as its own.
Notwithstanding the help received, Fischer was 
unfortunately unable to finish the draft of his work in 
the estimated period of seven years. Expressing his 
disappointment, he writes: 1!I was wrong when I anticipated
to finish within such a short period, for it would take 
very much more than seven years. Despite his eminent 
ability in the field, Lane took fifty-one years to write 
only seven volumes of his excellent lexicon. Again, even 
where a group of scholars have worked together, it has 
taken them a longer time in compiling a major dictionary, 
namely, the Oxford English Dictionary and the Deutseh 
Worterbuch.n
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FISCHER1S FLAN
The official report of the Cairo Academy 
published in March 1949 gives us the following outline 
of what it describes as ”The scheme for compiling a 
major historical dictionary of the Arabic language”.
The scheme is set out under five heads, each 
of which consists of recommendatory principles in the 
various stages of the work.
1, The Vocabulary,
All words with different meanings should be 
recorded from the following types of sources;
(a) The literary style of Classical Arabic ( i )
as found in the Quran, the Badith, and the poetry of the 
pre-Islamic period, that is of the Jahiliy^&l? and of the 
period of early Islam. Also such vocabulary as is found 
in treaties on proverbs, in biographical, historical and 
literary works, and in any surviving collections of 
papyrus manuscripts. It would be better to record all the 
vocabulary that has ever been current, but as that is 
impossible, we should confine ourselves to well-known 
sources and to what has been written by reliable compilers,
(b) All vocabulary that has been recorded in major diction-
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aries on condition that it is supported by shawahid from 
category (a) mentioned above.
(c) The vocabulary found in lexicons or comments on 
lexicographical works by Europeans.
2. Collecting the Material for the Dictionary.
All words should, in the first instance, be 
recorded on index cards. Each word should be written on 
a separate card. The word should be written in the right- 
hand corner. In the left-hand corner must be written the 
form of the past tense as infinitive (if any) and in the 
speace below must be entered a shahid and a reference to 
the work from which it is drawn.
3* Arrangement of the Words Recorded.
(a) It is not advisable, nor is it practicable, to adopt 
the order used by Jauhari in his Sihah, which is based on 
qafiyah, that is, on the final radical of the words given. 
Instead, the order preferable is that of Asas by Zamakhshari 
and Muhit by Bustani, that is, the order in which words are 
arranged by the initial letter of the radical.
(b) As every root has many derivative forms, these forms
should not be recorded at random. The following order
should be xoreserved. (i) Verbs (ii) Nouns.
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In arranging the derivative forms of a given 
root, we should adopt the same terminology as used by 
Orientalists, In addition, the forms of the present tense 
should be given. It would be more convenient to adopt the 
order used by Shartuni in his Aqrab al-Mawarid,
Other regular derivative forms should be recorded 
too, so that they may be obtained when required,
4. Technical Observations,
(a) Either tashkil should be fully supplied or the words 
should be followed immediately by a current word, which 
would without the aid of tashkil serve as a key for supplying 
the vowels.
(b) The dictionary should be supplied with all shawahid for 
different words and phrases. A reference should be given to 
the poet and diwan or the place where the quotation is to be 
found. Words which are commonly used do not require 
shawahid* In order to indicate that a word is common enough 
not to require shawahid, the word must be marked by a special 
sign. The frequency of utterance of rare words must be noted.
(c) If there is more than one shahid for a given root, the 
order of the shawahid should be recorded chronologically.
Such order would give us a general idea of the development of
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meaning through different periods of time.
(d) Foreign words should be given a special sign to 
distinguish them from pure Arabic words. Also their origin 
should be clarified, wherever it is possible.
(e) Names of plants and animals should be explained with 
fuller descriptions.
(f) Scientific and technical terms must also be included
and explained in the dictionary.
Translation of Words into some of the Modern European 
Languages.
Finally the report suggests that for the benefit 
of non«Arabic speakers, and in order that the dictionary may 
serve a wider public, a short English or French translation 
of the main words should be added.
When Fischer undertook the task of making the draft 
for his dictionary, he started by publishing only a specimen 
with an introduction. In the introduction he put seven 
points which he considered in compiling his dictionary. These 
points conform mainly with the outline plan approved by the 
Academy, These points are:
(i) Historical
In this he said that we should give this point a 
priority over all the others, since it is important to know the
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1
the different meanings of a given word chronologically.
On the other hand some words, especially the rare ones, 
sometimes fell out of use. It is the task of a lexicographer 
to record such developments.
(ii) Htymologxca.1
This should extend to the Semitic origin of the 
Arabic word if there is any. This requires a knowledge of 
Semitic languages. The Arabicised words should be traced 
to their foreign roots. Since many words have been 
borrowed from Persian, Turkish and Latin, the lexicographer 
should take these languages into consideration.
(iii) Flexional
By this is meant the different derivative forms 
from a given root. The significance of this point is to 
record words under their appropriate roots. As there exist 
many derivative forms for a given root, it is not necessary 
to supply shawahid for all of them*
(iv) Sernasiological
Under this he regarded different usages' of one 
word in different contexts, and if a word has been used as
1. An example of this is the word^ ^*-^__which means, in 
the Quran where it occurs in the Suraiiof caravan of
camels. Now it is used to denote a car.
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a t e c h m c term at one time, this should be recorded too.
(v) Syntactical
This point deals with different grammatical 
elements necessary for definition, e.g. gender, number, and 
whether a verb is transitive or intransitive.
(vi) Pkir^cs^ o I oqCca,l
In this respect special phrases signifying
special usages by a certain class of people should be 
explained. Attention should he given to words used only in 
the case of Itba^a, e.g. t>^ 0^ ^  . The word
has no meaning except to rhyme with Q~^,J or 
in the case of words used for the sake of resemblance.
(vii) Stylistic
This aspect considers whether the word was widely 
used, that is to say, whether it was used in Q,uran, nadith 
and literature or was used only by a limited class of 
writers. Fischer emphasised that foreign words should be 
recorded under their appropriate places, e.g. the word 
since it has a form g — * J as a verb should be regarded as if 
it had the Arabic root ^  j . Words like i j since
it has no other form should be treated under 1 and not 
under OJ V  as in the Lisan.
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Specimen;
" ^  f "
tTThe origin of this word is common to all Semitic 
languages. It has some relation with the Abyssinian word.
c-
and with the Accadian root ^ * and with the
*
Hebrev/ root \ .t
Such information is very useful and essential and ' 
it has not been given in previous Arabic lexicons, .out he 
should have written the Semitic origins not in Arabic. It 
would be better to write tne Semitic words in their own 
alphabet *
In other places Fischer gives unnecessary details as
in the Lis an. For instance* he gave a full account of the
granimatical meanings of \ . When dealing with the
meaning volative he went on to speak of the cases of the noun
f ' \that follows hamzah and of other particles of A ^  such 
as \>  ^ I etc.
Again under the root * Fischer after giving the
definition* wen- on to explain the history of the Arabic 
alphabet. Although it is useful information* it has no place 
her *2.
In many places Fischer used far too many abbreviations 
a m  inferences in the text w**ich are confusing to the reader 
unless he has a sufficient knowledge of Arabic literature...
P A R T  17
THE.TEXT OF AL-’AIN
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CHAPTER XI
THE CONTROVERSY OVER THE AUTHORSHIP OP A3> * AIN
The book of al-fAin has raised endless arguments 
concerning its authorship. It is striking to see that the 
controversy v^ent on even after the courageous attempt by 
Karmali in 1914 to print a part of it. We find the ArabiG 
speaking world still concerned with this question, so much 
so that one of their academies, namely that of Damascus 
has paid considerable attention to the uroblem and the
1
question has fully been dealt with in their periodicals.
The matter has also attracted the attention of
Oriental scholars. Braunlich considered the problem from 
B
many aspects.
Parallel to the modern study, both on the part 
of the Islamic world and of the Western Orientalists, we 
find that the quotations collected by the medieval scholar 
Suyuti, in his philological work al-Muzhir , indicate that
1. RAAD, 1941.
S. Islamic a II, p.£<p. „
3. Another 19th Century scholar, M. Siddiq, in his philological 
book, al-Bulghah^ has taken part in the controversy but mainly 
quoting al-Suyuti, without giving a decisive opinion.
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the matter has been discussed by many Arab scholars.
Here we have the opportunity to note the
t
interesting phenomenon how the same subject treated by 
three different types of scholars on the same evidence 
results in three rather different conclusions, after 
passing through the medium of contemporary Western, 
contemporary Arabic and medieval Arabic minds.
The three scholars,eUshsh, Braunlich and Suyuti, 
each has dealt with the problem in his own way, but they 
all have made use of nearly the same sources. In dealing 
with the problem., we shall refer directly, whenever it is 
possible, to the original sources through which we may 
obtain information.
The early Arabic philologists have differed in 
their opinions about the authorship of al-’Ain. The 
controversy runs as follows:
A.
Al-TAin is not the work of al-Khalil on the 
ground that the book has no genuine chain of transmission, 
Isnad, and the book was not known to the direct pupils of 
al-Khalil after his death, and the philological circles of
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the time at Basra neither referred to the hook nor had
even heard of it. This view was mainly related to Qali
(d. 356 A.H.) who said that, rfAbu Hatim rejected the
§
tradition that al-Khalil had written it. &bu Hatim was
right in his judgement and his opinion could be justified
by the fact that many of his pupils had no contact with the
book. Instead, the book was related by an unknown person
who was not capable of carrying out the task of Riwayah.
Until the time of "Abu Hatim (d. 255 A.H.) the book had not
been in circulation.,f
The view attributed to Q,ali is evidence to
prove that the Arab philologists have adopted the conception
of the Traditionalists, I , who rely very much
on the chain of transmission and who ,fwhen the time comes
to make a critical selection, they rely on the chain of
transmission rather than on the substance of the Tradition 
1
itself.”
B.
Some philologists denied that al-Khalil was the 
author but at least tney accepted the idea that the book
1. Prof. A. Guillaume,,the article, The Theology of Islam, 
The Listener, October 16, 1952.
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has been in existence attributing it to another author, 
namely, Laith,
This is the opinion held by Azhari in his book 
Tahdhib, Azhari relates the following: "Hauzali says that:
since al-Khalil died before finishing his book, Laith, 
a pious man, completed it for him.”
After dealing with those who are considered as 
authorities in philology, Azhari attacks the second category 
whom he called "the men who possess some knowledge and 
have filled their books with correct as well as erroneous 
matter in a manner which makes it hard to distinguish 
between one and the other." Azhari named Laith as the 
first one because he oimplied al-’Ain and had attributed 
it to al-Khalil.
In reviewing the reliable philologists, Azhari 
does not count al-Khalil although he admits that al-Khalil 
has been the teacher of some of them, such as Sibawaih,
Nadr and ftsmdTi.
* t
Furthermore, Azhari referring to al-’Ain in his 
preface says that in making his Tahdhio he has come across 
some books in which their authors claim to examine Arabic 
vocabulary such as "al-’Ain which is wrongly attributed to 
al-Khalil” .
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Azhari supports his opinion by quoting others, 
and their grounds are that the booh contains some errors 
which cannot be attributed to al-Khalil because he is too 
perfect to commit mistakes* Thus they must be made by 
Laith.
This argument is subjective. It does not give
judgment, with regard to the substance of the text itself,
but to the author. All that is correct is by someone and
1
all that is wrong is by another.
Furthermore, we find that Azhari is not only
prejudiced against Laith, but also against al-Khalil
himself. A sign of this is when Azhari reviews the previous
philologists he does not record al-Khalil*s name though
he describes some of the scholars listed, like Nadr and* %
Sibawaih as accompanying al-Khalil and receiving their
knowledge from him.
This attitude means that Azhari omits deliberately
al-Khalil in order to avoid attributing to him a work on
*
lexicography.
1. Azhari relates: "All errors are due to Laith and the
correct information is due to al-Khalil.p. 27-8.
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A third group talces the view that Laith has 
given some sort of assistance to al-Khalil. This 
assistance is interpreted in different ways:
(1) Laith has remade the "book. This opinion goes hack to 
ibn M u ’tazz who relates the following story which tells us 
of the circumstances in which Laith is involved. Al-Khalil 
is said to have visited Laith and finding him a learned 
man and receiving from him pecuniary benefits, made for 
him his most valuable gift, namely al-’Ain, which was 
already completed during his lifetime. For this Laith 
paid him 100,000 Dirhams. Laith studies the book day and 
night until he knew it by heart. One day he bought a 
beautiful slave-girl who aroused the extreme jealousy of 
his wife. The latter in seeking the best way to revenge 
herself upon her husband burnt the book of al-’Ain in his 
absence because she knew it to be his most treasured 
possession. When he returned home he missed the book. Then 
he promised his wife that he would give her the slave girl 
and would abstain from her if she would return the book.
She was only able to hand over its ashes. Laith immediately 
wrote down the first half, which he had memorised. For the
second half, he gathered around him scholars of his time
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1
and with their united efforts completed the second half.
(2) Al-Khalil made some of al-fAin and Laith completed
it. This oninion can be traced back to *Abu al-Tayyib, who
said that al-Khalil made only the first section and died
before he had finished itv tdis pupil, Laith, completed
the rest of the book and therefore the first part does
2
not resemble the last part.
(3) The idea in the plan whereby Khalil and Laith wrote
_3
the text. This opinion is attributed to Nawawi who said: 
"Kitab al-fAin, which is said to be the work of Khalil is 
in fact collected by Laith according to the idea of al-Khalil**,
(4) Another tradition accepts direct dictation from
^ 4
al-Khalil to Laith, This is the opinion of Aftlrati.
Khalil has made the framework and it has been 
filled in after his death. This view is attributed to 
2ubaidi who compiled an abridgement of al~*Ain.
1. Ibn^Mu’tazz, Tabaqat, p. 38.
2. Suyuiji, Muzhir, p. 77
3. Ibid.^p. 79.
4. |y.U3k.Ctt, p.#.
5. Mukhtasar al-fAin, the preface, p.;.
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Two more scholars have taken a view similar to that
of Zubaidi. They ape^Ushsh and Ahlwardt. The former has
reviewed most of the opinions of old scholars and has
supported Zubaidi*s argument without making use of the text
of al-*Ain hut relying mostly on the external evidence. The
latter, the compiler of the German catalogue of Arabic
manuscripts in Berlin, has described the manuscripts Nos.
6950"1-2 as parts of al~*Ain. Examining the texts, Ahlwardt
deduced that the whole book of al-’Ain was written by later
scholars. The manuscripts have neither name nor title. His
assumption that the text comprises a part of al-fAin is not
correct. It belongs to a later dictionary written on the
model of al-’Ain, namely, al-Muhkam.
Returning to Zubaidi, Suyuti relates that a letter
was written by Zubaidi to ibn Masarrah who accused him of
1
being prejudiced against al-Khalil. The letter reads:
..........  If you carefully read my book, you will
find that I have defended al-Khalil and all the errors in
al-fAin are not his............... 1 have pointed out in the
preface that I held him above committing such errors. Khalil 
made the framework and nut in the principle elements and died
1, Muzhir,
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before lie had completed the actual work........ •••on that
point my own view agrees with that of Tha?alibi before I had
seen it .,. The frame was filled in by some later
scholars........ Some later poets have been cited, .. .Some
grammatical points correspond to the doctrine of the Kufa 
School. The phonetic arrangement does not agree with that
of Sibawaih who represents Khalil’s opinion........ Khalil
surely would have separated the three weak letters ( L5 f j )
As far as I could, I have rectified all the mistakes in my
abridgement. It is most likely that Khalil had drawn the 
plan and after his death came those who are not competent 
to complete it and that is the reason for the errors in al- 
♦ Ain.
As we see, Zubaidi does not mention any ohe in 
particular as compiling and filling it in. He was not 
concerned with any other but a^-Khalil. Again like Azhari 
he takes the view that al-Kh&lil was too good to make mistakes.
DISCUSSION OH T H E .DISPUTANTS
We have already refiewed the opinions of the early
Arabic scholars in respect of the authorship of al-’Ain. Here,
we may discuss these opinions in fulls
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A*
Qali rejects the book altogether whether
attributed to al-Khalil or any one else on the ground
that the chain of transmission is not satisfactory, Q,ali 
1 ,
quotes 'Abu Hatim as saying that the book at his time was 
not in circulation and reliable scholars had not heard of 
it,
Q,alifs view is not justified for he himself 
accepts the book when:-
(a) In his dictionary, al-Barif, he quotes al-Khalil many 
times and his quotation agrees word for word with that of 
al-TAin.
(b) It is related that Q,ali, after compiling his dictionary, 
was glad to find that it exceeded al-’Ain by oyer 400 leaves. 
When the lexicon was presented to the Caliph, al-Hakam II,
he desired to icnow by how much its contents exceeded al-’Ain
and the answer was that it did so by 5,685 v^ords,
Qali’s argument that the book was not known at
’Abu Hatim’s time does not justify his assumption that the book 
♦
was not in existence at all. It may be that 'Abu Efatim had 
not known of a sufficient chain of transmission that related 
the book. Abu Hatim seemed to trouble himself very much upon 
the Isnad.
Sf-1
1. Ai-Muzhir, p. 84 ana ibn Khallikan, 495.
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In his preface to Tahdhib, Azhari attributes the 
book of al-’Ain to Laith. As he cannot find any ground to 
denounce al-Khalil he deliberately deeps him out when 
enumerating the authoritative scholars from whom he has 
taken his information. When he mentions al-Khalil at all, 
it is only by incident in connection with some other 
scholars who are al-Khalil1 s pupils, in phrases like: flHe
was in contact with al-Khalil for some time11. There are two 
more scholars who were subject to attack by Azhari, The 
first is Khazranji who wrote the Takmilah. The other is 
Abul^kzhar al-Bukhari who wrote al-Hawasil. Of their 
works, Azhari said: ”1 have read the two books and found
them exceeding al-’Ain in size and number of words but 
inferior as to accuracy,f* A 2hari would not accept information 
from Khazranji though the latter quotes more than thirty 
books written on philology by eminent scholars, on the 
ground that he had not received his Isnad in the perfect way, 
i.e., orally from one relator to another* Azhari noticed 
that Khazranji relied upon written documents, the thing 
which Azhari accused Khazranji of employing, Azhari aoes not 
object to the authors quoted, because he acknowledges them
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in his dictionary, but his objection is due to the fact
that Khazranji cites from writings which may lead to
Tashif. Azhari continues that Khazranji tries to justify
quoting written documents by following the example of some
1 - 
previous scholars. In his Tahdhib, Azhari quotes
Khazranji very often without pointing to the mistakes he
has alleged to be made by the author. Here again, Azhari
strongly attacks Jamharah of ibn Duraid,
All these attacks show that Azhari has denounced
lexicons written before his time so that his book may be
considered as the Book of Books, That is why he calls it
Tahdhib (Correction), lie says in its preface, 1(I intended to
correct what has been distorted in the language of the
Arabs and words which have been put in wrong forms due to
stupidity or ignorance, I have corrected all these without
committing errors of Tashif,”
In all the arguments which Azhari puts forward,
there is no discussion of the philological merits of the
works concerned, but he deals mainly with the chain of
transmission. He goes so far as to accept written material
from one person, uhile he refuses that written by another.
1. He means the earliest ones like 'AsmaTi and Abu..2»aid etc.
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While attributing al-fAin to Laith, Azhari intends 
to quote him very often, when he says in the preface, tfI 
will quote Laith in all that was related by others as well, 
but those forms of words which are given by Laith alone 
will be cited by me with the remark that they are ,
i.e. information from only one individual." Again this 
makes it clear that Azhari was convinced that his book 
was more accurate than others, which in turn led him to the 
conclusion that they all have serious mistakes. As he did 
not dare to denounce al-Khalil, he ascribed the whole book 
of al-*Ain to some other person who is not so eminent and 
could be attacked with ease, i.e. Laith.
IPurthermore, when Azhari wanted to set up a plan
for his dictionary, he copied out all the plan of al-’Ain,
justifying his quotation in the following terms: ,fNow it is
time to explain the position of Arabic sounds which form
the basis of the language. There is no doubt amongst the
philologists that the basis summarized at the beginning of
al-’Ain has been devised by Khalil and Laith has only
1
followed it (the basis). I know that there was no one who 
preceded al-Khalil in this manner. I have, therefore, 
decided to follow in his footsteps and copy the plan for you 
(the reader) to study carefully".
1. Tahdhib, p. 3?.
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By examining the fix'st part of* Tahdhib, we 
notice the following facts: (1) That Azhari to a great
extent has depended on al-*Ain and drawn many quotations from 
it. He also does the same thing with the Jamharah of ibn 
Duraid whom he accuses of coining new words. (2) In 
discussing certain words, Azhari concludes that some 
information in al-*Ain does not conform with al-Khalil*s 
opinion. Therefore the book is not his. As an example
of this we may give the word with a letter t, in
al-*Ain, of which Azhari says, 1,It is a mistake by Laith 
due to Tashif and the correct spelling is chi®? with un­
dotted ^ " All other dictionaries like Lisan and Taj
give the two forms as correct alternatives. Azhari was 
far from just in saying that the form with £. does
not represent al-Khalil*s opinion. In answer to this we 
find in Taj, under the root fgV the following
JJUJl. This proves that the form e*Uw really al-
Khalil* s opinion. Whether it is right or not is another 
matter.
While ascribing the whole book to Laith Azhari 
admits here that a part of the book,at least the plan, is the 
work of al-Khalil. He does so even when he finds in the 
first sentence in al-*Ain, wnieh he cites, that Laith himself
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attributes the work to al-Khalil in these terms: "Laith
said when Khalil wanted to compile al-'Ain he thought of a
We must say that Azhari does not judge al-’Ain with regard 
to its authorship on the merits of the text itself, or 
on the circumstances which involve the contact between 
Lajth and al-Khalil; but rather among other things, on the 
ground that al-Khalil is too good a scholar to commit 
mistakes and on the ground of the lack of the chain of 
transmission. His main purpose seems to have been to show 
that all previous dictionaries were inferior to his.
composed only the first part of al-fAin. This vague
statement may have its origins in Azhari. Sirafi does not 
commit hi...self to a specific opinion as to how much the 
first part actually includes. Since Sirafi does not draw a 
line between what he considers to be written by al-Khalil 
and what is alleged to be the work of others and does not 
bother to mention wno those others are, we cannot rely on 
his information especially as it is without solid oasis.
grammatical plan, etc. ” 
♦ ' I < (h- c on i * I ni
•i
G
1. Sirafi.
Sirafi is reported to have said that al-Khalil
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2* Ibn Mu*tazz.
After relating the story of the close social 
contact between Laith and al-Khalil and how the latter had 
left a complete copy of al-fAin which was burnt by Laith*s 
wife, ibn M u Ttazz does not comment on the matter, but there 
are some other sources which support some parts of the 
story; that al-Khalil had been to Khurasan and met Laith*
This is also supported by the view that Laith has participated 
in al-fAin. Before relating this tradition ibn M u ’tazz 
describes Khalil as the author of al-fAin*
The other part of the story that the book was 
burnt and Laith wrote again one half which he had memorised 
and gathered an assembly of learned men to complete the 
other half in the same manner, is related only by ibn Mu*tazz. 
Some sources state that Khalil made only one part of the 
book and others have completed the book after his death. It 
is also related that this was the reason why many mistakes 
occurred in the end of the book.
D.
Zubaidi*
The participation in the work is differently 
interpreted by Zubaidi who hiuself abridged al-*Ain in such 
a manner (as he said) as to avoid all mistakes in the
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arrangement of al-fAin* These mistakes, Zubaidi says, are
due to others who have filled in the book. He concludes
that al-Khalil has devised the plan, made the rubrics, i.e.
the headings for different roots, and thus set up the
framework. If there is any mistake with regard to
derivation, it must hot be taken as al-Khalil’s fault, but
it is due to those who have undertaken the task of filling
in the framework. The same thing can be applied to mistakes
due to Tashif.
* •
The opinion of Zubaidi which was given in the
form of a letter to ibn Musarrah is only related by Suyuti.
In reply to some arguments in that letter we may mention
the following facts:
(1) It is alleged that there are some names
quoted as authorities who are contemporary with Khalil, and
it is unlikely that he, as the head of the Basra school,
would have \quoted them. This cannot be accepted. Perhaps
those names appear only in a copy which reached Andalus later,
or if that copy was the same as that of the Baghdad and
Tubengen manuscripts, then the names which aopear do not
1
change the fact that al-Khalil wrote the book.
1. It only means that some names of commentators have been
added. This case is common for the early Islamic period in 
c ompi1ing b ooks.
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(2) Another point which Zubaidi makes is that the 
order of the phonetic alphabet in al-*Ain conforms with that 
of the Kufa school, and niffers from that of the Basra 
School. This point cannot be taken as valid; for Zubaidi 
himself has adopted the same order, which he is said to have 
refuted. This may lead us to doubt the authenticity of the 
letter to ibn kusarrah.
Furthermore, if the letter was genuine, it 
appears that Sibawaih has adopted a different order of the 
alphabet for grammatical purposes. In fact, al-Khalil is 
reported to have said in some other places that he has 
departed from the grammatical order for a lexicographical 
purpose, ana this was followed by many other dictionaries 
made after the model of al-TAin.
(3) Zubaidi adds another point when he says:- 
"Some grammatical questioxis appear to be a ground for 
certain classifications in al-tAin, and they agree with the 
conception of Kufa. An example of this is the existence
of biliteral reduplicated forms <Jb like
and juJ  and tJ^with the quaoriliterals^UaJl^p like 
j3«J$ and under one rubric. While the Basra
School treat the two forms separately," Tne explanation of 
this is, as before, that it is true in grammar, while it is
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more convenient for lexicographical works after the 
model of al-*Ain to class them together. This has been 
mentioned in all dictionaries including Zubaidi1s. Such 
a fact suggests that the letter ascribed to Zubaidi is a 
later invention,
(4) Lastly, Zubaidi relates in his letter 
that some claimed that the book was not kniran to al-Khalil*s 
contemporaries or pupils. This view cannot be accepted 
because it is contradicted by the point (2) mentioned above 
and by the fact that a pupil of al-Khalil, Nadr ibn Shumail 
composed \ cM I , The Key or Introduction to
al-*Ain. So much for Zubaidi,
There are two more contemporary scholars to oe 
considered here. They are Alhwardt arid Ushsh who take a 
view similar to that of Zubaidi*
1. AKfcwardt
In the catalogue of Arabic manuscripts in Berlin
1
Ahlwardt registers Kos, 6950-1-2 as fragments of al-fAin. 
This is not correct; one of them comes from I
Zubaidi. J have found by comparing both that they agree 
word for word and their identity can be easily recognised
1, f t Myr, b&rtis*. / p- £3 7-
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because there are neither Shawahid nor authorities quoted.
Such omissions are characteristic of
The other numbers contain besides the shawahid many names
° f #jijyJL Although, there is no title nor name of author on
the manuscripts, the catalogue assumes that they are fragments
of al-’Ain. This wrong assumption has misled the cataloguer
to take the view that al-♦Ain was by a later scholar. The
reasons he has given are:- There are certain names 0iven
- tin the manuscripts as s 'JJ . These authorities are of a 
later date than that of al-Khalil, e.g. l J U J  (d, 291 A.H.)
(904 U .  281 A.H.) ^  L-Jgjl (d.SlOA.H
J-jJ (a. 321 A.H.) (a. 307 A.H.) C*1
( d. 392 A.H.) I (a. 401 A.H.). The author of the
catalogue claimed that as we are confronted with such later 
names in the text, it is not possible that the book could have
been written in the second century Hijrah. It must have been
written in the fourth century. The author goes on to conclude 
that Zubaidi seeing these names doubted the authorship and 
therefore summarised the book without these names.
Strong internal evidence which goes to prove that 
the manuscripts of Berlin are not fragments from al-’Ain is 
the major difference in the arrangement of the weak letters.
c* \In the copy of Baghdad, the letters & <-> J 
are classed and dealt with under one heading. Consequently,
20 4
the words g$«Pand $ j ^ a r e  dealt with under one rubric,
i.e. the combination of J ^  plus any we ale letter; while 
in the Berlin copy they appear separately in different 
order, because the treatment of weak letters is as followss-
♦ I fj ^ € J C ^ t
Then come the combinations j ‘ j « - j £ J c £ ■“ j ( O € t.
This detailed order only an .ears in the later dictionaries 
lilce Qalifs Bari*, ibn Sidah’s Muhit and also the Mukhtasar 
of Zubaidi, Again, if the copy of Berlin had been the 
same that Zubaidi has abridged, he would not have criticised 
al-fAin for not separating the roots with j from those 
with ^ •
But as a matter of fact they have seen separated in the
Berlin copy.
To sum up, the Berlin fragments must have come
from a later detailed dictionary. Another strong
possibility is that they form a part of Muhkam of ibn Sidah.
1
After a thorough examination of al-Muhl-cam and 
the Berlin manuscripts we have come to the following 
conclusion:
1. The British Museum possesses the seventh volume of the
Muhkam.
»
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1
(a) The same names of authorities are quoted very 
frequently.
(b4 All the authorities 2 ^ ^ are quoted without reference
to their works, except in the case of g j , whose name
is followed in both manuscripts with the mention of his
• 2
book in the phrase ^  .
(c) The authority of Zajjaj, t ±s quoted on questions
concerning the explanation of some Quranic verses in both 
texts.
At the 23rd International Congress of Orientalists 
in Cambridge, I mentioned this in my talk which was given in 
the Islamic section. I was glad when one of my audience,
Dr, Krearner, confirmed my inference. lie said that when seeing 
the manuscripts in Berlin, he suspected that they were from 
al-’Ain. When he was in Istanbul for the 22nd Congress, he 
was able to see al-Muhkam and found that the Berlin manuscripts 
agree word for word with the corresponding passage of al-Muhkam.
2. tfUshsh
eUshsh reviews Suyuti and others, but inclines to
1. We mean the names in the Berlin copy which are given a .
2. Al-Munaddad is reserved in a small manuscript copy in the 
British Museum.
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the opinion of Zubaidi as representing a compromise between 
two extremes, i.e. 1) al-Khalil tjiade the whole book and 
2) al-Khalil did not make the book, but Laith did.
amongst those who hold the opinion that al-Khalil has made
the beginning of al-’Ain and the rest of the book was made
1
after al-Khalil’s death, namely by Laith or others.
The exact words of^Ushsh quoting Azhari on the
matter ares nThere is no controversy amongst philologists
that the material recorded at the beginning of al-’Ain is
the work of al-Khalil, Laith has finished the book in his
2
presence (al~Kh^lil*s) after hearing it from his motith.
Ushsh misquotes Azhari when he classifies him
Comparing the above Arabic te&t with the same
passage ^ M M l k - e r , we notice hero that the actual words
Ull (underlined above)used by Azhari is
1. RAAD, vol, 16, p*426.
2, RAAD, VOl.16, p. 427,
wtlT J j\ ur*** Q l  Out
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This alteration makes the pronoun in the word a-^JL.q
(underlined above) refer to al-Khalil, while in the reading
given by Azhari, o*** ^  will make the pronoun in aJ— p
refer to tJl , i.e., the plan of the book. eUshsh
oompletely ignores the clear statement by Azhari in Tahdhib
(in the same preface thatfUshsh has quoted) that Laith has
compiled the book of al-TAin and has deliberately ascribed
it to al-Khalil, so that it may circulate under al-Khalil*s 
i
name.
Though taking the view of those who say that 
al-Khalil has devised the plan and the framework himself 
and after his death the work was completed by others, ^Ushsh 
admits that Laith has contacted al-Khalil and discussed the 
plan with him.
*Ushsh does not seem to make use of the printed 
part of al-*Ain out of which he as a modern scholar could have 
drawn his own conclusions. He claims to have seen the whole
e
book, when he says: ^Mistakes in the first part and the rest
3
of the book are of the same manner.n
IV. _ See Tahdhib, p. 3.
RAAD, yol. 16, p. 427.
Karmali,s opinion still remains to be considered. Since 
he has edited a section of the Ain, his opinion will be dis­
cussed later when dealing with the editing of the book.
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CHAPTER XII
THE REAL AUTHOR OF AL-’AIN
In the previous chapter, we have discussed the
opinions of the scholars, who have disputed al-Khalil1s
authorship. They relied mostly on external evidence; the
Isnad and the assumption that al-Khalil cannot commit mistakes.
As the whole manuscript of al-fAin is now
available, our opinion should be based with regard to the
text which would speak for itself. Before doing so, we may
review how the book came to Baghdad in the 3rd Century Hijrah.
Ibn Madim relates: !fAbSL al-Fath al-Nahwi who was
truthful and trustworthy, 'AjS u V  , relates that
ibn Duraid informed him-that the book came to Baghdad in the
year 248 A.H.; a copyist brought it from Khurasan in 48
volumes and sold it for 50 Dinars. ** Eihist continues, T,Ibn
Duraid had heard of the book when it was Khurasan, till that
copyist brought it from the Library of Tahiriyyah.tf
*
This statement disposes of the view taken by Yusuf
<■ 1
Ushsh, Yiho misunderstood the passage and related that ibn
1. fUshsh, R.A.A.p, 1941.
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Duraid denied al-Khalil*s authorship. An obvious refutation 
of this is the simple fact that ibn Duraid in his dictionary 
as -we have mentioned above, had stated clearly, beyond any 
doubt, that al-Khalil composed al-*Ain.
Much more evidence can be indirectly found in the 
Sirah of ibn Ishaq, where ibn Hisham*s explanation of some
4
obscure words agrees mostly word for word with that of al-
1
Khalil, especially when he quotes his name at one time.
Another reliable source is Durastawai^h, the
biographer and philologist, who wrote a book to defend al-
Khalil against his Kufic opponent al-Mufaddal mentioned above.
He says that the refutation has no ground; the Kufis were
jealous to find a Basrian leading the way in most Arabic
fields. Then he records his Isnad.
This may throw light on the fact that the defence
of ibn Durastawatfo against al-Mufaddal, the Kufi (w/ho was a
contemporary of al-Khalil) shows the open attack on the
Basrians in that eentury, which was supported by the Caliphs
for political reasons. Another example is the argument
between Sibawaih (Basri) and Kisai (Kufi) in the presence of
Ainiri who gave the money to the Beduins to support Kisaifs 
&
opinions.
1. See Sirah, vol 2, p. 173.
B., Tarikh' Adafr al-Lughah, vol.2., 1
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EVIDENCE FROM THE TEXT
Now as we have obtained a copy of a manuscript 
of al-’Ain itself, we can rely on the internal evidence 
and form our judgement from the test itself*
An evidence which points to the fact that the 
work belonged to the early Islamic period is that the book 
begins with the Isnad. On page 2 it says*,—
£■
jssu jliaJI eJU 1 0^1* " SsU 4Jl •Xj* JU. j-t Jls
“ J - U J l  Jte : ci-JJI jfe * V  lift J  U  £ ** *  J - k J l o *  J  £** Oi 1
wherein the whole content of the book is traced back to
al-Khalil.
In the preface to al-'Ain,-al-Khalil has outlined 
his plan in the book. As his order is. a phonetic one he 
describes ih short, the places of articulation for the 
Arabic alphabet. This is the earliest attempt of its kind 
in the history of Arabic philology. Such ideas have been 
quoted by later authors, e.g. Si'bawaih, Zamakhshari and Ibn 
Jinni. If we compare al-Khalil*s observation with those of 
modern phoneticians, we find that on the whole there is no 
great difference between the two except that modern phonetics 
is more detailed*
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For the quadriliterals and quin^literals he 
set a certain rule about tiheir formation, e.g., every word 
should contain at least one letter of the a .ill < 
i.e. liquids and labials. In some cases the letters ^ and 
J may be sufficient.
Expressing his view of the type of words which 
should be included, al-IChalil has established a golden rule 
to recognise some of the non-Arabic words, i.e. foreign and 
coined words. For example, the quadriliteral words which 
do not have one of the eight letters mentioned above should 
not be regarded as pure Arabic. He notices that some 
scholars, showing off their Knowledge, may confuse people 
by coining words and attributing them to Arabic.
e J U s i i j 1,1 uo« u in ii  ip-^ji iK A  „ *y n ji0u
He went further in stating that if words do not conform with 
phonetic rules which he has established, they would not be 
considered as Arabic even if they were claimed so by reliable
scholars. ^  &  j,_j L*. liu* .iUJ ^
By these rules also he could recognise non-Arabic 
words in the sense of ch or uJ . His conception of
is confined to coined words. The Arab Academy 
has applied another definition for both.
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After the following, the plan in the actual 
dictionary begins with the letter ^ , then £  and so 
on as stated before.
With regard to grammatical information in the 
text, al-Khalil’s name is mentioned repeatedly in the book.
At the beginning of each chapter, i.e. with every letter of 
the alphabet, al-Khalil is quoted as an authority on the 
Phonetic description of the letter, if needed, and mostly 
in discussing the possibility of the letter’s combination 
with others, e.g., in dealing with the letter £ the 
text sayss ’’This letter does not at all accompany the letter 
£  and they cannot be radicals of one word, unless the word 
is formed ( ) from two or more words, like
•v
to say, J *  (jf . In the letter j , the text sayss
'*Al-Khalil says that this letter does not combine with the 
letter as a root in one wordft. In fact, al-’Ain has
laid much stress on the possibility of combination of the 
alphabetical letters, which is the basis of the arrangement 
of words in the book and indeed in every other dictionary made 
on the model of al-’Ain. As for the impossible combinations 
like ^  ^ u** , they are known as unused f o r m s . Some
dictionaries took pains to state these forms, like al-Muhkam, 
some have dropped them. Again when there is a problem
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1
concerning kj ^J| ^  , a branch of grammar, e.g., is the
plural of 3 Ilia© , V. ^  — c 9 Such a prohlem
ft*'
is proceded by the phrase, J-LsJl cJUu or .
From this we can conclude that al-Khalil*s name arpears when 
it is thought that there is in Laith’s mind a serious 
question. The name of Laith also a pears in the form, Laith 
siad, <-2ni| jis . When such an expression is found, it does 
not mean that Laith has added something, but it means: Laith
continues to relate the book as we have already seen in the 
opening of the Book, ”Laith has related to me all that is in 
that book”.
The name of al-Khalil as.the author appears now
and again. In my opinion, it is the mark of a division
between two passages of writing. The scribe cannot have
written such a huge book in one sitting and when he resumed
after a respite, he began by repeating this formula. Or it
may have been that there was a point to oe emphasised when
the formula is repeated. We find the same thing in Tamharah,-
s-
under the phrase, A  J*3, i.e., ibn Duraid, the author,
1. This branch of Arabic grammar deals with derivations, 
internal changes of the forms like and with forming
duels and plurals etc.
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and in al-Barie under the phrase ^  JLJS ,i.e.,
Qali the author. There are some other names quoted as 
authorities. They fall into two groups: (a) Prominent
philologists, ccs -e:
t p
4 ^  6 c cn 6 0*4* ^
It should he pointed out that all these scholars are 
contemporaries of al-Khalil. In ? "'Ahmad
Amin in the chapter on the development of Arabic lexicography 
takes the view that al-Khalil actually used their information 
and this does not impair his status, because it is good 
enough for him to be the real inventor of the system.
(b) The other group consists of scholars who were not known 
as philologists. They are: t ^
who are also contemporaries of al-Khalil. Braunlich takes 
the view that all these names were added to the text after­
wards, because, those names must have appeared on the margin 
of a certain copy of al-’Ain as authorities on some 
explanations by some students. Then when the text was re­
copied, they were added in the text. A proof of this,
Braunlich says, is the fact that there was more than one
2
copy. This also explains the phrase,
1. Duha al-Islam, tf.2. W w  ~l'IQ
2. Baghdad manuscript of al-’Ain^p. 316.
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But this does not justify such a theory. It seems that 
Braunlich holds the view that it is unlikely that al-Rhalil 
as the head of the group could receive information from 
them. However, we must take the text as it stands, unless 
it is proved otherwise.
THE) I SNAP PIT AL"* AIN
We have already review? ed that a group of 
philologists ascribe the book to al-Khalil as we have some 
Isnad of al-’Ain. They are:-
(i) Ibn al-Faradi in the History of the Learned 
People of Andalus says, tfThe first scholars to bring the 
book of al-'Ain were Qasim ibn Thabit, and his father in 
the 3rd Century Hijrah,
(ii) Ibn Faris (d. 395 A.H.) in his two lexicons
f t «
£ri
b sjte t f*U I i  yt  4^ ^
tj  ^  i f  * ^  C3i 1 L>« y }
i *_ _  <_j , a - *  , t f  'i ' 3 J-J Oi  O -6
Or* ‘ o'—  Oi ^  {
Xlii) Suyuti says: a
^  JaiUll i f  u? C U i l  a k j i \  <S3J
^  o* * cte~ ot ^  ; -*1 ^
_ J I  J i f  , « \  c f  < ^  ot ^  u - M  Of* o*
.ytaJJl cf* o i J ^ { •** jU~° * ¥  ‘
*  * . ■ J-Ull ^  « j L  ois* ot
t,‘ *
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HOW AND WHEN THE! BOOK WAS WHITTEN
When al-Khalil lent to Khurasan, he was occupied 
with the thought of hoi to encompass the vocabulary of 
Arabic in one work. The lexicographical works in his time
were some kind of semantic dictionaries. That is to say,
they were books devoted to the words used of certain 
definite categories, such as dates, milk, horses and so on.
For example, ^JJI v  \uS etc. Such works, so
limited in scope, did not pretend to deal v^ith the rich 
vocabulary.of the Arabic language. He found it beyond 
human efforts to count all words, and so he confined himself 
to the roots under which could be recorded as many words 
as possible. As words are composed of letters, it is
possible to work out every possible combination. It is
practical to work out tne impossible ones, * since
there are certain phonetic rules concerning them and they
all appear in the text of al-’Ain. Hor instance, he 
classifies into certain groups according to their places of 
articulation, namely
c O  J C J fjo t Ljo ^  ^  f dJ jj t £ Si ^  C  £.
, ^   ^ f j l  Cnx» ^  (J  i J p  d *  U
1. durji Zaidan, History of Arabic Literature, says such
order resembles the Sanskrit order. But surely this pure
phonetic order is not the case in the order of Sanskrit 
alphabet and resemblance does not indicate quoting.
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There are no words in Arabic that can be composed of 
three radicals of the same place, say |» y  cJ or C C £,
even if there are two radicals of the same place, they must 
be separated by one from another place*
It will be seen that this idea of al-Khalil*s 
was a brilliant conception. With nothing but a few 
special lexicons to guide him, he was faced with the task 
of composing a dictionary of a language that was made up 
of an enormous vocabulary. How could he reasonably be 
sure of capturing the majority of its words? To begin with, 
alif would seem to us the natural course; but by adopting 
a phonetic system he made sure of including every word 
which he or his contemporaries had ever heard of. The 
conception was completely novel to al-Khalil*s colleagues, 
which explains in a way how they did not adopt the system 
till later, when Azhari and ibn Duraid had written out their 
dictionaries. They recorded single examples as patterns, 
e.g., under the combination of £ ^ they give .
On the other hand, al-Khalil says that according to 
lexicographical rules, such a word is impossible. Therefore, 
it is a coined word. We may add that single examples do not
1* Ihndhib, p., 50.
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stand as "bases for grammatical or lexicographical rules,
which were observed in al-TAin. When al-Khalil revealed
this idea to Laith, the latter was astonished and did not
understand till later he was able to grasp the conception
and al-Khalil dedicated the book to him. In this respect
Laith says: f V j J  j 6
f Ja& I s L XS ^3-JLswJI IdJ* (j? I cuaks*- U « I®
(_jj f 05 ys> > j V  * S 9*1’ O' CU5V-'?' j *  -
m  J L v . a  bS ♦ o f k  ^
c\ J »  < ^  J  J j S i  U j  < J * b ~ L
Laith relaths that al-Khalil expalins why he has begun the
book with the letter ^ in these terms: ^Al-Khalil says
that although hamzah is the deepest sound, it changes its
shape in some derivations like JS"1 and ^  etc.
It should therefore be classified with the weak letters;
and though ^  is second, it is merely an aspiration;
and ^  is in the same place as £. * but is clearer and
more vibrated O  ^  - We may add that the
letter ^ is the only one among the gutturals which has
a significance, i.e., it means the eye or the essence of a 
1
thing.11
As to the shawahid, al-Khalil cites only the 
ancient poets like Abu Dhu’aib, Rabah, tfAmr ibn Kulthum etc.
1. S e e ,  j>, Zq.,
SI 9
The genuineness of the poetry and the lexical 
information in al-’Ain is, as Suyuti says, unquestionable. 
Apart from minor errors like mentioning a word in an 
unsuitable place or regarding a certain letter as radical 
while it is additional, there is no serious mistake like 
coining words or committing obvious errors like that of 
other dictionaries.
We can safely conclude that al~»Ain was actually 
the work of al-Khalil. (The differences between the Kufa 
and Basra Schools do count in the field of lexicography).
As al-Khalil is not above criticism, the slight mistakes 
in the book do not suggest that he is not the author and 
there is no necessity at all to endeavour to explain the 
existence of the names of some contemporary philologists 
in al-Khalil*s work in any form rather than the fact that 
al-Khalil really relied on them in defining some words 
from time to time. Besides, these quotations are not very 
numerous.
This conforms with the fact that these scholars 
in their turn used their contemporaries* names occasionally
£80
of the 4th Century Hijrah and afterwards depends very much
1
on the authority of their predecessors including al- 
Khalil and his colleagues). The brilliant task that al- 
Khalil has undertaken is the system of putting words 
alphabetically and what is more, the work was accurate and 
correct without any precedent, like the Kitab of Sibawaih 
on grammar. Those who did not expect such a complete work 
at that time or did not understand it were the people who 
raised some groundless douhts. As al-fAin is the source 
of every following dictionary, it should be well edited.
In addition to the conclusions drawn from the 
study of the text, we have as witnesses three scholars 
who state clearly that al-Khalil is the author of al-’Ain. 
Two of them are old lexicographers who have written their 
own lexicons, namely ibn Duraid and ibn Faris. The third 
one is an Orientalist who has studies the printed part 
of al-TAin and given his opinion according to his own 
investigations, namely, Braunlich. Their views will be 
briefly reviewed.
E.g. A:sm£?£, Kitab al-Khail.
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IBM -DURAID
A third group of scholars, mainly lexicographers,
have held the view that al-’Ain is the work of al-Khalil.
this group is headed by ibn Duraid and includes ibn Faris
(395) and some later scholars. Ibn Duraid was so interested
in al-TAin that he was the first one to make direct use of it.
One of his opponents, Niftawaih, wrongly criticised him for
1
copying al- 1 Ain under another name, Ibn Duraid tells us
in the introduction that he was induced to write the book
for his youn^, out learned patron because the book of al-
Khalil was very difficult to use due to the keenness of its
author’s intellect., which was in harmony witn those days,
but that for these uays a book was needed which even the
2
dullest could handle a**d find in it all he minted.
3
In praise of al-Khalil ne says, ITWe should follow 
in the footsteps of ur predecessors, Abu Abd al-Rahman 
al-Khalil ibn Ahmad al-Farhudi has compcbsed Kitab al-TAin 
which is a challenge to every successor. The author 
(i.e. ibn Duraid) confesses his inferiority and any opponent 
is unsound and every one afterward is dependent on nim,!.
1. Muzhir, p.. iT
2. Al-Jamharah, p., xi.
3. Ibid, p.- 3.
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IBN FARIS
In the introduction to his dictionaries, al- 
Mujrnal and al-Magayis, Ibn Faris has recorded a list of
the five prominent dictionaries upon which he has relied
1
most. He says, lfthe greatest and the best of them is 
al-fAin by al-Khalil.
^  I jJJ ^  ^  U& )U 1
Ibn Faris has been more specific when he records 
the Isnad (the chain of transmission) of every one of these 
major dictionaries, including al-TAin.
BRAUNLIOH
2
Braunlich has in his article reviewed the opinions 
of Arab scholars and discussed the Arabic text of the printed 
part of al-*Ain, of which he says that one must not be misled 
by the circumstance that the book of al-’Ain was not 
introduced into the sphere of literature until Laith did so 
at a later date. It is possible that al-Khalil wrote a 
supplementary volume for some reason or other before he had 
finished the main work. In this connection it is important 
to note that al-Khalil*s pupil, al-Nadr ibn Shumail (d. 203)
1. The others are Islah al-Mantiq by euXJM ^  I , al-Ivlusannaf 
and G-harib by ^ an^ al-Jamharah by .
2. I siarnica Vol. II, p. 39.
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is reported to have made a hook under the title
t?In my opinion” , Braunlich says, fftwo circumstances speak
for al-Khalil1s original authorship of the work. First it
would he most remarkable if al-'Ain had been invented and
attributed to al-Khalil in face of the possibility of the
early tradition that he wrote it, Secondly the idea
behind the work is to encompass the whole Arabic language,”
Furthermore, Braunlich considers the plan of the work, which
is based on a formation ©f formalized criteria, demonstrates
great activity in the collection of materials. This, he
continues, was such a formidable achievement that only an
outstanding t?neoritician of al-Khalil1 s stamp could have been
capable of bringing such a plan to realisation. Whether he
compiled the work in all its details, or whether others
attached to him did this is of secondary importance. The
great thing is the plan. Regarding the completion, it may
be said that Laith was the one who brought it to its end.
Here again, Braunlich does not give a decisive
answer to the problem. He is thrilled with the plan so much
that he considers it the main thing in the book. From the
1
text in the printed portion of al-fAin, Braunlich deduces
1. This can also be applied to thw whole manuscript of al-
*Ain.
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the: £oilowingr
(a) Laith hets taken part in the uook right from the. 
beginning to the end*
(b) LaiUi has used two different expressions: (i) &L-
Khai.il said, and. (ii) I- asked al-Khalil who said or 
informed me.
In short he regards al-Khalil as the 'author and 
Laith as the editor.
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CHAPTER XIII
KARMA. LI AND AL-’AIN
As we have already said,' in 1914 ICarmali under­
took the task of printing a small portion of al-*AIn without 
any introduction. But he published an article in his own 
periodical, Lughat al-fArab. Although I have heen able to 
trace back numbers of that oeriodical from 1909 to 1929 in 
the S.O.A.S* Library, the B.M. Oriental Room and Khedival 
Library at Cairo, 1 have found that in each case the issue
1
of August 1914, which contains Karmalifs article, is missing.
Fortunately for us, however, there exists a German translation
2
of the article made from a copy of the missing number.
After reviewing briefly traditional opinions on 
the authorship of al-fAin, ICarmali is content with reconciling 
divergences in traditional opinions. Thus he sayss "Our own 
opinion is that the compiler of the text is Laith. The one, 
however, from whom he receives transmission is Ifhalil ibn Ahmad
1. This may be due to the fact that the periodical Lughat 
had stopped when the First World War broke out. It was 
resumed after a neriod of 12 years in 1926,
2* Wer Islapi, XW, p.» 295.
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1
who is also responsible for inducing Laith to compile it
2
in the well-known form......... . This view of ours is
in complete reconciliation with the different opinions.
It enables us to harmonise the divergences in the 
traditional opinions,"
From this it is clear that ICarmali, like his 
predecessors, has relied too much on traditions, the idea 
behind his conclusion being merely to harmonise the different 
opinions. Moreover, he,tries to sustain his judgement by 
means of a few quotations from the text, which is a repetition 
of some previous opinions.
Let us now discuss two points by which ICarmali 
tries to support his contention. The points are;-
(a) Some lexicographers ascribe quotations from 
al-fAin to Laith.
(b) There are to be found in the text some phrases
like "Laith said that Khalil informed him11.
It is quite simple to dispense with these arguments,
(a) ICarmali has mentioned some names like Azhari 
(d. 270 A.II.) in his Tahdhib, ibn Manzur in Lisan and the 
author of the Taj (d. 1215 A.H.). The answer to this is that
1, He means that al-Khalil is the authority and the one from 
whom Laith receives his information*
2. He means the alphabetical order.
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the last two authors have quoted al-*Ain under the name 
of Laith at one time, and on other occasions under the 
name of al-Khalil, The explanation to this is that when 
those authors cite Azhari, they follow him in ascribing 
the quotations to Laith because Azhari takes the view that 
Laith is the real author. But when they cite others like 
ibn Duraid (d, 320 A.H,) or ibn Faris (d, 395 A.H.), they 
follow them in ascribing the quotations to al-Khalil, 
because ibn Duraid and ibn Faris take the view that al- 
Khalil is the real author. In fact the late authors are 
confused about this matter. Even the author of Taj, who 
quotes Laith and al-Khalil, has stated under the article 
" (Z H that one of the meanings of ’Ain is the name of the 
well-known lexicon by Khalil ibn Ahmad. The trouble is 
that the later ones do not want to refute the earlier 
writers. They take the opinion of Azhari on the one hand 
and the opinion of ibn Duraid and ibn Faris on the other. 
Another fact is that in a number of places when the name 
of Laith is mentioned in the Lisan or Taj, it is preceded 
by the phrase, "Azhari said", which releases them from the 
responsibility which rests on Azhari. Whether Azhari was 
right in ascribing the book to Laith or Khalil, was to theip.,
another matter.
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(b) The phrase, rtLaith said that Khalil
informed him”, cannot be taken as evidence that al~Khalil
is not the real author. In fact, this point and another
1'
similar one was raised earlier by Zubaidi (d. 392 A.H.) 
who wrote the abridgement of al-fAin*
The name of Khalil appearing in the text as an 
authority does not indicate that he is not the real author. 
We must take into consideration the fact that the 
conception of writing at the early Islamic period was to 
mention the authorfs name as an authority from time to, 
time. This has been the case in many early books, e.g. in 
al-Jamharah of ibn Duraid we find the phrase Abu Bakr, i.e. 
ibn Duraid, said; and in Kamil by Mubarrid, Abu al-*Abbas 
said, and in many others as well. No one has disputed 
their authorship.
Later on in 1934, Karmali wrote some successive
^ 2-
articles in the periodical Thaqafah, in which he strongly 
attacked Azhari for bein^ prejudiced against al-fAin and
I***
refuted some opinions of Azhari and showed that al- ’Ain was 
correct in many cases. It seems that when Karmali had
X. See p. 199.
S. Thaqafah, vol. imo. 37, p. 45,,
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more time to examine the texts of al-fAin and Tahdhib, 
he was able to go into the matter more deeply. If he had 
gone deep enough, he might have corne to another - conclusion.
It is surprising to find that in spite of his 
opinion, Karmali when he printed the first part of al-fAin 
ascribed it to al-Khalil ibn Ahmad.
In my opinion, Karmali, like his predecessors, 
had been misled by the confusion between the author and 
the editor in the early Islamic period.
In the introduction to some works of al-Asmali
the editor Haffner states that such phrases like ^
have left us in a
2
state of confusion about the author and the editor.
To explain this, we should take into consider­
ation the fact that the conception of book-writing of those 
days was different from the present time; that is to say, 
that a scholar may compile a work and his pupils may copy 
it down for him, or else a copyist. This explains the 
phenomena found in old Arabic books, !,the author said” , or 
so and so said, for example in the Anxali of al-Q,ali, there
1. Sitsungsberichte: Das Kitab al-Chail, the preface, ed. 
Haffner, Wien 1895.
2. The preface, p. 1.
and others like j
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is always the phrase, Abu kli said, Jfe ; even in the
hook of Tradition, Sahih al-Bukhari, there is the phrase,
In most of the old Arabic texts, the author is
referred to in the third person. This is also the case in
1
another early work called The Rare Words by Abu Zaid,
The Isnad given in the preface contains the 
following names: Abu al-Hasan, Abu al-^Abbas, Abu HaJtim,m *
'Abu Zaid.
In the text there are many comments and explanations 
given not only under the name of Abu Zaid, the author, but 
also under the names of those Raw is mentioned above who com­
pose the chain of transmission,
A good illustration of this is the explanation 
given to the last word of the line:
The explanation goes as follows:
1. p. 210  ^ Nawadir.
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In this, ise find that the Rawi who was the early 
editor quotes two other Raw is who have given two different 
explanations. It is obvious therefore that the real author,
'Abu 2aid, has not ggiven suoh explanation and no one has
disputed his authorship of the book, Nawadir or the Rare Words.
It is clear therefore that al-fAin is no exceptional
case among ear.ly Islamic worlt&, where we have in the text
frames of later Rawis, besides the real author. Even in recent
times, a professor may give his lectures and some of his
trustworthy students may edit them in the form of a book with
his approval. An example of this is a course of lectures
given by the Italian Orientalist, G-uidi, in Cairo which were
1 _ 
edited in 1925. Anyhow, Karmali, unlike Azhari, has praised
al~TAin very highly. He says that the fine qualities of the
Kitab al-ft.in are numerous and he counts some of them which
will be mentioned later.
THE DISCOVERY OF THE MANUSCRIPT
Karmali tells us how the manuscript was found after
a long search in this way. It had been regarded as lost for
1. G-uidi, Mahadarat.* 1 (
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a very long time* Anyone who looks at the list of lexicons 
and reads their prefaces cannot doubt that Kitab al-'Ain 
was lost to the libraries of Syria, Egypt, Maghrib and the 
countries of the Franks.
The oreface of Lisan, Karmali says, doe’s not mention 
al-fAin among its seventy sources.
1
Karmali continues to say that, T,Today he is happy 
to inform the Arab world that the Shaikh Kazim Effendi al-
s
Dujaili has found a manuscript of al-'Ain at Karbila and 
another in Kazimiy$fcLb.,f Karmali has given us a brief descrip­
tion of both copies, when he says that the copyists were 
Persian who had not quite mastered the Arabic language: that 
is the reason why both copies contain some mistakes of 
Tashif, # in the manuscript of Karbila , as Karmali
points out, there are some gaps in the explanation of a 
number of articles, i.e., roots. As to the manuscripts of 
Kazimiyyfaf? two of its pages are missing and its mistakes are 
not less in number than the other. Karmali expresses his 
sorrow at seeing both manuscripts in this condition, for he
1, He means 1914 A.D*
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knew, as he tells us, that it would he impossible to print
suoh a book from such a bad manuscript. Karmali continues:
"Thus we remained at a loss until we obtained a manuscript
written by an Arab experienced as a scribe. This set our mi-
minds at rest and we tackled the w o t k  of printing, relying
on those three manuscripts. The book would comprise about
1
2,500 pages in print."
But, unfortunately, Karmali does not inform us of 
the place of the third manuscript which was complete and 
accurate enough to be relied upon for printing, neither 
does he say anything about that qualified Arab scribe who 
copied the book.
We may take this opportunity to point out that 
a copy of al-'Ain has been reserved in Germany at the Univer­
sity of Tubingen. A microfilm of that copy is now available 
at the S.O.A.S. library. The copy of Tubingen was written
in Baghdad in the year 1346 A.H. (1926 AD). The copyist's 
* * *
name ^  0* . The writing is
a neat Naskh character ( ^ f i r s t  half is
with diacritical marks ( ) and in better writing.
At the end, the following dedication is found: Praise be to
1. jrhis estimate does not include the indices.
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God for the task 'of copying this blessed hook in Arabic 
tongue named al- ’Ain. This book named al-tAiri on Lugha 
by the'Imam Khalil ibn Ahmad, the grammarian, v?as copied 
from a copy in the private library, 2J IjjSjl, of the scholar, 
the proof of Islam, ^>LU V * j , Say^/d H a ®  an al- 
Sadr, be he blessed, for the sholar, Sayjtfd Muhammad Ali 
Iiibat al-Din al-Sharistani, the Chairman of the Supreme 
Religious Court and the former Minister of Education in 
Iraq^in 1346 A.H. on 27 Jamad I.
^  xm i j “ os*it" 6**
A j i r ;>u  ■yH &JI
,v «>u)' A J I  ( / ! l  &\Sji *<■> ‘ C r * ^
ef-A5* o w j  * i* ^  C *
, _ J 5 ^t ^  J u .  r Y  > j k  <J? < j  •j-'-J* u? U j U J I
“  C ^  H  t 1 J
The other complete copy, of which I possess a 
microfilm was written in 1936 A.D. in Baghdad from a copy, 
as the copyist says, in Najaf, The writing is of a Persian 
character, quite illegible sometimes. By comparing the two 
complete- copies, I found them identical almost word for word. 
There are some little differences between them on the one
Oi-i. -f'tn-e <rfU'j".
hand and between the printed part of Karmali^ So far as I
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could discover, Karmali1s edition has some additional 
words and phrases, e.g., some lines of poetry are given 
without the name of the poet in the Baghdad and the 
Tubingen copies simply with the word J U , while Karmali’s
as the case may be, Karmali does not state which of the
1
three copies he obtained contains the poets’ names, not? 
does he trouble to state in the margin of his printed part 
the differences between his copies.
1. Perhaps he added the names himself.
copies contain the words or any other name,
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CHAPTER XIV 
THE EDITING OF THE TEXT OP AL-’AIN
It is intended in this study to edit only some 
sections of al-’Ain as specimens because the booh is very 
large and owing to the vast size of the work it is 
proposed to edit here about 200 typed pages including 
indices in alphabetical order.
In these selections the different aspects of the 
beok on which it is based and divided show definitely that 
the book has one characteristic entity which has been 
disputed by those who do not see the text and wrongly say 
that the beginning of the book does not resemble its end. 
Therefore they allege that it was not all the work of al- 
Khalil.
The sections selected to represent different 
headings which are given in the book as divisions of any 
given letter of the alphabet are:-
(1) Biliteral Duplicated Words.
This section begins immediately after the 
preface and as the first letter to be treated in al-fAin 
is the letter ^  , this section consists of words 
containing two consonants* the second of which is duplicated
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and one of them is £
The choice of this section would enable us to 
check the two manuscripts with that of ICarmali. We
shall see that this printed part is full of mistakes. In
spite of that we pay full respect and honour to ICarmali 
for the task he intended to undertake. Unfortunately he 
was prevented from this by age and other like difficulties.
(2) Triliteral Words.
This section is comparatively larger, and is 
represented by the letter, ^  . The combination taken
fronr this letter is j* J plus some of the consonants.
Here the six possible forms which can be made by means 
of the various anagramniatical combinations can be clearly 
seen.
(3) Triliteral Words with a weak letter.
In this section, the choice is the letter, ^  .
Each word here consists of two consonants (of which oM is
one) and of a weak letter. The position of the weak letter 
can be initial, medial, or final.
(4) Al-Lafif.
This section is chosen from the letter, **3
In this section, each word consists of one consonant, which
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in this case is dj and of two weak letters in any order.
(5) Quadriliteral Woras.
This section deals with words with quadriliteral 
roots. The section is taken from the letter P* . The words., 
in this section consist of four radicals. Each word must 
contain the letter as one of the radicals.
(6) QuinquiX^teral Words.
This section deals with words which consist of five- 
radicals. The choice, is a^so from the letter ^  , thatis to 
say, each word has 5^ as one of its radicals.
Although the sections in al-TAin on quadriliteral and 
quinquiliteraX words are not divided into sub-headings under 
sn^ , letter, the arrangement of words is according to al-KhalilTs 
phonetic order. In Zubaidi*s abridgement, however, the sub­
headings we would expect are given. Therefore, in editing tho 
text it would be advisable for the editor to supply such sub­
headings .
(7) Words with Weak Letters.
This section contains words whicn have no consonants. 
The hamzah is regarded by aul dictionaries made after al-Khalilfs 
model as a weak letter. It was not until Jauhari classed it 
at the beginning of his dictionary that the hamzah was 
considered as a consonant.
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Throughout al-fAin, the order of the words is
correct, except in a few places, where some words have
been recorded under the wrong root. It is interesting
to xiote that the celebrated. Q,amus is said to contain about
1
600 words which have been recorded in the wrong place. .
Suyuti has observed that a few of the words in al-*Ain are
not in the right place, but, he adds, that this is not
£
such a serious matter.
THIS COPIES OF THE TEXT
We have so far the following copies from which
we have edited a part of the text.
(1) The manuscript of Baghdad Museum, which was
written out from a copy in Najaf or Karbala in the year 
3
1936. The writing is in a Persian character, ^ j U  ,
in a very small hand-writing, £5 lines a page, about 14 or
15 words a line. The text consists of two parts, which the
a-
scribe has called volumes, ^ I I  , each part containing 
about four hundred pages. The second volume of the Baghdad 
manuscript begins with the Jetter o , and its page numbers
1. Al-IJiya*, vol. 8, p. 294.
2. Muzhir, vol. , p. 53.
3. The copyist ^ is the late Shaikh M. al-Samawi. In the
preface to Diwan^j&bu al-jkswad, edited 1954, the editor,
4J» 9 states that al-*Ain was among the three
valuable manuscripts which were copied by Samawi, but he 
does not give the date of the place of the originals.
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start afresh with 1, 2, 3, etc. and run upto 397. The
division into two volumes seems to be only with regard
to the size. Karmali has estimated that it would take
1
about 2,500 printed pages in 6 volumes. The earliest
copy that we have heard of consists of 50 parts, as re- 
- 2
ported by Nadim who calls them volumes. If we taxe into 
consideration other lexicons and grammatical boohs which 
were written in the early Islamic period, we find that the 
authors have compiled their works as one set each. This 
set could be written in one or more parts according to its
. tw
size. These parts were termed { c
The first term technically means volume, but originally it 
meant part or . Apart from this, there is no
special character to distinguish one volume from another.
The characteristics of al-TAin is one in the book.all the 
way through. It does not really matter If it is in 2 or 
6 or 50 parts or volumes. But for printing convenience, 
it should be in about 6 volumes plus one as an index.
(2) The manuscript of Tubingen University of 
Germany was brought from Baghdad by Professor Ritter, This
1. I S m a i i ' does n o r T E ^ u d ’e T h e  indices which would tame 
another volume.
2, Pihrist, p. 67, relates that a scribe brought from 
Khurasan the manuscript of al-TAin to ibn Duraid in Bgghdad 
around the year 250 A.II. This agrees with the conception 
that Khalil compiled al-^in in Kh&rasan. This also explains 
why some of the early scholars have not seen it.
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manuscript came originally to Berlin and was then moved
1
during the War to Tubingen*
Although the script of this copy is clear, there
are many mistakes in it* In some cases, we find that a
number of words are omitted* Sometimes there is a blank
space, sometimes not* This can be seen in the footnotes
in the second volume of this thesis.
The division of al«tAin into two volumes does not
take place in the Tubingen copy at the beginning of the
letter j , as in the Baghdad copy, but a little earlier
near to the end of the letter preceeding j , i.e., ^
It seems that the scribe has felt somehow tha t j is not
exactly half way.
Unfortunately, the Iraqi authorities are unable
to trace the origin of both the Baghdad and the Tubingen
-  2
copies. Through a personal letter from Shaikh Dujaili, 
whom Karmali has mentioned in connection with the aiscovery 
of al»TAin, we have been able to obtain some information 
which may throw light on the matter. Shaikh Dujaili thinks 
that owing to the War most of Karmali’s library was looted
1. A microfilm of this copy is now available at the library 
of S.OoAoS*
2* Shaikh Dujaili was a lecturer of Arabic at S.O*A.S. from 
1924-29. (A photostat copy of an extract from his letter is 
included at the end of this thesis).
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and that Karmali was able with the help of the English to 
obtain only a few of the lost books later. Dujaili does 
not know whether al-»Ain was one of the books recovered.
He also informs us in his letter that the original from 
which the Baghdad copy was written probably dates back to 
the thirteenth century of Hijrah, while the Tubingen copy 
may have been taken from a copy written in the eleventh 
century.
(3) The printed part of Karmali which was
1
printed in 1914 in Baghdad consists of 144 printed pages 
which correspond to 58 in the Baghdad manuscript copy.
(4) The abridgement of al-’Ain by Zubaidi (d. 391
A.H.) is said to be the best abridgement of al-*Ain. Some
2
say it is even better than its original. However, for 
vocabulary and definition, it represents al-fAin quite well. 
We can edit .al-’Ain on the basis of these four
3
copies. The abbreviations for these copies are as follows:
1. Nearly all the copies of Karmali*s printed part were 
destroyed when Baghdad was captured during the First World War, 
as Krenkow reports in WRAS, 1924*. I know of a copy in Germany 
and one in Cairo, of which 1 possess a microfilm.
2. The abridgement is merely the book of al-*Ain minus the 
shawahid and the names of the rawis. This has been dealt with 
before. See page . That is why it is mentioned in the 
article dealing with al-Khalil in the Encyclopaedia of Islam 
and Brocklemann. I posses a microfilm of one of the copies of 
2ubaidi*s abridgement in Madrid.
3. There should be an appeal to Arab and Oriental libraries to 
ask them whether they have a copy of al-*Ain.
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(1) JUW for the Baghdad manuscript copy
which will be the original.
(2) for the Tubingen copy.
(3) ^  for Karmali*s copy.
(4) a« for the Madrid copy of Zubaidi.
THE PROCESS OF EDITING
As Anastas Karmali did not have the time and
opportunity to edit the book during his lifetime, and as a
1
member of the Arab Academy of Damascus has appealed to 
Iraq for authority to undertake the task of printing al-*Ain, 
the first systematised dictionary, we here share with them 
this hope and suggest some points with which an adequate 
printed copy should emerge.
(a) Word and phrase correction.
There are some missing letters or dots of a letter, 
which cannot be regarded as mistakes, in the original copy, 
but which should really be considered the faults of the 
copyist. These should he noticed and corrected, wherever 
the syntax requires.
(b) Filling in the missing words.
When the syntax brings to notice that there is a 
missing word, how should we insert it? In this case we 
should consult one of the other conies or some other diction­
ary or grammatical treatises, as the case may be. For 
1. Ydsuf*Ushsh, Articles on al-*Ain in RAAD, 1941.
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example, in these few typed pages, namely on page 4, we 
find the phrase
4 #
i L) f -£■ I (WWj (J»-CCl£aiS^ * J ^ J
|»=a*^ami   it* ni 9 *
* 0 * ^ ^  J  ^  3^0-SfJl O
In the copy of Karmalf it runs like this:
♦ 2j*J& J  CL* q  ^  C fir*** J 6 **
This is confirmed by treatises on dialects like Muzhir and
KhasSiS.
* •
(c) Diacritical marks, or Tashkil.
Unfortunately, Tke diacritical marks have seen seldom 
preserved in these copies, and it is important to have the 
essential tashkil in every Arabic lexicon, otherwise it 
would lead to some errors. On this question we may consult 
one or more of the three main dictionaries. However, 
without definite proof that al-IChalil approved of the 
punctuation that ibn Duraid afterwards adopted, there may 
be legitimate doubt about some of the forms.
The three main dictionaries are as follows:
(1) Jaraharah of ibn Duraid, because it is based on al-fAin.
In this case it is best to rely on the Hyderabad edition 
which was undertaken by a good scholar, hamely, krenkow.
(2) Maqayis of ibn Faris. Its author is among the old 
lexicographers who recognise al-fAin as the work of al-Khalil.
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Consequently, he represented al-Khalil’s opinion to some 
extent, especially when he quoted him. The hook is 
edited with indices in Cairo in 1951 by a reliable scholar, 
namely, Har<um.
(3) Lisan al-fArab. This is a major dictionary which has 
been the source of nearly every editor with regard to 
definition and diacritical marks. It is proposed here to 
put these marks in the places where they are needed, e.g.,
4
on page 4, we have two words ^ U*JI ^ and
. Without the marks they seem alike. But
when consulting these three references, we find that the
#*
first one has a fathah, ^ ^ o n  the letter ^ while the 
other one h s  a kasrah, . The rest of the word does
not require tashkil.
(d) Evidential examples or Shawahid.
In the text of al-TAin, there are some lines of 
poetry which are not complete, and in some other cases, the 
name of the poet is not given.
It is still a problem in Arab c literature to
$race back a poetnwhen the line is given without the name
of its composer. This is due to the fact that early Islamic 
and pre-I£lamic poetry were not written down. It was only
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recorded in the Rawi*s memory* Consequently, many of them
have been lost or the composer*s name is not given. The
old lexicographers and grammarians were not familiar with
1
the names of poets as they were with their poetry. Perhaps 
they consider that it is beyond their scope and it is the 
task of the literary critic to deal with that type of work. 
It is enough for a lexicographer to give the lines as 
shawahid for a certain meaning.
THE IKD1CES
It is only recently, after the process of editing 
was learned from Orientalists, that Arab scholars began to 
follow in their footsteps in editing the treasures of Arabic 
manuscripts, specially in supplying the indices. To adopt 
the same procedure, we intend here to undertake the task of 
supplying the following indices.
1. Bughyat, p. 366., Suyuti has related in Bughyat al-Wuat 
under /the article Sibawaih, that Sibawaih has used 2500 
shawahid in his grammar book, al-Kitab. When he was asked 
about them he could only give the names of the poets in 2000 
cases. Even the late lexicographers, like the authors of 
Lisan and Taj, inspite of having much time and opportunity 
to consult more references, have failed to mention in some 
cases the name of a certain poet. It is hoped to find out 
most of these names in the Concordance of the Jerusalem 
Hebrew University.
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(1) Glossary. It is very essential for this type of
dictionary to have a glossary, since words are recorded
not alphabetically, hut according to a phonetic order,
e.g., the words ( ^  are not
recorded according to the first letter, hut we find that
though the last pair are initialled with V  , they
appear later, and -though the word J jsvj** ^as £ as second
radical, it appears before * which has j as its
second. Therefore, all the vocabulary should be collected
and grouped together in the ordinary alphabetical order for
1
practical use.
(3) Rhymes. The line of poetry given in the text should 
be recorded in the index according to the last radical of 
the last word, i.e. the Qafiyah, e.g.
We can have under the' letter *3 the word 1 .t.<
^ .. *
1 *
We can have under the letter j the word Lf
We can have under the letter J the word J* k ^
We can have under the letter J the word V
’We can have under the letter ? the word VI
(3) Poets. This index should include the cases where the
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name of the poet is given. However, certain elements of 
the word indicating names are, for the sake of convenience, 
disregarded. For example,
t should he under the letter J
should he under the letter o
A> ^
 ^* should he under the letter £
(4) Names of Authorities. This term will cover in the
index the names of the variousftawis who have heen quoted 
on matters ofi explanations or grammatical questions.
(5) Proper Names of Non-Poets or Non-Authorities. It is 
more convenient and practical to separate these names from 
the names in (3) and (4) ahove. As the latter kind is more 
essential for lexicographical purposes, it should not he 
mixed with other personal names which occur only accidently 
in the text.
(6) Place-Names. This should include the
place-names which have heen given incidentally, like Basra 
in the phrase, 3 „,.il ^  I Jfe, , or names given as 
words occurring under a root, like \ £ 1 f
under.the article f
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CONCLUSION
In reviewing the major lexicons, the plan and
the information have been discussed. We have already
seen how much they depended on al-*Ain, either directly
or indirectly. The citations from al-fAin have been
regarded by Karmali as plagiarism since the later
dictionaries have quoted al-Khalil very often without a
1
mention of his name.
Now, in conclusion, it is hoped to formulate a 
scheme upon which a reliable Arabic lexicon should be 
made. In achieving this there are some points to be 
observed*
(1) Type of words to be recorded.
(2) The order in which these words are arranged.
(3) Definitions and information.
2
(1) The Arab Academy of Cairo have stated officially
that the term Fasih should be limited to the Jahiliy)^/?and
early Islamic period, i.e. up till the end of the second
century of Hijrah. And this, we may add, includes the
ueriod in which al-'Ain was written. In other words Fasih• *
is what is termed by Orientalists as Classical Arabic,
1. Karmali* s Article, SDS^AJTol. 1$, p.
2. Review of Arab Academy, Cairo, 1949.
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Besides Fasih, they have defined also two other classes.
(i) The Arabicised, V J— * an^ (ii) The Neo or Modern, 
Jjj\ .
The proposed dictionary should not be confined 
to a certain period but it should consider also the 
language at all times upto the present day. Although the
* iv *
Academy admits that t-* and can be used in
literature, they still cannot be termed Fasih. For instance 
a word like U which is the M u ’arrab of the foreign
word "machine”, is not according to their view Fasih, but 
it is admissible as Arabic. The same case is applied with 
a modern word which has a root in classical Arabic. An 
example of this is a word like "industrialisation".
Although the root of the word exists in Arabic as £ Q u® with 
a number of derivations, this particular word is not Fasih 
because it has not been used by the early Arabs. But on 
the other hand it is admissible in literary usage. From the 
practical point of view the three types of words, Fasih, 
M u farrab and Muallad, are equally used. As the division, 
from the lexicographical p&int of view, is arbitrary there is 
no harm in giving them all one term and call them Fasih.
Still it is the task of a lexicographer to state whether a 
given word is of foreign origin in the case of the M u ’arrab.
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In the case of the Muallad he should record the period 
in which the word was first used and, if possible, the 
earliest writer to use it. Thus by doing so, he is 
recording the history of some of the vocabulary.
OfJ/bourse as the dictionary is for the literary 
language, the colloquial vocabulary should be excluded. - 
If we believe in the development of the language every 
word of the literary style has the right to be included 
within the scope of the dictionary.
(2) The Order.
Though the phonetic order of al-!Ain is 
skilfully planned it is difficult to adopt. Only the 
first principle which distinguishes between the radical 
and the additional letters should be followed. Since 
derivative forms in Arabic having the same root share 
among them a kind of a general meaning, it is more practical 
to record them together under their root Instead of 
separating them for the sake of observing a strict alphabetical 
order regardless of the condition of the first letter,
f-
whether it is radical or additional. Therefore, to put £ j 1
I 1 i ,
under and under ’ f and under
then XL^  under t would not be practical. As they 
are derived from the same root they should be under &  t-
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An elementary grammar can easily guide the reader to find
the word he is seeking under its root* This principle
which has been first used by al-fAin, and obtained in
Arabic dictionaries, should remain in use. The method
of Sihah, which is a qafiyah order, is not advisable to
pursue since one has to look for the last radical then
again jump to the first and end with the middle one. It
is more natural to begin with the first then go on to
the middle and to the end with the last radical in setting
- 1
up a dictionary. Therefore, as Shidyaq has appealed to 
Arabs, the strict alphabetical order should be adopted 
in which case it agrees in a way with the European method 
in compiling dictionaries. We have already seen that 
later dictionaries like Muhit, Aqrab al-Mawarid and 
]fischerTs have kept to that order.
Now comes the problem of arranging the derivate 
forms of a given root. In earlier lexicons like Lisan, one 
may have to read the whole passage in order to find a 
particular word. In some cases' the meaning of a root is 
given bpt the form of, say, the present tense or of the
1* Jefsus, p. 109.
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infinitive is not recorded on the assumption that it is
obvious. The latter case has been solved by adopting
1 - 2 
key-words. Misbah and Aqrab al-Mawarid have done so.
3
The former problem has been also solved by Fischer, and
it is recommended that he should follow in the footsteps
of Fischer in compiling a new lexicon.
(3) Definition and information.
The most important point that a lexicographer
should bear in mind is the historical relation among the
different meanings of a given root. The New Oxford English
Dictionary has Skilfully applied this scheme. The periods
4
given in that dictionary start from the 12th Century.
The compilers state: "The date has been adopted as the
only natural halting place." The halting place in Arabic 
goes further. It includes about 200 years before Islam,
i.e. the 3th Century. Although there is some doubt about 
the authenticity of some Jahiliyyah poetry, the vocabulary 
as such was used. Fortunately enough, we have &l-fAin
1 . See p. 153.
2. See' p. 158.
See p. 178.
N.o^ .D. Preface, p. xviii.
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in which the vocabulary of the early period is recorded.
Some distinction should be made between lahiliyyah and 
Islamic vocabulary. A certain class of words, i.e., 
rare words, j j ijji, which have been used only by Jahiliyyah 
poets and then went out of use should be classed as U*
On the other hand, meanings which were adopted by the rise 
of Islam, like 2 I5j t 2 t j should be stated as 
I I
We could rely on al-'Ain in selecting the two
classes mentioned above. Although al-Khalil does not state
in most cases the type of such words, we can safely say that
all the vocabulary in al-TAin belongs to Classical Arabic.
Besides, al-'Ain, there are a few treatises dealing with '
obscure words. Such works should be consulted too. Further-
1
more, as Fischer points out, books on literature and other 
Islamic subjects should be considered as well.
For convenience, other jieriods should be suggested. 
The poets and writers of the period beginning from the
i
third Hi j rah century are termed OiP ; and as the fall
of Baghdad in the hands of Balaku in the 13th Century 
(656 A.H.) is a great event in the Arab world and after 
which the Muslim States were separated it can be ta^en as a
Al-'muktataf f March 1949.
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division line and one can term the new words and new 
usages cu ♦ The period after that constitutes
medieval times, which is termed in A r a b i c j
I |
The term -“ "J can ne employed. But when does this 
period end? In the nineteenth century the contact in culture 
took place between the Arab world ta the one hand and the 
West on the other, and the growth of orientalism has 
helped greatly in introducing new ideas and thoughts 
especially with regard to translation from and into Arabic.
All these factors among other things, helped to make the 
last 150 years stand out with a special characteristic.
s-
As this period is termed J 1 term
can be adopted. Of course there is no sharp line 
every two periods as one period gradually develops into the 
other.
The dictionaries reviewed in this study can help 
in recording the dates. .For instance Asas has given many 
examples quoted from later authors and many illustrations 
as models of literature at his own time. Such illustrations 
can characterise the Asasfs time.
About the authorities, 3 , it should be made
clear that though their information is useful, a lexicographer 
should bear full responsibility for the definitions given in 
,the dictionary he makes. A word does not mean so and so
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because a certain Rawi says so, but the meaning should be
deduced from the abstract which the word occurs, and names
of such rawis can be quoted as sources in which the verse
is recorded.
As for the shavuahid, they should be fully
considered. That does not mean that a shahid must be
found for every word. Something must be left to common
sense. When the word is rare one illustrates different
meanings or when the sense has changed through the ages,
the shahid should be given to support the change.
Again the definition should not be vague or
difficult to understand. We should not expect to see any
*
more for a definition of a plant than the phrase tJ
Such a broad outline of a plan is to serve as 
the basis for a new major Arabic dictionary. We look 
forward to the day when the Arabic language possesses a 
comprehansive lexicon as English has in the New Oxford 
Dictionary.
(i)
SAMPLES OIT SQIX 0? THE MANUSCRIPTS
It is intended here to include photostat copies 
of some of the manuscripts of al-*Ain and its abridgement
as well as that of Karmali1s printed part as samples. There
is also an extract of a letter from Sheikh Dujaili included 
qmong the photostats. These photostats are:- 
(*1) This shows that the second volume of al-fAin starts
*. t
at the beginning of the letter C3 in the Baghdad copy, 
which is referred to here as
(in This shows that the second volume in the Tubingen 
copy ( Jr* ) starts earlier, before . It begins near
to the end of the letter at the root £  ♦ It
also shows that the scribe has preferred to divide the 
book according to its size only.
(III) This shows that the copy is dated in the year
1355 A.H* ( 1936 A . D . h
(IV) This shows that the copy is dated 1346 A.H.
(1927 A.D.).
(V) and (VI) These show that the section of the quadriliteral 
in al-fAin has no sub-heading.
(ii)
(VII) and (VIII) These are taken from the abridgement 
of al-fAin by Zubaidi* which is in Madrid and "which is 
referred to here as - W  . These two numbers show the 
sub-heading of the section entitled the quadriliteral 
words. These sub-headings have been taken as a guide for 
the sub-heading adopted in editing the corresponding 
passage in al-fAin.
(IX) This is a part of the letter from Shaikh Dujaili 
in which he informs us that there existed two copies of 
al-1Ain dating back to the 11th and 10th Centuries Eijrah.
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